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IDENTIFICATION OF SOCIAL PROBLEMS IN NEIGHBORHOOD
FOUR, CAMBRIDGE.

ABSTRACT.
Planners and social workers establish priorities,

design programs, carry out projects, and otherwise inter-
vene in society in terms of social problems. This thesis
raises the question "what is a social problem?", with
particular reference to the activities of planners and
social workers.. Neighborhood Four, Cambridge, will be
taken as an area for a case study of how social workers
and planners working in a low income neighborhood approach
their work in terms of problems.

These planners and social workers are basically
concerned with the process of identifying problems in
Neighborhood Four. The identification is affected and
determined by a member of practical contingencies: by
the professionals' licence and training; by their rela-
tionship to each other, to the residents of the neighbor-
hood, to the Cambridge politicians, and to national and
state bureaucracies; and by the demands, limits and pur-
poses of their agencies.

In operating in Neighborhood Four, planners and so-
cial workers do not develop their own analyses of the
problems. Rather they apply- models of typical problems
to practical ends of intervention, defining their their
clients, justifying their work, applying for funds, and
fulfilling and extending the prescriptions of their pro-
fessional licence. The typical problems they use differ
both from the common-sense views of the residents of the
neighborhood and from analytic social science models.

The application of this practical view of social
problems, with the neighborhood as the basic unit of anal-
ysis and intervention to wider areas of national planning
now opening to planners and social workers may have far-
reaching consequences. This thesis is attempt to illus-
trate the complexity of the process of this definition, and
make clear the implications.

Pamela Emerson

Thesis Supervisor,
Mrs Lisa Redfield Peatti'e

June 26, 1967
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I. Introduction.

Social problems dominate current discussions of cities. InevitL-

ably, city planners are drawn into the debate. This thesis is an

attempt to examine the nature of social problems as intelleatual

constzncts and working tools by looking specifically at the way social

workers and planners have identified the problems of an area of Cam-

bridge, Neigborkeed Four.

NeighborhoOd Four was the site of my own introductiont t. the

problems of poor people. The view of the neighborhood that was eom-

municated to me highlighted a compendium of psychological problems

among the residents. My eventual disillusionment with that view has

led me to ask how I came to accept it. in the first place, and how it

came to dominate one of the most active social service centers in

the neighborhood. It appeared that the professionals active in the

neighborhood were these who determined the view of the neighborhood

and its problems that was accaepted so uncritically by us volunteers,

academics and other outsiders. This thesis will use a case study of

Neighborhood Four to discuss how and why professionals come to iden.-

tify problems and develop a working view of a neighborhood.

A. A Student Volunteer in Neighborhood Four.

My original view of Neighborhood Four was formed by my exper-

iences there as a social work volunteer. I began work at the Cam-

bridge Neighborhood House in the fall of 1960, and continued to do

volunteer work there for four years. I was one of a number of stu-

dent volunteers recruited from Harvard, Radcliffe and MIT t aid

this settlement house in carrying out its programs. In our orien-
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tation it was emphasized that we were needed beanse of the severity

of neighborhood "problems". These problems justified our presense,

oriented our programs, and filled our discussions with the staff.

The definition of the neighborhood was made, and oar role set out,

before we had met, one child:

A tall unhealthy looking Senior pressured a group of us fresh-
men, who had attended a Phillips Brooks House tea, to ac~e~m-
pany him to the Neighborhood House, where we were greeted.,
somewhat to our surprise, as though we were anxious to work
there. As we get out of the PB bus oni Moore St., he paused,
and sniffed the air. In a lugabrious, confidential whisper,
he said, "Do you smell that smell of rubber? In this neigh-
borhood it penetrates twenty-four )ours a day. Some times it's
even worse." We obediantly smelled, as he locked the bus,
telling us an anecdote of the fate of an unlocked car at the
hands of "these kids".

The neighborhood was set apart as a foreign place, with strange,

displeasing and dangerous characteristias. The formal message of

the reciuting session was how exceptional the neighborhood was, how

ordinary rules did not fit interaction with "these kids". The dis-

cussion centered on how to operate as a children's grou-p leader -_

for this was what we were supposed to be. In the version of our

student leader, we were to be a role model and guide to help these

kids avoid delinquency. WVe were given a new vocabulary to describe.

their behavior - "testing" and "acting out". We were told that it

was necessary to be "absolutely honest with the kids", and that it

was important to be .reliable -- to come on time arnd stay for the year.

On a commitment to do this,, we were :assigned "our group", almost as

parent surrogates, with an implicit assumption that we were important

because the children's families did not give reliability, honesty,

guidance, or models. This role understandably had its effects on our~

relations with the parents, not all of them beneficial. It also led
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us to be very concerned with understanding the "problems of our kids"

and to a simplification of the sta;ff's view of the neighborhood so

that we could understand it.

From the time of orientation our emntral concerns were delino-.

queney (in general) and upward social mobility, seen as the two

mutually exclusive alternative fates awaiting these children. These

concerns were part of our adopted social work view of the kids and

their families, a view that emphasized psychological and character-

disturbances, that saw all as likely car4dates for counselling, and

somehow, intellectually and emotionally incapable of coping with

themselves or the world. We interpreted our immediate problems as

reflecting and confirming these views: As a lousy disciiplinarian I

concentrated on securing attendance at club meetings, keeping the

kids in order once they came, and producing visible output. These

activities, and our contacts with the parents, provided us with Our

own experience of the neighborhood's problems. A chaotic meeting 1he-

came a sure sign of the terrible future in store .for the kids. Our

analysis of what was "wrong", then, was framed in terms of why the

kids were going to be delinquent, and why people were not and would

not be mobile. With social work we looked to the family structure

and family relations to find the answers.

The elements of family structure that. appeared in our analyses

as causes of disturbance, or as symptoms pathological in themselves,

were those customs, habits and events which we tended to find most

shocking, and which we had to explain for, our own peace of mind.

Deviations from our models of middle class behavior- were interpreted

as basic problems, as symptoms of deep disturbance.
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While I personally participated in long discussions on family

structure and psychology, at the same time I was concerned with dis-

covering the causes of' people's problems in more concrete -- prefer-

ably economic: -- terms. During the second and third year I spent atv

the Neighborhood House, I spent many hours talking to parents, asking,

rather naive questions about what was really wrong with the projec.,

trying to uncover the real story (from those immediately Offected)

about technological unemployment, welfare, and other things that I

was reading about in schoel. Over all, I was most concerned with the

psychological import of these concrete problems: the kinds of things

that scared the kids about themselves - things that came out in the

impromptu plays we had when I couldn't think up anything better to do;

the kinds of' revelations people would make about themselves, mostly,

by their emotional tone, in conversations.

Although "poverty" was drifting around the edge of everyone's

perceptions - it was fairly obvious that fathers of large families

could work 70 hours a week in order to make only $4000 a year, that

people were :scandly overcrowded, that the kids had no boots or-

mittens, and that a quarter loomed large in the financial calculations

of every family - it was generally agreed by the staff that poverty,

low wages and long hours were marginal and irrelevant questions.

A number of factors underlay this attitude. Ini the first place,

changing the pattern of distribution: was not aonsidered a practical

goal. Instead the mobility of single families was held wp as the

answer to poverty. Such mobility required staying in school or,

being retrained in order to get better jobs. Basic problems there-

fore centered around factors that prevented mobility, and ultimately)



* 1 assembled notes on these conversations and
meetings in a Junior Tutorial paper for the Harvard
Department of Social Studies. This has provided a
good source to supplement memory.



derived from the psyckelogical abnormalities of particular families.

The second reason was that the absolute level of poverty did

not seem to the social workers to be such that things were hopeless.

In the projects, the material goods and appliances with which people

were surrounded were abundant enough in absolute iterms to lend some

credan'e to the thought that 'if they managed better, their poverty

would not be unendurable'. People were simply not as poor- as people,

say, in the South End. The Easter outfits, TV sets, the cookies and

the binge parties did what they were supposed to do, creating an il-

lusion of resources and profligacy. This attitude was sustained byr

the finding that the families wherm> the kids were seriously mal-

nourished were also families where "other problems" accounted for a

bad use of income. The level of income was considered a drawback,

but the real problem was "something deeper". For the staff an in-

crease in family income was not seen as sufficient to lead to increased

social status, better jobs for- the parents, or-less delinquency among

the kids. The "real problems" were not income but people's psycho-

logical and family troubles that prevented them frem "using the .re-

sources that were there" (including those provided by the Neighbor-

hood House itself).

This perspective contrasted vividly with that of many residents,

who felt that money was their first need, even though they- would

hesitate to call themselves poor.* While the staff rejected this wider

conception of local problems,- they did accept as "realistic" many of"

the more specific' "gripes" of residents. These included complaints

about the administration of the project and of the welfare system,

especially those details that served to undermine'incentives to mobi-

5.
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* Conversation with Mrs. Karyl Mosesohn Sweeney,
November, 1966



lity (ie, work), the stability of the family (eg, welfare kicking

the man out of the house), and good relations betteen neighbors

(eg, Mrs. M told the management irs. 0 kept a sloppy house).

As I stayed on I became increasingly unwilling to accept the

social work view of the neighborhood. I came to believe that many

of the psychological problems that could be observed were the result

of a social situation that was characterized by interference and

advice and counselling by to. many people with too much power over

the families. They were for the most part not psychological prob-

lems at all; instead, they were a defensive form of interaction for

dealing with social workers. Yet even in this departure, I was still

overwhelmed by the psychological view of the neighborhood and its

problems. I was still engaged in the favorite activity of the volun-

teer, explaining shocking behavior in psychological terms, or the

same "psychelegical" behavior in terms ef social interaction.

In addition to this kind of psychologizing, all volunteers en-

gaged in the common activity of imposing the category of' "Neighbor-

hood Four" resident on anyone who lived between Main and Broadway,

Columbia and Portland Streets. This reflected a ddmand that they be

a community, and led to irritation and study when they were not.

This proess extended itself to the description. of emotional problems

by a geographic area, and guilt by residence was imposed on all resi-

dents. When people persisted in announcing that they were different

from "those people down here",- it was regarded as a sign of aliena-

tion, and the possibility that iildeed they were different evaded us.

Some elementary study into the social organization of Cambridge

would have avoided this problem. Cambridge is organized "tribally"
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* The Junior Tutorial paper contained this analysis,
based to a very great extent on Erving Goffman, Aj-
lums (New York: Anchor Books, 1961)
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through local ethnic-kinship bonds, not by residence. The people in

Neighborhood Four included the lowest status members of a number of'

tribes, and more important, of a number of kinship groupsa We were

too eager to use it as a proteype of the poor neighborhood to notice

this very interesting and possibl3 unique feature.

This locating of problems by residence area was ftmnetional to

agencies that organized their- tasks geographically, but iade it diffi-

cult for residents to rise in status without moving, thus contribut-

ing to the "move out to show your mobility" attitude that challenged

the people every day. It also served as an easy way of distinguishing

the low status members of Cambridge -- by address. The system pro-

duced a set of expectations about the behavior and chances of people

from that area. The assumption that there were severe problems was

applied so as to dominate officiaV. views of the child or- family

from Neighborhood Four. This habit of generalization did not mean

that everyone was thought to have this or- that problem; they were -

merely considered likely to. As one official stated:

"These girls who go to the Margaret (Fuller House). Some of
them are really sick kids. There's one group of 15 year- old
girls and one of the girls wrecked herself last summer, they
say -- aborted herself they mean. Those kids are in really
bad shape."
(Interview with CEF[JET worker, December, 1966.)

This example is crucial as it shows what is operating: a concern

fbt the girls, middle class horror at some aspects of their-lives and

an urge to generalize, to make some order out of the impressions that

besiege and shock the senses.

Volunteers' efforts to define the neightorhood's problems meant

not only looking at people as if they must have problems, but als*

L
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* This assertion is based on impressions of the In-
ner Belt Protest group, Save OureCities, and on the
results of a study by Barbara L. Carter that found
ethnic, racial and religious ties much closer than
"neighborhood" associations, in a study of a Cambridge
neighborhood. Barbara L. Carter, "Patterns of As-
sociation in an Interracial Neighborhood", unpublished
paperB#andeis University, June, 1964.
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searching for data about those problems fltem individuals in the

neighborhood. Families who came to notice often, or vividly, were

these which became the basis :for generalization, and the sum of the

problems of the different families came to equal the problems of the

neighborheed. The people who did not participate in activities, or

come to one's notice were regarded as being in suck trouble that

they were unable even to come to the Neighborhed House (ie, they- were

worse by definition). People who lived up to middle class standards

were excluded on- a different basis; they were on, their way out, and

had broken away from the neighborheed. By definition they were not

typical of the neighborheod or its problems.

My experience in Neighborheed Four took place before recent

changes in the agency's* approach were apparent. The kinds of prob-

lems .the neighborheed is :new felt to have differ from this- view I

have referred to, but at the time it seemed to dominate every contact

in the neighborhood. Despite changes, the psychological view persists

but with less emphasis. Moreover this kind of approach to an urban,

neighborhood was not the unique invention of the Neighborheed House

staff. Books and studies have appeared discussing the way the values,

culture and family system of peer people produce delinquents and

prevent social mobility.

It was the questions that arose out of this experience in Neig-

borhood Four, frustration with the kinds of definitions of' people

that were current, and belief that such definitions were not neutral

things but affected these defined very directly, that led me to want

to examine the nature of social problems, as intellectual cnstructs:

and the process of identification of such problems- in Neighborhood Four.
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*Inperview with Karyl Sweeney: "The people who came
to the Neighborhood House were the upper class of
the community. It was coming to the Neighborhood
House that made them that."
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]3. Qiestions and Methodology of the Thesis.

It seemed to me that in many ways the social workers had misin,-

terpreted the problems of Neighborhood Four. In looking back over

that experience I wondered what the process was by which they came

to a view of the neighborheed and its problems. I could see how a

view, once developed, could be sustained, even in the face of antra-

dictory evidence. How did Professionals approach a neighborhood, how

did they define a problem? Secondly, it seemed strange to me that

they had picked a "neighborheed" as a unit for analysis and actioni.

For Neighborhood Four - or even the housing projects - were not self-

contained social units. Moreover, problems-of low income, or inferior

educational system, or inadequate welfare, were neither caused by nor

aonfined to the neighborhood. Why, then, use as a basisfTer analysis

a "neighborheed" that seemed to exist only within the minds of pro-

fessionals - a "neighborheod" whose very name was contrived by them?

Finally, it struck me that the social workers had a warped view

of the people and the neighborhod because of their preoccupation with

"problems" and the pathological. Was the most significant thing

about a family necessarily the misbehavior of the children or its

emotional dynamic's? I felt that a problem-oriented approach left

no judgment of the significance or meaning: of a problem. There was

no way of discovering which problems were important to people, whick

were better ignored, which were not problems at all.

With these questions in mind I began work on my thesis, focusing

on four issues: (1) What is a social problem? (2) How do profes-

sionals in social work and planning come to a view of what the prob-

lems are in a specific area? (3) Why do they often use a neighborhood
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as the unit of analysis and approach? And (4) What happens when

they see things in terms of problems?

These questions were relevant to planners as well as to social

workers: planners had started to work in Neigborhood Four , and

they were working with social workers ftom the settlement houses.

In addition, there seemed to bea national resurgence of interest in;

urban problems, and planners were involved in this, sitting en cam-.

mittees that attempt to set up "priorities for action", or to redefine

what are the most urgent problems, or to lobby for this or that sub-

sidy. Courses were offered in "social planning" and social problems

to planning students. Planners seem to be getting into the business

of defining social problems.

My practical problem initially was to try to find out more exactly

how planners and social workers identified problems. Obsermations

at staff meetings and neighborhood gatherings were impossible be-

cause of problems of time and access. Howevery planners and social

workers working in the neighborhood were very cooperative in allowing

me to interview them. Interviews generally took about an hour and

yielded nine or ten sinagle spaced pages of notes. These interirkeway

however, have not proved easy to use. I was disappointed to find

near unanimity among them on what the problems were, and generally:

vague remarks on how they went about discovering them. They seemed

to assume that the problems simply existed, and that the current

list was self-evidently the "important" one. While this unanimityr

does not facilitate comparison, it does support the contention that

a common line does exist and that it is frequently communicated to

others.
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During this time I also interviewed one non-professional resi-

dent of the neighborhood, thinking that I would contrast two sets of

views of the area. I abandoned this for- another- approach, but I

think even this one interview will serve to illustrate a few points

later- on. I also attended, and took notes on, meeting of the Neigh-

borhood Five OEO planning team and other Cambridge groups. Finally-,

long conversations with Mrs. Karyl Mosesohn Sweeney, who was a staff

member at the Cambridge Neighborhood House from 1961 to 1964, have

helped me see many things about the operations of social workers in

that setting.

Local agencies, especially the planning board, have published,

many reports describing Cambridge neighborhoods, various programs,

and the like. There are also reports of older projects carried on

in Cambridge, digests of census data, and the annual reports of the

social agenci". These were somewhat helpful. The most helpful

reading matter, however, were sociological: Hughes' material en

professions, Seeley on social problems, Schutz, Goffman and Gar.

finkel on typification, frame analysi-s and interaction.

In general, the data could be supplement a good deal*. It seemed

quite thin to start with, and as work progressed, I wished I had asked

more and different questions. It was also difficult to find a con-

ceptual framework for a discussion of something that is an intellect-

ual exercise and at tie same time a political process. It was not a.

subject that could be communicated by the development of a model,

or some prescriptive and hortatory advice on how to do it correctly.

I hope that I have overcome the worst problems of the data and the

subject matter,
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* Everett C Hughes, Men and Their Work,(Glencoe,Free
Press, 1958).
**John R.Seeley,"The Problem of Social Problems",, In-
dian Sociological Bulletin, Aprill , 1965.

. "Intellectual and Libi4Anal Dimensi-
ons of Researdh", in Reflections on Community Studies,
A.J. Vidich et. al. (Eds, (New York: Wiley, 1964)

were two of the most valuable of his many articles,
see footnote below, page 13 and Bibliography for a
more complete list. (Many of the points that Seeley
makes are foreshadowed in an article by C Wright Mills,
"The Professional Ide&logy of Social Pathologists,"
in the American Journal of Sociology, 49 (September,
1943), pp.165-80.) The second article falls more in
the category of a personal account of the process
of a community study, and how the intellectual con-
clusions are related to personal history, mainly
with regardI to Crestwood 9eights.

xl. The most relevant of Schutz' essays include:
"Common Sense and Scientific Interpretation of
Human Action", in Collected Papers, Vol. I; "The
Social World and the Theory of Social Action", and
"Equality and the Meaning Structure of the Social
World", in Collected Papers, Vol II. Alfred Schutz,
Collected Papers, Vol's I and II, (The Hague, Ne-
therlands: Nijhoff, 1962).

x2. Erving Goffman, Asylums, Opci; , Encounters,
(Indianapolis; Bobbs-Merrill, 1961); ,Stigma,
(Englewood Cliffs,NJ: Prentice hall, 1963).

x3. Harold Garfinkel, "A Conception of, and Experi-
ments with, "Trust" as a Condition of Stabt* Concer-
ted Action" in Motivation and Interaction, 0 J Harvey,
(ed). The date and publishing house of this are un-
available on the xerox reprint in my possession. In
this article he tries to put some of Schutz' theories
to work in experimental situations.See also: "Condi-
tions of Successful Degradation Ceremonies," Ameri-
can Journal of Sociology, 61, 1956, pp. 420-424.
This latter artic.b, while not directly relevant to
this study of Community Organizers should be useful
in regard to Wqfare and other means test operations.

L
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This thesis will proceed with some general notes on social

problems, planners and social workers, touch lightly on some local

historical background, and then go on to a discussion of the inter-

views and the problem of social problems.
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II. Social Knowledge and Social Problems,

Social science has become increasingly critical of

the concept of "social problems" as one aspect of a general

concern with the social foundations of knowledge. In this

light, the existence of such "problems" becomes problematic:

One asks why is X labelled a "problem" as opposed to Y, and

why is Z considered a more basic or important problemsthan

X. One must assume that problems are created with refer-

ence to some larger conceptual and social framework. If

problems label things that are wrong in society, one can

ask why these particular things are constdered wrong? Why

are some rather than others considered relevant? In our

society various professional groups have assumed a predomi-

nant interest in working with the society's problems. What

I am concerned with is the relationship between these pro-

fessionals and the problems they identify and emphasize.

My concern is to follow the connections and relations be-

tween professions as social groups subject to certain organ-

izational and occupational contingencies, and contingencies

which embody their relevant "purposes at hand" and which

affedy the kind and nature of the problems they identify.

Professionals work in terms of an inherited tradition

which delimits the kinds of subjects relevant to them and

the questions they should and are allowed to ask. But the

rules by which professions operate and their rules of rele-

vance also develop out of the contingencies of carrying out
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*.See especially C Wright Mills, Qp Cit, and Seeley,
Q Cit. Other articles by Seeley:
John R Seeley,"Social Science, Some Probative Problems",
in Maurice Stein and Arthur Vidich, (eds) Sociology on
Trial (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1963); and

,"The *Aking and Taking of Problems; Toward
an Ethical Stance," Social Problems, 14, Spring, 1967,
pp. 382-3&9.

Mills argued that problems were seen in a fragmentary,
practical way that tended "to atomize social objectives."frhis was
an approach that centered on deviance, and continually
Jyas)"put in terms of a requirengri for more "sociali-
zation"." He complained that current analyzes of Social
Problems texts left the political order unexamined, in-
deed tended to support it and other current features of
the public scene as normal. This analysis was consist-
ently biased against urban working class people be*-
cause the standards of normal and proper were of the
small town middle class, and failed to use the socio-
logical concept of structures, concentratedg rather on
"situational analysis" of individuals. This approach
then, failed to be critical, or evenuseful in terms of
the osteasiole goal of "reforming sobiety."

Seeley remarks on the continuation of thbs class bias,
even though the smll town approach is much less ap-
parent at this time. Still, he argues, Sociologists
study (and applied workers work with) people who cannot
fight back. Social problems are still seen in terms of
the problems of poor people. (Thus racd relations is
the study of Negroes, and perhaps, lower class whites.)

Einally, a quote or two used in Mills* article illustrates
the traditional approach, without the modern disclaimers
that often appear before the same list of problems is
served up:

"Perhaps we may be on solid ground through recog-
ntion of the capitalist system and its accompani-ments
as normal. We may then deal with its several parts,
treating as problems those which do not function smoQtk-
ly." C.M. Rosenquist, Social Problems, (1940) Guoted in
Mills, og cit p.169 . 4nd:
"An ever increasing number of persons living in the giant
cities has become completely deracinated, cut off from stable
primar ties. They have lost not only their physical home,
but their spiritual home as well.- Social disorginiza-
tion breeds in these unattached masses of the urban pro-
letariat. They furnish willing nuclei for robbery, bti-
gandage and revblution." M.A. Elliott and F.E. Merill,
Social Disorganization (1934,41) quoted in Mills p.174.

For modern application, just read "southern Negroes" into
the second quote. It is they who are now supposed to have
been dislocated fvom their spiritual home in the South.
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the demands of their position as professionals. By the very

nature of their position and activities, professionals not

only work at solving problems, but also go further and

define situations as problems. This is a very significant

development; for defining a problem is a political decision

about what shall be done to or for whom in order to change

or alleviate a situation. This implicitly involves the

determination that this situation is both critic&l and amen-

able to change. Thus a professional in defining a particu-

lar situation or circumstance as a problem is in effect

saying "this is something about which I may do something as

a professional."

John Seeley has made a number of penetrating analyses

of these and other aspects of the phenomenon of "social

problems." To begin with, calling something a social prob-

lem sets it off from ordinary events. Moreover, this

occurs in such a way as to highlight problems as "being

suited to a certain kind of treatment, handling or

response":

To term something a social problem is (successfully
or unsuccessfully) by abstracting and naming, to
enact a reclassification or some part or aspect
of the common life in order to alter the response
it will receive, or the relation in which it will
stand to other parts of the common life. To call
'something' (eg. unemployment, population movement)
a social problem is thus already, to that extent to
reconstitute the society by redefining the activity.
Sociologists...create the social problem out of
some aspect of the social life... 4*

But beyond this, a social problem is very close to a moral
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*Seeley, P- Cit. See note on preceding page and on
page 11.

**Seeley, "The Problem of Social Problems," 2p Cit.
mimeographed copy, p. 4.
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condemnation. When we call something a social problem, we

mean that we disapprove of it or its results. A social

problem is distinguished from moral disapproval, because

it is described using a scientific model that relates the

phenomenon to the social, and assumes that it has identi-

fiable causes, which in turn suggests that a problem has a

solution -- that the social situation or factors in it can

be manipulated or conteolled to abolish the problem. How-

ever as Seeley emphasizes, problems remain enacted or

legislated products:

Unfortunately confusion is worse confounded
because sociologizers appear to mean at least
four different things by their legislative acts:
that a problem is a problem "from," in," "#of,"i
or "for" the society. For example, if it were
said of neurosis (as it is said of alcoholism)
that "neurosis is a social problem" we might
mean (any of all) that (a) the genesis of the
problem is social, (b) the consequences are
social, (c) the remedy is of a kind that only
'society' can give effect to, (d) the problem is
nothing but (or is "fundamentally") a relational
malfunction, i.e. a social perturbation.

The presence of a legislative element in
all four cases should be almost equally plain
since all distinctively human problems are
social in their genesis, consequence and medium
of action, and the cuestion of 'remedy' (which is
bound up with questions of cost, and cost for
whom) is the most patently judgemental of all...

Since that which cannot be solved is not a problem,

problems tend to be defined to fit solutions, and solutions

preferred by the "sociologizer's" perception of what might

fitly, or "practically", be manipulated. This in turn

devolves from political attitudes and the set of profes-

sional skills of the definer of the problems.
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* Lbid. ,p- 5
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I have come to believe that in poor neighborhoods,

the residents, after the buildings, are considered the most

"practical" to manipulate. In Seeley's terms, to manipulate

them is least expensive to everyone else. They are seen as

the fit objects of manipulation -- their behavior, mental

processes, culture and emotional life become the problems.*

Questions of definition pertain to general questions of

class position, social control and social domination. De-

ciding that the problems of a social class may best be dealt

with in a "neighborhood," working with individuals or with

small groups, also says that the relation of this class as

a class to other classes must not be tampered with, because

it treats the problematic class as an isolated entity.

Deciding that the most pressing problem is juvenile delin-

quency emsds the relationship between the classes by saying

that which is most problemattc in the lower class is that

aspect of their behavior which might infringe on other

classes, and it must be changed.

For a particular professional in a particular agency,

the definition of the problem contains a second element

referred to above. The definition has a direct effect on

the status of the profession, as one which may or must con-

cern itself with a given situation and more specifically

certain aspects of that situation. This places the problem

within his province, and delimits his professional compe-

tencies and concerns, protecting them from competing agencies

and professional groups. Also, it affects the expectations
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* We have only to look at the organization of the
MIT advocacy planning class reports on Neighborhood
Four of January 1967 to ver*fy this: each report had
physical and social programs. Social programs were
usually education of the residents with counselling
services, health and relocation services thrown in.
They usually included a pious wtsh for neighborhood
control, although they set out the main categories
and methods of action. None of the social programs
treated or dealt with people or institutions out-
side of Neighborhood Four, except as givens, or as
vague entitties that were to function as deussex ma-
china in the event of a near insoluble dilemma. The
social programs, viz., education and counselling and
relecatin involved change in the local people, their
attitudes, and the like.

Purely physical plans, however, are not free from this
attitude. The whole set of programs that involve slum
clearance of small owner occupied homes functions in
a similar matter. An extension of the poor person's
(or not so poor person's) self is attacked to solve
a declared problem of slums. (For a discussion of
the "self" and territory see Goffman, Encounters and
Asylums, pp cit. Also, Edward T. Hall, The Silent
Language (New York: Boubleday, 1963); The
Hidden Dimension (New York; Doubtday, 16.T
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and definitions of his own agency. No practical profes-

sional is going to present either himself or his agency with

a task which will lower its status in the professional or

political hierarchy. Neither will he tackle a problem that

he might handle badly or measureably fail with. Moreover,

a problem that will require too many resources (thus

jeopardizing other programs ) or will jeopardize the

source of resources (such as public and political support)

is not likely to be defined as an appropriate professional

task. Other activities and priorities might enhance the

position of the profession or the agency, and therefore be

viewed with more favor, despite obvious uselessness or irre-

levance to the majority of clients. For instance, a recent

study of agencies working with the blind suggested that

they were concentrating on programs to make young men and

children employable, in spite of the fact that most blind

Americans are women over 55 years of age.

Some of the factors that enter in to the definition

of social problems can be understood by examining social

work and planning as professions.
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* iobert A Scott, "The Selection of Clients by Social
Welfare Agencies; the Casecof the Blind," Social Prob-

ems, 14, Winter, 1967, p.248-257.
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III. Social Work, Planning and Social Problems.

Social work and planning, as all other occupations and

professions, have restricted licence about the kinds of

activities they can legitimately engage in. As Hughes has

commented about occupations in general:

An occupation consists, in part, of a successful claim
of some people to licence to carry out certain activi-
ties which qthers may not, and to do so in exchange
for money, goods or services. Those who have such
licence will, if they have any sense of self-ebnscious-
ness and solidarity, also claim a mandate to define
what is proper conduct of others toward the matters
concerned with their work. *

The difference between an occupation and a profession lies

in the extent of the licence and the success with which mem-

bers of the occupation have claimed a mandate over matters

concerned with their work:

Many new and some old occupations have sought for
themselves the envied status of profession; some of
them succeed in gaining that esteem, that broad li-
cence to control their work and that social mandate
over affairs pertaining to it that the term profession
connotes. **

There is then an expansionary force within professions toward

a broad and basic mandate to determine what the real and fun-

damental issues are:

Not merely do the practitioners, by virtue of gain-
ing admission to the charmed circle of colleagues,
individually exercise the licence to do things others
do not do, but collectively they presume to tell society
what is good and right for the individual and for
society at large in some aspect of life. Indeed, they
set the very terms in which people may think about this
aspect of life. The medical profession, for instance,
is not content merely to define the t&tmsfot medical
practice. It also tries to define for all of us the
very nature of health and disease. When the presump-
tion of a group to a broad mandate of this kind ii
explicitly er implicitly granted as legitimate, a
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* hughes, QO Cit. p. 78
* bid . p. 7
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profession has come into being. *

In these terms both social workers and planners share

an ambiguous professional status, for neither can success-

fully lay claim to exclusive licence or uncontested mandate.

In the first place, both are severely restricted in what

they can properly do. They do not have the freedom to select

the areas of intervention to solve social problems. They

cannot select their clients; social workers may be hired

to end juvenile delinquency, but this does not give them

licence to counsel the police, reform the schools, or

change hiring practices. Moreover, the work of planners

and social workers may be otherwise confined by geography

or Qther accident of hiring. Their freedom of movement and

subject matter is to a large extent determined by the powers

of the agency, not by the status of the professional.

Secondly, neither profession has been able to claim

an unequivocal skill, and hence often find themselves work-

ing as auxiliaries and underlings to other professions.

Moreover, people without planning or social work training

are hired to do (and to direct) planning and social work

ventures. Planners thus find themselves subordinate to

architects and lawyers, while social workers may effectively

end up doing the same things as girl scout- leaders, poli--

ticians or neighborhood associations.

In general, the licence of planners and social workers

has been to work at solving social problems, not at defining

them. Broader licence would entail wider control over their
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* Ibid. p.79.

**Richard Korn argues that in fact the social extts
already have a broad licence to intervene in society, on
the medical model that is also implicit in Hughes' work.
See Richard Korn, "The Private Citizen, the Social Expert,
and the Social Problem: An Excursion Through an Unack-
nowledged Utopia", in.B. Rosenberg, I. erver, and
F.W. Howton (eds) Mass Society in Crisis (New York:
MacMillan, 1964), p7377 ff. However, Korn uses the power
of psychiatrists, particularly over sex offenders, as
the prime example.
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work with greater power to define what social problems are.

And while there have been concerted efforts in this direction,

the definition of problems has largely remained in the poli-

tical arena and outside the professional competence of plan-

ners and social workers. Broadening their licence would be

one step in a general process of improving the status of

the profession.

The problems these professions gained licence to deal

with early in their development were those that formed the

intellectual basis of their origins. Both emerged from and

reflected criticism of nineteenth century urban life, tak-

ing their inspiration from efforts to reform and eliminate

city poverty, crime, disease, crowding and ugliness. The

"Slum" became the epitome of all that was bad and corrupt

in urban life, conveying an image of misery and poverty,

along with danger, vice and violence. Planning and social

work both emerged as melioristic enterprises in response to

these developments.

Social work developed out of an immediate concern to

do something for the poor. Its original licence was that

of the philanthropist: a giver retained a right of disposi-

tion over his gift, and of inquiry and supervision over the

recipient. Social work distinguished itself from what pre-

ceeded, however, by its "scientific" commitment: conditions

had to be studied as a precondition to successful reform;

charity could not be random and one-shot, but had to ration-

ally planned, if it were to be effective. But social workers
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For a good collection of readings: Morton and Lucia
White, The Intellectual Versus the City (New York: Men-
tor Books, 1962). See especially the chapters on Hen-
ry Adams,p.63ff.,and Park and Dewey,p.159ff. Also pages
45-48 for Melville's views on Liverpool, a view that
exemplified the confusion of poverty, class and crime.

** Sources on social work include:
Ferank J. Bruno, Trends in Social Work, 1874-1956 (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1957) which is as seen
through a conference on social work.

Roy Lubove, The Professional Altruistt~Ehe Emergence
of Social Work as a Career, 1880-1930, (Cambridge: Har-
vard University Press, 1965). A more socioiagiballwork.

Sources that give a more vivid picture of the thinking
of early scientific philanthropists and settlement
workers include:

George C Needham, Street Arabs and Guttersnipes (3oston,
1884)Philanthropist saves his pennies for deserving boys.

Robert Woods, Americans in Process,(Boston, 1902)
The City Wilderness, (Boston, 1898). The second

named is less well known and deserves to be. It is a
collection of stereotypes (Italians eat greasy food.
Negroes have animal natures, Jews live in crummy housing
oecause they are trying to save money, and the "Negro
housewife has picked up her skirts and moved" out of
the West End.) which are still useful to illustrate
the closeness of his approach to the commonsense view
of his class. The two are interesting to read in se-
quence as an illustration of the process of developing
a v4ew of poor Neighborhoods.
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were ambivalent about how to reform conditions, and which

conditions they were to reform. In general, they concen-

trated on conditions within poor neighborhoods, offering

some redistribution of goods in exchange for participation

in "self-improvement" programs, lobbying for more and

better welfare and housing programs, offering services

which have often been supervisory.

Increasing concern with professional status brought

about a shift toward more wealthy and higher status clients.

This occurred with the growth of psychiatrically oriented

social case work. * This not only allowed social work to

claim broader mandate in dealing with the psychological

problems of all classes of families, but also provided a

more esoteric and distinctive professional approach and

skill (psychiatric case work). (This change in turn acceler-

ated the changing clientele of social work: the "unmotivated

client", unable to benefit from intensive case work, was

increasingly replaced by clients who were more tractable

and hence more niddle class.**) The partial exception to

this tendency was the settlement house, increasingly left

behind by psychiatrically oriented social workert; that

remained in poor neighborhoods and continued to work with

the poor. These workers were faced with a pantradiction

between the demands of improving their professional status

and the traditional services they adminittered. Their re-

sponse to this was to adopt in part the rhetoric of their

more advanced colleagues. They came to believe they were
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* " The movement of private family adjustment agencies
away from low-income people is.. .reiealed in an examina-
tion of their patterns of referral of clients..."
The reasons for the shift to middle class clients were
that professional status derived from the status of
the client&&e. Secondly it derivedfrom class difference
and the social workers technology. There has always
bpen a ihiddle class bias in case work. The "thera-
peutically oriented case work technology" substitutes
middle class mental hygiene values for traditional
middle class moral valges and require4nore intense,
intimate and prolonged interaction between the case
worker and the clieft. 'his accentuates class differences
conflicting definitions of problems and solutions.

From Ri chard A.Cloward and Irwin Epstein,"Private
Social Welfare's Disengagement from the Poor: the Case
of the Family Adjustment Agencies," Zald, Social Wel-
fare Institutions(New York:Wiley,19653-p23-64

** Ibid. Passim. See also David RHunter "Slums and
Social Work or Wishes and the Double Negative," in
iosenberg, et al (eds) P cit. P594 ff. Hunter, a
community based worker) argues for a retreat from
"deep-dish therapy" and "technical service" and a re-
turn to social problems, especially problems of poor
pdople, using "interdisciplinary insights" to a greater
extent. However he lists delinquency and illegitimacy
as two areas which are likely candidates for these re-
forms. He also discusses the problems of agency mana-
gement as they effect the clients and the problems:
there is a tendency for delinnuency preventing" a-
gencies to kick tough kids out of programs for making
trouble, or for uned mother couneillors to counsel
girls who do not pepresent the greatest group of un-
wed mothers.
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there to deal with psychological and family problems, and

they looked at and defined their programs and their clients

in terms of psychological problems. The old settlement house

programs became "therapeutic", poor people became "emotion-

ally crippled", and delinquency (their prime concern and

function) became the product -of "disturbed family relationsu

"ambivalence toward authority figures",*,oracting out". A

broken Vihdow became a "cry for help". **

The poverty programs, and new interest in poor people,

provided settlement workers with the opportunity to change

their priority of work, and to concern themselves with a

new set of problems -- poverty. The most important change

has been the settlement workerls involvement in local poli-

tics as representatives of their clients. This political

involvement of community qrganizers has been striking in

Cambridge, but not confined to it. Federal programs put a

premium on the involvement of poor people -- community or-

ganizers have taken advantage of this in their move to

increase their status. By becoming the spokesmen -- and

strategists -- of poor neighborhoods they have suddenly

developed a new and more powerful clientele ofctty politi-

cians and admin_ ,istrators. They are no longer confined to

food distribution, family quarrels, and group work. Their

licence has expanded, and With it, their power and status

as a group. It has also become possible for social workers

to do more t4at will bring long term benefits to their clients,

looking at poverty and powerlessness as well as family dis-
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* Interview with Karyl Sweeney: "They were ambivalent
tdward authority; the toughest kids wanted to be cops."

**Interview with Bruce Levison, Neighborhood Four Al-
liance staff memberat the Margaret Fuller House, March
20, 1967. "There is a lawyer--legal aid office in
the neighborhood now. Wt (the settlements) had to sit
on them. They told a kid who had been crying for
help that they would get him off. He had to break in-
to a house three days later to get arrested again."
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turbances. This change in the status and role, and in the

licence of the settlement worker, is particularly striking

in Neighborhood Four. *

Although plannersw early concern was for the same set

of urban problems as social workers, although seen from a

planner*s point of view in terms of crowding, dirt, noise

and absence of wholesome countryside, the early plans from

Garden-Cities to new towns seemed to deal directly with the

poor but slightly. If anything, the popluar manifestation

of planning, in the zoning and general plan craze of the

1920's and early 1930's, were designed to keep city

problems and poor people out of "nice neighborhoods."

This concentration on the needs and interests of

middle income families is directly related to planners'

licence. They were limited to proposing physical de-

sign standards, and only on occasion, promoting phys-

ical change.

New areas were the easiest to plan for and these

could only be developed for the middle class; physical

improvements needed money in large amounts, not available

for the poor families. The exception to this has been

the "housers" whose public housing developments were

specifically for the poor, (where it was hoped to cre-

ate a complete new environment that would be able to re-

sist the encroachment of "blight" from the neighbor-

hood) and more recently, the urban renewal planners,

whose plans affect poor people whether or not they pro-

vide new environments for them.

1411Mel . -- .. . - - . --. - - - -- . - - - . . --..---. ..... - - - A'-""''--Mi
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* See section on the settle"nents, pages 65-81 below.
Also Appendices, which contain the public relations publi-
cations and summaries of their work, budgets and the
like, put out by the Alliance.
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"Physical determination," now losing its popular-

ity with planners, the view that the physical environ-

ment is sufficient to mold: the social environment can

be seen as an effort to make the limited, physical,

licence important enough to tackle the problems of

planners' early concern.

Planning also differs from social work in its

client relationship. Social workers have traditionally

been hired by an agency to work with its clients, a

served population. For planners, the hiring agency

has always been the direct client. This has meant that

planners do not face the same status difficulties as

social workers, as they generally do not work for low

status people or regard them as their clients. Plan-

ners are therefore able to present a better front, at

least among themselves, as working close to the seats

of power. Indeed, a planner who sees as his task to

work for the "city as a whole", and who regards the

politicians and/or Chamber of Commerce as the legit-

imate representatives of the interests of the city need

have little contact with poor people or any powerless

group, except as he appears as a spokesman for the city

power structure.

The kinds of concerns that city governments have

traditionally considered "problems"- the tax base,

traffic, the cost of civic improvements have extended

the work of planners beyond their previous licence. Con-

centrating on these concerns has not, however, increased
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planners' interest in defining social problems or kd-

vocating the interest of the poor. In many cases the

"evils of slums" rhetoric has become the ideological

justification for projects that imprave the tax base

at the expense of the slum dwellers.*

Planning does engage in efforts to improve profession-

al status. One expression of this is the attempt on

a national level to get planning put into every new

city grant, and planners on national committees and task

forces and bureaucratic offices. The attempt here is

not only to provide planners with jobs, but also to

lay claim to the process of definition of problems for

action, to make it impossLble for action to take place

without the participation planners. Planners have been

particularly plagued that the process of planning- the

process in which they have license to engage- is not re-

garded as vitally necessary, or even useful, and is often

seen as the peculiar task of-the administrators of what

is being planned, to be done on the side. By including

planning as a perequisite for a grant or program, planners

are attempting to make the task they have licence to per-

form seen as a specialized task by others.

Secondly, "social planning" has emerged within the

field, as a subfield which claims a wider licence to work

outside of questions of physical planning and city ad-

ministration in defining what social problems are.*

finally, advocacy planning, an entrepreneurial at-

tempt to assume the power to identify problems, and crit-
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* The writings of Stuart Chase are a good example of
Public Housing Propaganda. Also @harles Abrams, The
Future of Housing (New YOrk, 1946)
On Urban Renwal, see Martin Anderson"The Federal Bull-
dozer" in kBallus;pand M Hausknecht (eds) Urban Renewal,
Pepl,_Politics and Planking (New York; Doubleday,1967),
pp4-390-400. 1so other articles in that book.

** The anwgence of this field is also a response to
the exjatence of more government posts where studies and
prediction and problem identifying go on. This opening
is possible because sociology, in its efforts at mobility,
has disdained "applied" fields, particularly bureaucra-
tic posts; and social work, with whom planners are cur-
rently competing for these posts, hat no more status or
recognition than planning. Social work and planningpedesr4r
in a "social planning" seminar open to both kinds of stu-
dents, made courteous disclaimers of any intention to
exgtude the other group from this opening fit&d.
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icize planning work, has developed rapidly over the

last few years. The cases are selected according to the

"importance" of the issues involved in them for planners.

In Boston it has been low income housing _supply, the

transportation question, and bulldozer urban renewal.

Planners have not succeeded in making any of these

questions into public issues, using the ordinary profes-

sional methods of communication--speeches and articles.

Planners still need clients to lend legitimacy to their

claims, to make their opinion into an issue. Their man-

date is not broad enough to allow them to decide whem

something is a problem, without legitimating noise from

the unfortunate victims to _ton~firm it. Only advocacy

planning allows planners to attack problems that exist-

ing political powers do not wish them to identify.*

Both planners and social workers have attempted,

with some success to broaden their licence to deal

with social problems. A severe limitation however,

is being carried over from the past. This is the use

of the neighborhood as a base of action and analysis.

Historically, planners and social workers have had

to do with neighborhoods. Their activities have taken

place in limited geographical areas, usually residential

areas. This concentration of their work reflects a variety

of factors. The most important of them are a limitation on

their licence, and a particular judgment about society and

social problems. Planners and social workers' judgments

about what social problems are have probably been affected

more by.this geographical and social limitation than by any

other contingency of their work.
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* "Listening", as employed by planners and social wor-
kers in Cambridge, reflects the same lack of mandate,
the inability to define the subject matter of their work.
A planner or social worker that rejects the work of the
City Council or the agency board, respecitvely, must
search for another legitimate source to define "prob-
lems" -- which are the subject matter of their work.
He can then translate the wants of the "people" and
report on their "needs" as an intermediary voice. In
order to do this without challenge, however, he must
prove his unanimity with the true source -- the "com-
munity" -- whether such exists or not.

These generalizations on advocacy planning are baded
on my work as secretary to Urban Planning Aid, a Boston
area advocacy group, during the summer of 1966.
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Concentration on neighborhoods is part of planners*

heritage from their days of preventing slums. Planners'

main thrust for many years has been for a pleasant place to

live. This has been the ideological goal even of the most

modest. It has also been the broadest licence planners have

been allowed. Planners could not interfere with the econo-

mics of the physical design of industry or shopping areas.

They were allowed to improve the aesthetic setting of home

life and to apply prophylatic measures to prevent or to era-

dicate that obvious evil, the slum. When theik licence in

this area was challenged, they successfully defended them-

selves by threatening property owners *ith the sudden appear-

ance of tenements and saloons in the suburbs.

Planners' modern involvement wtth social problems has

been principally with the social problems of carrying out

neighborhood improvement projects in poor neighborhoods.

This has been so much so that "social problem" has come to

connote poverty, low education and public welfare to most

planners. The public housing programs, urban renewal, and

model cities projects have all been centered around slum

neighborhoods. They have included progressively more funds

for "social programs" to attack, within the neighborhood con-

text, social problems. It is these programs that planners

have licence to help design.

As I have argued, the social workers who still dealt

with poor people in the late 1950's were those who still

manned the neighborhood-based settlement houses. The newer

- II I I" I til .1 . --' --C y;g 2". . --- _
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legislation has increased the number of social workers in

theeighborhoods. Their licence to deal with socialproblems

has broadened past family dynamtes-and the mechanics of

redistribution to a whole list of problems of the relation--

ship of poor people to the rest of society. However, their

licence is still to deal with the problems of poor people

in and through the neighborhoods.

The particular judgment about society and social prob-

lems that the concentration on neighborhodds, especially poor

neighborhoods, reflects ia that slums are a self-contained

disease, and any meddling with any other area or institution

is undesirable, or impossible and unnecessary. This judgment

has obvious political significance on a national scale. It

is possibly a necessary judgment for professionals working

within the context of government funds and established

agencies.

Concentrating on a neighborhood has certain effects for

the kind of topics that are available for action. For example,

employment and income from employment are irrelevant, except

as something you want to get people into; the work life is

out of the picture. Nobody but the unemployed, the children,

and the people who are watching the children are available

-- at home or on the street. * "Neighborhood issues" even

for the politically minded turn put to be trash collection,

playgrounds, and street lights, efforts to make existing

services establish local branches (eg, clintcs, libraries,

police stations). Psychological counselling and group work
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* During the late ninethenth centruy, and in some cur-
rent older neighborhoods that were built then, slum
neighborhoods were not removed from the work world. Fac-
tories were nearby, children worked in them, and many
people, especially women and children, worked inheir
homes doing pie*ework. Today, there are fewer neighbor-
hood factories, little home work, and, the only important
neighborhood work xrevservices -- child care, selling c*&-
metics, gambling, special it&ms. Moreover, when there are
nearby industries, they are seen as causing "blight", and
there is an effort to be rid of them.. The general pro-
gram effects od dealing with poverty on a neighborhood
basis are apparent also in settlement programs.. For
descriptions of such neighborhoods, see the Massachusetts
bureau of Statistics of Labor, Annual Reports, especially
1874, which includes raw returns on a housing survey.
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can be done from a neighborhood office better than from a

downtown center. However, wage levels, welfare, the edu--

cational system, and the job market can only be attacked

by kapplementany tutoring and referral -- individual mobi-

lity projects. The system and the rules of its operation

are controlled elsewhere, as are the level and kind of

basic services such as police, housing and transportation.

Limiting the geographical realm of action for inter-

vention on social problems has limited the licence of planners

and social workers by class. They may only intervene within

poor people*s neighborhoods to solve the social problems of

the slums.

Lmitationr of programs to the neighborhood has not

been seen as an entirely artificial, political choice by

planners and social workers. There is an active intellectual

tradition, deriving ultimately perhaps from the same poli-

tical choice as the current programs that makes the neigh-

borhood seem tmportant, even crucial, in dealing with social

problems.

As I remarked above, Neighborhbod Four seemed to have

little existence as a neighborhood, outside of lines drawn

on the maps, and the terminology of the professionals.

Social workers observed this, remarking that people were

"alienated" from each qther, distrusfful of their neighbors,

and tended not to have many friends-in the neighborhood.

This was regarded as pathological -- a sign of a "sick"

nieghborhood. Moreover, while emphasis has now changed in
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viewing the active service area of the settlement houses,

Bruce Levinson described to me the"alienated" neighborhood

over on Norfolk Street,,* where people did not know one

another, and Dick Cass was worried because of the poor eme--

tional health of adult males as revealed by his inability

to start a bowling league among them.**

There is a strong expectation, not only that a neigh-

borhood is a reasonable unit of description and action, but

that the people in a relatively small urban area should have

built up primary relationships -- acquaintance, trust, and

willingness to share informal moments with each qther -- if

the residents can sustain such relationships with anyone.

There is a presumption among both planners and social

workers that physical proximity and mutual physical accessi-

bility should result inx the development of a social unit,

and a network of "friendships" --- if nothing is wrong with

the people. The tendency to analyze and act in terms of

neighborhoods is closely tied to expectations that normally,

a neighborhood forms a "social unit", a relatively confined

social system composed of primary groups, mutual trust, and

mutual obligations.

This view and these expectations owe their beginnings

to the same set of intellectual antecedents as planning and

social work. Slums were :uite early unfavorably compared

with the happy agricultural villages from which urban immi-

grants were presumed to have come. Cities, by their scale,

and industrialism, by single-minded application of the pro-
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* Levison Interview.

** Interview, Richard Cass, 'Alliance Executive for
Neighborhood Four, March 23, 1967. He also commented:

"It worries us when the adults don't tunction as
healthy people in their won right. Bill has tried
to start recreation among the adults and failed.
He tried card clubs and games and bowling and the
response was terrible. (Did you try beano?) But
who goes to the beano games -- the women; it's only
the women. .. Here we are trying to sell a value
system and don't apologize for it."
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fit motive, were said to have created slums, crime, disease,

etc. The early sociological students of crime postulated

a theory of social disorganization (loes of the village)

as a cause of juvenile delinquency. Later studies, led by

William F. Whytels Street Corner Society, rebutted the idea

that slums were disorganized, and instead, showed the tight

networks of friendship and obligation that obtained in the

North End. Urban villages were discovered and swiftly ro-

manticized into the stable working-elass neighborhood.

The intellectual background left two images. One of

the unfortunately disorganized, alienated area, where crime

flourished, violence abounded, and the wild gangs of juveniles

terrorized the streets; the other of the romantic immigrant

village, highly organized, political stable, and non-threaten--

ing. Crime in particular was directly related to neighbor-

hood organization.

The result of this latter image for Neighborhood Four

was a diagnosis of "sick" because in part t.teidid not conform

to the second, revised, image of the cohesive slum that was

not really a slum. Much of the work of the settlement houses

became and still continues to be an attempt to construct

the basis of mutual trust and mutual control that makes a

"neighborhood":

"When the House was first founded, it was actually a
much better neighborhood. People knew each other..
There wasn*t trouble with the kids; tt was just an im-
migrant neighborhood and the Hbuse taught English and
cooking. 4ow it's much worse; our people do not have
stable relationships." *
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* For a general discussion of the social disorgani-
ation school, see Mills, Op Cit. See also quote on
page 13F from Mills.

Other works include:

Maurice R Stein, Eclipse of Community (Princeton:Prince-
ton University Press, 196UT.

William F Whyte, Street Corner Society (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press,1961). This was of course the
basis of much of the "village" school. The introduc-
tion to this book, also found in Stein (ed) lReflections
on Community Studies,, QpCit_. contains much that is
valuable on the relationship of the settlement workers
to the local community, their views of it, and the like.

Herbert Gans, The Urban Villagers (New YUrk: Free Press
of Glencoe, 1962) Is probably most familiar to planners,
it marks their rather belated discovery of "villages".

Harvey W Zorbaugh The Gold Coast and the 6lum (Chica-
go; University of Chicago Press,1963) Is one of the
better known products of the "Chicago School" of so-
cial disorganization theorists and early sotiologists.
This work, of course is not nearly so uncritical as
the "practical problems work" and social work theory
that claimed to be based on it:

"As a result of the breakdown of community life and
community institutions, the indifference of the lo-
cal population to local "problems", and the failure
of local "problems" to find their way into politics,
the greater part of the Near Ngeth Side is incapable
of political action and self-government. And as a ma-
tter of fact, the greater part of this area does not
govern itself, but is governed by the police and the
social agency.

The relationship of the law to this area is largely
one of repression... the values of these outlying communi-
ties (that set the laws) are not the values of the popu-
lation of the greater part of the Near North Side. They
have to be forced upon this population by the police.
And the police are successful only in enforcing com-
pliance with the negative values, the prohibition of the
law.... The ocial agencies, for their part, are interested
in settirg standards in situations undefined by law...to
persuade, cajole or force the popilation of the district
to conform to the values and mores of the larger society,
values and mores defived from generations of village life,
and often unadapted to the life of the city. Much of this
effort is directed at mere physical reclamation...." p1 95 ,6

/"The Community and the Social Agency" Chapter 9,Zorbaugh, OF.d.

** Conversation with Elsa Baldwin Spring, 1963 (more or
less)
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Social work in general took these images to heart.

Until recently, a community organizer was not one who organ-

ized a political group; tt was one who attacked "social dis-

organization"., Planners prescribe a social worker in one

part of a plan in order to combat the same ills, and discuss

physical arrangements that will create the closeness of a

village.
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IV. Planners and Social Workers in Neighborhood Four.

The Interviews.

Interviews with planners and social workers active in

Neighborhood Four covered the following questions:

(1) What are the problems of the neighborhood?
(2) What are your current programs?
(3) How do you go about finding out what the problems

are and devising programs?
(4) Do you have any problems as a professional in

your relationship with the neighborhood?

Generally the person being interviewed resoebded-by deliver-

ing a long serious of observations that often sounded like

they had been given before.

The reaction to the first question was typically of the

nature: 'You know the problems; it was what your class gave

a report on.' To cite some concrete responses:

"Generally the problems are teenagers, that is, van-
dalism, assault -- people are afraid of going out of
their houses on the weekend. It~s really bad. Housing
(rents and quality), and recreation and lack of usable
open space." *

"Low income -- you learn to live with that of course.
Low educational -- abilities and motivation problems.
Deterioration and overcrowding of housing -- of course
people would fix them up if they had more money. Health
-- very much related to income. They would have more
doctors if they could pay for them. Health, educa--
tion and jobs are all tied in together, with income." **

In general, planners tended to emph'asize "low income" mere

and"teenagers" less than did the social workers, but overall

both groups were in substantial agreement about what the

problems were. 3oth groups made short references to the

housing and rent situations (evictions, rent rises and con-

versions) and to the physical threats from Polaroid, NASA
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* Levison Interview.

** Interview with Constance Williams, Associate Planner,
Cambridge Planning Board, Friday, March 10, 1967..
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and MIT. No doubt they considered that a planning student

would be familiar with these issues. They did not mention

the Inner Belt.

Three themes run through these professionals' descrip-

tions of how they analyze and assess neighborhood problems.

First, they emphasize that they work "professionally".

Secondly, they say that they "listen" to the community.

Thirdly, these professionals stress their use of a pragma-

tic style of operation. I will deal with each of these

themes and some of their implications in the sections that

follow.

A. Working Professionally.

To planners and social workers their right to discuss

the neighborhood, analyze its problems, and develop programs

for its residents rests on being professionals. This profes-

sional status distinguishes them from "amateurs" by guaran-

teeing special technical competence and a general professinal

approach:

"Those of us who are trained in the business -- we don't
operate as amateurs. We don't play prophet. You can
predict responses only when you have been through the
situation previously. . . ." *

Technical competence implies a special wider knowledge

of the situation with which the professional claims licence

to deal. Social workers and planners communicated their

possession of th kind of knowledge by discussing the prob-

lems of Neighborhood Four from a general viewpoint of typi-

cal low income neighborhoods, with typical sets of problems.
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* Cass Intervkew.
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Their right to generalize in this way rested on prior experi-

ence and academic training.

Both groups insisted explicitly that these views on

local problems did not derive solely from their experience

in this one neighborhood, but covered their experiences with

a number of different neighborhoods and neighborhood groups.

They believed Neighborhood Four to be a typical "low income

neighborhood":

9: "How did you come to your idea of what the prob-
lems were?"
A: "Of course I didn't start with Neighborhood Four.

It's a very typical neighborhood, like Hull House,
Henry Street Neighborhood." *

(They have the) "standard physical needs of a low income
neighborhood. ... I have had enough expprience with
groups, eight years in Dorchester, the South End, Mis-
sion, with the BRA " (to avoid any problems in working
with them)., **

The social workers did not use the phrase "typical".

They gave diffuse lists that showed their appreciation of

precise differences. This appreciation, however, derived

from experience and training in many neighborhoods:

There are many specific problems -- (eg) families with
their kids and bad housing and problems with authority
figures. And there is a lack of recreation facilities.
Many of the goodies of a healthy neighborhood are not
here.
If you want to get institutional about it, the community
has no goodies because they have no power; they are not
a voting block. They are not big enough. They are not
a dirt-down poor, they are not a Negro community nor
any solid ethnic community. It shouldn't 6xist by any
yhysical standard, but it is trying to exist because it
is in effect a healthy community. It is not sick. It
provides avenues for people who couldn't survive in any
other community. It is not as crude as the old metting
pot but there is alot of themelting pot idea in the
community. Have you read Robert Woods or do they assign
that yet, Americans in Process? The settlements re--
sponded then for a task in amerieatization and sociali-
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* Williams Interview.

** Interview with Richard Green, Vice-President,
bridge Corporation, March 20, 1967.

Cam-

L
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zation. That's not what we do now but the theory is
still valid. Society is melting people into it, but
the frame of reference is different. Here we do not
talk about evolving into the society but rather how
to apply power and make needs felt. Earlier in time
there were other places to go, but now the barriers
are much tighter. Mrs. M. now -- and don't Quote me
on this -- couldn't move to the suburbs, to West New-
ton, even if her income were higher. She couldn't sur-
vive there. A man where I used to work, head of a local
committee in the South End, had a good income, well
fixed, but he was straight-line Syrian; he preferred
to live in the South End. He said he wanted to live
somewhere where he could yell at his kid from two blocks
away..*

Professionals also rely heavily on secondary sources

and academic sources in their work. These studies help by

describing commonsense activities of the clients in techni-

cal academic terms, writing everyday life in the language

of the professional, so that it becomes part of his "train-

ing". Once something has been studies, it may cease to be

an irritating propensity of the client or failure of the

professional, but becomes an integrated part of the profes-

sional's technical image of the "culture" in which he is

working. **

This may even extend to a special "professional" view

of the neighborhood, as Dick Cass emphasized in his interview.

This view rests on the professional's ability to use his aca-

demic training and professional experience to understand

models of typical problems and situations, to make the dis-

tinctions necessary to appreciate Neighborhood Four's unique

situation, and to develop the correct response:

"Those of us who are trained in the business have
quite an encyclopedia of tactics. ... We don't com-
mit ourselves to any predominate methodology and

IMMM91 _ - I - I Eefte2=m- I 1 -1 __ ___ ===I"
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* Case Interview.

** See page 46, below, for an example of this.
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tactic. We can shift as the situation shifts: the
overall community, the size of the population, the
relative land uatue, its worth to the citynto pre--
serve it as residential use, the industry, MIT,
Harvard, the pattern of a city that will not admit
problems." *

Technical competence rests on knowledge, training,

experience, and understanding of the use of general models

to develop specific tactics. This competence is presumed

to give special technical skills and outlook to work in a

particular area, skills which others without training or

training in different areas are presumed not to possess:

"Anyone with community organizer training is different
from someone with casework or group work background.
The organizers are important. They know how to mani-
pulate the neighborhood." **

Concern with these skills particularly mark the outlook of

the settlement house worker, allowing him to distinguish his

role from that of volunteers and local people:

"Two years back the fun projects were more the focus
for the staff. Now the community and volunteers have
taken them over; they are running them. The meat and
potatoes is professional service. Why we are here,
and what is the technical level of competence? We
have to deal with generic problems of a poor neighbor-
hood -- in the family, in academic (and) environmental
areas - without a limitation of subject matter." ***

Not only does this training and technical knowledge

facilitate adjustment to and performance of certain occupa-

tional roles, but they also restrict movement into areas

outside these roles where professional licence is less

clearcut and attributed technical skills less obviously

relevant. Planners moving into more "social planning", for

example, are regarded as encountering great difficulties:
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* Cass Interview.

** Green Interview.

*** Cass Interview.
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"Connie Williams has been involved quite a bit, as a
physical planner doing social planning, pushing social
planning people into doing social planning. It is
difficult for a physical planner to translate social
planning into physical terms. ... " *

The difficulty of moving into another area rests on a per-

son's training. Presumably he is unable to see things in

terms other than those prescribed by his professional train-

ing, and cannot properly identify problems outside his area

of competence. Nor does he see these outside problems as

anything but marginally relevant to his central concerns:

"Dick Green and I get along well. There are signifi-
cant differences, but I don't think they are about
goals. We have worked tog'ether before in the South
End. But we do communicate, hammer at each other.
He and I are in agreement by now about goals. But I
am not very concerned about the physical dimension.
That is not my training. I am concerned with physi-
cal environment only as it relates to the social en-
vironment. Social planning is not "Do you build a new
city center?", but: "Is the drugstore open on Sun-
day?" "Does the market cash your check?" "What lines
§f produce does it carry?" The last thing we did was
get the pharmacy on Main Street toc open a section where
you can pay your gas-electricity bills." **

The presumption of competence, and a particular area

of work from which others may be excluded, is the essense

of an occupational licence. We have noted above that the

licence of neither planners nor social workers goes generally

unchallenged. Indeed, as welwill see, civil rights groups

in Roxbury did not respect the realm of the professional

community organizers. The special emphasis that these

professionals gave to "working professionally", having

special training and skills, and certain areas where they

may legitimately identify problems, was in part an effort to

sustain their claim of professional status. By claiming
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* Green Interview.

** Cass Interview.
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inability to properly give attention to problems in another

area of competence because of lack of training, professionals

mutually recognize and protect each others licence and com-

petence, and hence ultimately their professional standing.

Working professionally, then, clearly requires awareness

of the boundaries of one's special competence and a willing-

ness to stay within them to concentrate on the kinds of

problems that one is legitimately qualified -- licenced --

to deal with.

To communicate this technical competence professionals

adopt a style and stance of objective detachment. This

stance both validates the professionalls claim to be work-

ing properly within his licence, and legitimates decisions

made in its name. Many professionals feel that they must

remain detached and neutral toward the neighborhood, and not

get "involved" in issues outside immediate technical ques-

tions. One planner went so far as to argue against drawing

"any conclusion on what's right and wrong with the neighbor-

hood". It is interesting that in line with this most re-

stricted view of professional licence he then proceeded to

define as "problems" two areas regarded as the most neutral

and uncontroversal: (1) questions of physical location, and

(2) problems of carrying out the process of physical plan-

ning that arose within the organization. In this way the

emphasis falls largely or even extlusively on the essential-

ly technical (and again, neutral) nature of local problems:

"I only spotted they had organizational problems; that
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was the key to their other ones. These they squared
away. Much -of the other problems in physical p&&A-
ning -- there aren't many, at this scale at least.
There are no other major forces involved. It's not
like a highway. Here you are trying to meet the need
of the neighborhood at a fairly specific level. They
need certain things, and the problem is where to put
them, and in doing so, to displace as few people as
possible. Anyone else doing a plan for this neigh-
borhood would come up with pretty much the same
thing. There are only so many empty sites.

The other problem was whether they would think
big -- they thought pretty big. .... " *

Detachment and neutrality may be seen as a stance

helpful in dealing with often complicated issues. Hughes

has described a profession as one whose routine business is

other people's emergencies. Particularly crucial here is

showing some emotional distance from the problems one is

working with. By behaving with such emotional detachment

one communicates skillfulness and familiarity with a situa-

tion. This kind of controlled emotional involvement also

distinguishes the professional from the well-meaning ama-

teur by giving a guarantee that his actions are not a hobby

-- that his decisions are nbt arbitrarily or ignorantly made;

they do not come from the whim of the personal character or

situation, but are "objectively" arrived at. The concept of

being a professional is related to the idea that professionals

wield skills and possess a body of knowledge that may be

acquired; that the subject matter with which they deal is

possessed of sufficient regularity that training and experi-

ence will develop these skills and a knowledge of the re-

gularities of their subject matter. Finally it connotes that

one has separated one's activity as the occupant of a parti-
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* Green Interview.
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cular position or job from personal, familial or other roles

not related to the work world and may act in a disinterested

manner. The implication is that success of the client will

be the only interest the professional has.

From this it is clear that emotional detachment ts

only one part of the requirement for working professionally.

The proper professional attitude also demands that one main-

tain the proper perspective on the seriousness of any en-

countered situation, an ability to appreciate its unique

character, and choose the appropriate levels of reaction to

it. Some of the perceived difficulties and dilemmas become

apparent in the following extended comment:

"We supply the strategy . .. (For) the community comes
on raw. That's fine if you are in an environment where
you can go that way..

You can play it different in Roxhury. (But Roxbury
is not scaring anybody anymore, and there are &lot
9f players, many civil rights groups.) ... And civil
rights are not the problem. For example the Nprthern
Student Movement. When they moved in they made the
assumption -- two rather unwarranted assumptions. One
was that all groups that had preceded them were wrong,
and they assumed they could do something. They went
around broadcasting, without resources or experienced
people. It was a hungry community, hungry for action,
And they made A third assumption, that if they had kbdies
it meant progress. Motion and progress aren't the same
thing. Alot of people rapidly affiliated; they were
excited by young people coming into the community.
(But) they hit pm snags. You can't convince John
Collins to see God -- you should read Banfield on how
action takes place. Look at the Madison Park situa-
tion. It was dealt with exclusively with political
infighting. There were already people who worked with
different situations for dealing with the subtleties
of working with the Council and the Legislature. There
is a problem of if you try (aw "t) power, like with
the threat to get Mrs. Hicks, (and) you lose. Confron-
tation and marching are the last thing you use because
there is nothing left for an encore. If it doesn't work
there is nothing left.
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Haynes is an example. When the confrontation arose
about Washington (Madisonj Park, Mike found himself
having to shift allegiance in trying to cool the pro-
cess. People were threatening to burn down schools,
unless he brought it into the established leadership.
.He couldn't cool it. He added respectability, by
delivering the ultimatum. Maybe other leadership
might have evolved eventually but it was a battle --
war -- situation.

There was a parallel situation in COBI's relation-
ship with Polaroid and the Board of Zoning Appeals.
They got stung in August. The situation in Polaroid
was that one side didn't know what the other side had
said. Our strategic imput was :to talk strategy --
don't tell where you are going to picket -- they just
said they are going to march. A rumor got qut that
they were going to march on Dr. Lands' house. The
reaction was immediate and strong.....

The recent impetus of flag waving has very ques-
tionable merit. You can't change it over night. The
problems are nat the result of evil men in dark hats.
It's a result of societal structuring. *

The main sins of the eivil rights groups from his view-

point were rejection of "experienced people" and past and

proven methods, use of confrontation, and unseemly haste..

He challenged the assumption that the present situation

constituted an emergency about which something had to be

done quickly. While his first reference to Roxbury was

used to compare Neighborhood Four, where "raw" tactics were

not appropriate, to a place where they were, reference to

civil rights groups brought immediate attack on the unproes

fessional tactics that were used. NSM was used as an example,

probably not because the decisions were theirs, since he re-

fers to activities led by a variety of groups, but because

they are no longer in operation.** From his point of view

a true professional must have a different time commitment,

along with more concern for preserving his institution. He

should be realistic about trying to change something big.
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* Cass Interview.

** ~They folded up in the Fall of 1965. Exodus had re-
quested control of the tutorial program, which had been
their biggest project; funds were low(that Fall and the
preceeding summer saw a striking decline in funds for all
civil rights groups), and the local chairman(and full-time
staff worker)was sick.

From conversations with Mrs. Sarah Ann Shaw, Chair-
man, Summer and Fall, 1965; and from personal observations.

Incident&kly, the deeksion to take on de facto segra-
gation,which resulted in confronting Mrs. Hicks, was made
by the NAACP board before 1933-44 (the first year NSM was
active in Roxbury). From conversatton with Mrs. An-
drea Ballard, NSM executive committee, Summer, 1965.
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According to Cass, professional analysis of the situa-

tion must rest on technical knowledge of the problems, not

on pop culture and hasty conclusions, or precipitous action,

which he implied were the bases of the thinking of the

civil rights groups. Finally, operations should be con-

ducted with skill and dignity, "political infighting ...

dealing with the subtelties of working with the Council and

the Legislature" rather than "flag waving".. Again, only a

professional has the needed sense of time, of past and future,

the skills of political infighting, and knowledge of social

theory, all of which licence him to give wise "strategic

input".

Similarly, the following comment indicates the long-term

commitment and time perspective seen as characteristic of

the proper professional attitude:

"Sceptics say we are battling against the impossible
to keep the area. I don't believe it. When I came
here two years ago everyone said, "In two years there
won't be a neighborhood." ... I'm still here add most
of the people are still here." *

In addition, one must not become overwhelmed by community

feelings of crisis and emergency. Rather the professional

tries to deal with these situations in a rational manner,

not giving into to demands for immediate and drastic action

but fitting the incident into the wider framework of a

more general problem":

"There is fear about deliniuency. Adults are afraid
to go out because they have had tin cans thrown. Pur-
ses have been snatched, I suppose. Of course, this is
not qnique to the neighborhood. People are afraid on
Beacon Hill too.

I suppose there may be more of a gang hanging
on the street corner, but there are more children.
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(Is it still true that the projects have a higher
density of children?) The projects might, but
East Cambridge and North Cambridge have as a whole
more children than the projects. It's mainly laige
families and elderly -- a family with an income of
six or seven thousand and six children just doesn't
have much money. The smaller families have been re-
placed by the elderly. They don't need the projects." *

This resistance to community feeling in identifying

problems and taking up action appears in Dick Cass 4 s-

cussion of Roxbury (above), where civil rights workers are

seen as accepting complaints too readily and too quickly

assuming that an emergency situation extkted and required

action. Trhe desirability of resisting and reinterpreting

what people say they want underlies the professionals*'

commensense distinction between local "wants" and local

"needs". Although Mrs. Williams referred to this distinc-

tion to refute it ("what people want is what they need in

the long run"), professionals generally talked of "needs", **

implicitly characterizing "wants" us immediate, short-

sighted and petty desires that bear little or no relation

to the "real" problems. Staff discussions at the settlement

houses, for example, center on "needs", on the problems it

is considered important to solve (according to the profes-

sional, technical perspective) for the long-term good of

the community.

Client "wants" -- what they say they should have ---

are not ignored, however. The proper reac tion to what clients

say can be considered by turning to the operations whereby

professionals engage in "listening" to the community.
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* Williams Interview

**Cass interview:(Here we are talking about)"how to ap-
ply power and make the needs felt."

L,
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B. Listening,

"There are three views (of the community and its
problems): a policy view, developed by the Board
and the Alliance, a neighborhood view, which is
developed by listening, and a professional view." *

In simplest terms, "listening" means that the patient's

complaints are relevant to determining his illness. This

is both a position about an "objective" way of defining

problems and a value position about the proper voice of the

people and the moral obligations of the professional to his

client. Hbwever, listening is not a simple or easily de-

fined and understood process. It is the professional, not

the client, who articulates the position of the neighbor-

hood. The professional, in doing this, does not take the

complaints at face value. Professionals recognize that

their relevances differ from those of their clients and

that they do not share the same commonsense world. There

are inherent difficulties in social interaction with clients

which the professional must smooth qver in order to receive

complaints at all. Listening is a complex process of

translating gripes to problems.

Moreover, listening is a process of communication to

the client, as well as a way for the professional to form

his own view. It is a process under the control of the

professional, who can set the terms and topics of the com-

munication.

Finally, having listened, developed lineslof communi-

cation with the clients, and articulated a neighborhood view
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of the problems, the professional is in a position to exrend

his licence into problem-areas which would be denied him on

the basis of professional competence alone. The claim of

speaking for the neighborhood gives him broad licence to

make demands, articulate needs, and carry gut programs.

In this section I will describe this process and its

functions in detail.

In basic terms "listening" is a process for checking

on and complementing the models professionals bring with

them into the neighborhood. They can use it to discover

particular needs, to analyze way particular programs do

not work, to discover or build new models of what is going on:

(Back to listening, how do you listen to determine
the community's needs?)
"... you pick it up casually, meet in a store, hear
it in a meeting. One of the purposes provided in a
meeting is an attempt to clarify alot of stuff..(We)
ask in the meeting, "What does this mean?", in a new
block group, say.

(For example) we ran a resident day camp last sum-
mer (where) participation was very low. We think the
resident day camp was a good thing. Here, we were
feeling for a tangible problem, fishing for what is
the functioh of the child in the family. When you
ask (why participation is low) you get ten varieties
of reasons: They all come down to say that parents
use their children in this neighborhood for baby-sit-
ting, errands, etc. Or more subtly, the focus of the
parents' exkktence is on the children. They don't know
what to do if the kids are away; it has chopped out
their rationale for existing. In the neighborhood it
is not feasible for adults to have fun; they are
child- and task-eriented.

John Speigel did a study in South Boston on the
role of the child in the family. ... He says great
things on how the parents use the kids. It makes us
nervous as professionals when adults don't operate as
healthy people in their own right." *

Morally, listening in effect reflects the position of
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professionals caught in the middle between the power of

the agencies and the desire to work with the neighborhood.

Generally these professionals have been hired by outside

agencies: the Alliance, CEOC, the City Planning Board,

and the City Manager. On the other hand are the "people of

the neighborhood" whom they are supposed to serve and who

are supposed to benefit to some extent from their projects

and programs. There is no necessary correspondance between

the interests of the outside agencies and those of the people

in the local neighborhood. Planners and social workers active

in Neighborhood Four become those most likely to be caught

in the bind when these interests do diverge. By listening

to the people of the community, by trying to articulate a

position for the neighborhood -- a digest of its needs and

problems -- the professional is trying to prevent or lessen

a conflict of loyalties by persuading his employers to adopt

his view of the needs of the neighborhood. Justin Gray

touched on several aspects of this dilemma in advocating

neighborhood hiring of professionals:

"City Hall can't be trusted... They can't trust me...
I want to give money directly to the community to
hire their own local professionals -- any kind -- to
counteract the City Hall pro's. The question is how
you fund it.L You go outside of the federal, state and
city money to the foundations. A non-profit foundation.
Take a lesson from the CIA. Then by contract give a
hunk to Neighborhood Four. It would not come through
City Hall because foundations can't give to the City.
It would enable them to hire their own professionals
for a physical plan or a psychiatrist or a latyer.
It would be autonomous. It would give the neighbor-
hood wherewithal -- (to carry things out?) yes -- and
to develop ideas and fight for them..... A man like
Dick Green can go down there and help but his loyalty
is to the Cambridge Corporation." *
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However, listening would still be a necessary opera-

tion even if there were no conflict of loyalties. For to

articulate the community's view, the professional has to

translate gripes into problems. This entails a complexx

process of translation whereby problems come to be formu-

lated and programs defiaed in professional terms. Such

translation is necessary because of the difference between

the professional's view of society and its problems and

the commonsense approach of his clients. One crucial area

of difference lies in the professional's different time

sense and views of emergencies, as analyzed previously,

as they come to constitute a basic part of his unique

approach to the process of defining problems.

Terms of relevance differ in part because a professional

has a different view of what may be manipulated than does

hid client. To the professional certain courses of action

may appear futile or irrelevant to the "real problems"..

Thus Mr. Cass objected to personal attacks on political fi-

gures in Boston because the real problem was "societal

structuring". On the other hand, professionals generally

see more areas open to manipulation than do their clients,

and reject complaints that do not manipulate enough. Their

ttaining, after all, has concentrated on communicating the

kinds of manipulation that are possible in the physical en-

vironment or within the emotional make-up of the family.

By listening the professional can translate gripes about

rents into: "There is a shortage of supply to low income
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housing." Or, in the case of the resident day camp, tow

program participation into the problem of the role of the

child in the family, and hence into emotional problems among

the parents. (In this case, the complaints from the clients

were evidently the inconvenience of sending the children to

camp.)

In addition to differences in concepts of relevance

and manipulability, there is a difficulty of sustaining

social interactiombetween professionals and local residents.

Planners and social workers come from backgrounds quite dif-

ferent from those of the people they must work with in the

neighborhood. They are generally from middle class families

and neighborhoods, receive biddle class salaries, and hold

high professional status. These class and educational differ-

ences are accentuated by professional training and experi-

ence. These factors create a deep gap between the profession-

al social worker or planner and the people he has been hired

to serve, a gap which listening represents an attemot to

bridge.

When planners and social workers say that they listen,

they mean that they recognize that their vocabulary and re-

levances may not be shared, and that they must try to under-

stand where their client is, and what his terms mean to him.

Somehow his world and what is important to him must be taken

into account:

Do you have trouble talking past each qther?
A: I avoided that. You have to spend selot of time
listening. You can bring things up, but if it doesn't
take you can't push it. **
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Planners who do not talk about listening (and who perceive

no conflict of interest) still have noted that "people don't

understand what we're talking about". A member of Urban

Planning Aid, who had volunteered in Madison Park (a

Boston neighborhood), complained that after "sixteen exx

planations of staged construction of housing they still

didn't understand it." *

Such difficulties seem most critical as they appear in

the course of various instrumental relationships between

professiokals and local residents. A professional who pre-

sent a complete position at a local meeting, for example,

will be met with silence. No questions, little criticism,

perhaps even half-hearted applause. Only later will he

learn that people misunderstood his position or disagreed

violently with it. This kind of reaction derives from the

feeling that it is rude to challenge the ideas and think-

ing of someone with whom one has close or direct associa-

tion. 3ut in addition, it reflects the social position of

the professional vis-a-vis the group: clearly of higher

status and superior knowledge, he is largely immune from

attack. On account of such difficulties Connie Williams

even suggested that a preliminary instruction w'as necessary

in order to make it possible for planners to gather informa-

tion at such meetings without elaborate proceedings:

"They should have more teaching in the elementary
schools and high school on how to use professionals
-- teach them it's okay to ask questions. The actual
decisions we don't know." **
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For similar reasons, meetings between professionals and

local residents have to be carefully manipulated if they are

to be successful. When there are "too many" professionals

at a meeting, no one but professionals will talk. Thus any

possibility of assessing reaction or comprehension will be

lost:

"Most professionals were getting in the way by either
not understanding what was happening or preventing
people from speaking up because they were afraid of
being ripped to shreds by someone more educated. Pretty
soon a dialogue between the professionals results.,
(and) the professionals go away saying, 'Boy, that was
a good meeting.' But the people aren't listening.
You should pick carefully who is working and what they
are doing for you. If someone is not needed at a
meeting don't invite them." *

Finally, difficulty arises in professional-client rela-

tionships because professionals deal with the "hypothetical"

in a way that has meaning only within their (and the aca-

demic) world. To anyone else, especially to people whose

only information about the intention of the powerful are

public statements, there is no difference between advocacy

and analysis, between a description and intent. Thus it may

happen that a plan presented as a tentative proposal will

be taken not as a possible choice, but as a definite, irre-

vocable decision.

A vivid example of this was the public reaction to a

press conference held by MIT professor Bernard Frieden,

in which he used possible improvements in Neighborhood Four

as an example of the kinds of things passage of the Demon-

stration Cities Act would make possible. Frieden's purpose,
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of course, was to aid the passage of the act, but Cambridge

citizens leapt to the conclusion that this was amere irre-

levancy, and that MIT was planning to use Model Cities money

to take over Neighborhoods Three and Four. This belief is

still widely held, and may be bakked up by reference to this

press conference. *

Thus professionals, if they wish to smooth things over

and find out what people are thinking, must control the pro-

cesses of meetings and their own role in them in order to

allow it. Secondly, they must look for alternatives to the

formal 1eetings which still seem, however, to be the major

setting in which this occurs. Finally professionals must

actato cut apparent signs of social distance and difference

in competence between themselves and their clients. In addi-

tion to controlling the number of professionals who appear

at meetings, professional take care to make their own role

less evident as a major tactic toward this first objective.

As one example, COBI meetings are chaired by local residents.

Planners have the most trouble in finding alternatives-

to meetings. Mrs. Williams expressed a hope for an "office

in the neighborhood". Meanwhile, she was trying to get the

social workers to agree to a survey "just with people we

know" but was encountered resistance to the proposal.

Social workers, witha physical base in the neighborhood,

can find many opportunities for informal, private contact,

as well as appearing at many more meetings:

"If yourare talking community organization, listening
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is done in the least formal way possible. There is
a panic every time anyone wants to do a survey. We
don't care for that mechanism, not mechanical ones.
As the community develops trust in you, you pick it
up casually in a store, hear it in a meeting."*

Since they are familar figures, it can be less difficult

for local residents to criticize them especially when it is

a conscious policy to encourage it:

"The Senaiors only this week were annoyed about several
things and they told Bill -- sent a delegation to Bill
and told him, and it hurts. But this is structured
into the opeation and you can't get uway from it.
Any damn fool who wants to can come ina and tell me
how to run this place. I might not change anythinng
but I have an obligation to listen to him. It's part
of my job here. This neighborhood is fairly unique
in this." W6 encourage this. When Ruthie Ward talks
to Dick Franke -- they do it with respect, but they
curse each other out. Both can fight back." **

Finally, the social workers seem to adopt certain

informal styles of speech and dress which in effect cut

down the apparent gap in their incomes and education be;-

tween themselves and their clients, Bruce Levinson and

Dick Cass both sprinkle their speech with "baby", "cat",

"digi, "swing" and mild swear words.

It oecomes apparent in analyzing the difficulties of

listening that this process does not refer exclusively to

collecting and interpreting comments of neighborhood people.

Listening is also used in another sense, in describing the

professional's efforts to get community residents to lis-

ten to him. It is the process by which he measures their

understanding of his terms, altering them if need be. Lis-

tening is shorthand for a means of communication that gives
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a central place to teaching people to understand and qse

professional terms, and to think about professionally rele-

vant topics. This teaching process goes on in meetings

and informal settings It involves step by step, topic by

topic progression until the active members of the community

have adopted a viewpoint and relevances nearer to those of

the professional. For example:

"(In planning the neighborhood heilth center, the
he&lth task force of residents will), I think,
knowing the planning team, request to include men-
tal health services in the center." *

"The COBI steering committee are good strategists." **

The listening-teaching process is made easier because

professionals tend not to deal with the neighborhood at

large, but with its selected representatives who become

"community leaders" (as in the COBI steering committee,

the planning team). The community leader in effect serves

as an informant on the local situation, helping to interpret

the culture and expectations of the various clients. How-

ever, as informant the community leader does not confine his

interpretation to one direction. It is to him that the pro-

fessional explains his "thinking" and ideas in detail.

The informant then becomes an interpreter of the professional

to the clients.

In formal meetings between the two groups people who

have this interviediary-informant role may become the formal-

ly or informally designated spokesman for one group or another,

using the terms of the group to which he is speaking. Dick
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Cass played this role with the MIT advocacy planning class.

In fact, one of the major roles of the social worker is to

bu community leader&, intermediaries between the neighbor-

hood and Various profeesionals, agencies and other outsiders.

It is in this role that planners most routinely encounter

the social workers.

Listening as communication becomes crucial for the

implementation of programs, as well as for extending pro-

fessional definitions of local problems and proposals for

their solution. ln fact when planners and social workers

talk about listening to the community, they are primarily

concerned with using communication to justify their own

programs and activities. But this use of the process is

well within the powers of the professional, especially of

the social workers. It is they who call the meetings, invite

the participants, announces the topics and generally set the

terms for what is to take place. Mrs. Williams complained

about the partial and incomplete nature of the consultations

and discussions held with community residents:

Dick Cass doesn't think it possible to discuss alter-
natives with the residents: I think people could dis-
cuss what kind of housing they need. Dr. Porter has
people on a committee to analyze health needs.. When
they take a child up to the emergency ward or one of
the special clinics and get a run around they discuss
this, and they have decided they need some health ser-
vices in the neighborhood. The same thing could be
done on housing and employment. People could discuss
the difference between high density and low density,
set up a training program.

We haven't figured out how to present
choices and have the neighborhood decide what the
neighborhood should decide and tell the technical people
what they want. Professionals have not presented choices,
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nor stepped back to say, "you choose". Dick Green
drew up a plan which they adopted -- they like it --
but it was not a choice. He would show them a change
in a particular area and they might say, "you can't
do that there." They made choices in small areas but
there has been no discussion of high rise versus low
rise or what kind of housing at what price. There has
beer/no discussion of industry, whether to get rid of
it or keep it in. They want to keep Squirrel Brand;
they feel it employs many people from the area; I'm
not sure it does, or if it does, whether those people
can't find jobs elsewhere. *

The social workers defend themselves from charges of

controlling too much by refderring again to the limits of the

(non-professional) community residents' ability to identify

problems or make decisions.. It is still the professional's

duty to interpret what people need:

"There are limits to how complex you get in decision-
making. This is a standing argument. Our physical
planning friends like laundry lists of programs for
getting money. The neighborhood couldn't be less
interested. They want to know if it will work or
not; let the technician figure it out. We are try-
ing to get away from categorical decisions. We are
trying to move people into gray areas of decision-
making, listing factprs, etc. On the other hand it
can get too fuzzy and vitiate the community. They
don't care about 221d3 or 312. "How come the techni-
cal expert doesn't solve the question?" fhe community
is asking. We want to keep it clean. If they wanted
an independent evaluation, they could retain another
professional consultant, but they trust the ones they
have. Hiring another person is different from going
through the urban renewal manual." **

Listening is not giving over control:

'In a value setup, we will back down when we are damn
sure we have heard a good reason, but we want a fair
hearing for our position too. This is different from
OEO citizen participation. OEO was very new and needed
political pizazz. It turned out to be not politically
feasible. (First) the mayors wanted control. Second
it was not pragmatically feasible. Third, they were
not sure they wanted it. If you compare OEO with w4at
we are doing here, we are on the right track of the
relationship of the residents to control and self-deter-
mination. We are clear about what is to be controlled
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and what are the givens that can't be controlled.
We se can't influence the dollars from the United
Fund. Finances are given. It is not fair to them
to ask them to plan a program, and they plan one that
is too expensive, that can't be carried out. We have
$106,000 and that is it. You have to start honest
about what imcontrollable and be candid about the rest
that you live with.

(What else other than finances is the rest?) Our
traditional services." *

These lines are most evident, to anticipate, in the

decision-making structures of the settlement houses. For

their boards, over the last two years, have become controlled

by local residents. However:

"The function of the committees(on the local board)
has changed now. They are moving away from finance
committee.and personnel committee. There are mostly
program-oriented committees. There is a resident--
oriented program committee. We're even working to
get some teens on the committee." **

Hiring (personnel) and finances, under the terms of the

Alliance, are under the control of the central Alliance

Board, which is not controlled by local residents.

Thus listening is a process of controlled communication

between the client and the professional. The professional

tries to control the presentation of himself and his ideak

in such a way that he is not threatening. This quiet front

allows him to cottect the complaints and ideas of the resi-

dents, and to explain his aims and ideas to them and to

their active representatives. But the process is still

very much under the control of the professional. He calls

the meetings and sets the agenda. He articulates the posi-

tions of the neighborhood. He teaches community leaders to

appreciate what are "givens" in any particular situation,
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to understand what are the available and realistic alter-

natives, and to think about problems from the proper stra-

tegy, physical planning and mental health. Listening very

exp~icitly does not include giving control over to the resi-

dents, or "confusing" them with overly complex issues.

There are two possible reasons why professionals go

to so much work to begin this process and then to control

it. First, listening provides a way of finding out what

they local people of the community want and need, and of

mobilizing some local grass-roots participation, or at

least verbal support and approval, for the projects and pro-

grams developed by the profeskion&ls. Social workers need

this participation for simple things like justifying their

budgets. But both social workers and planners need neigh-

borhood participation and the backing of community leaders

when they move to identify new problems and to try to develop

new programs around them.

In conclusion professional technical competence consti-

tutes one major justification of the licence of planners and

social workers to concern themselves in eighborhood problems,

and has an important effect on their perceptions and formu-

lations of what these problems are. 3ut as was argued

earlier, the status of these professional groups may be

both uncertain and ambiguous, and their assertion of licence

to deal with neighborhood and city affairs may be challenged

and denied by others in critical power positions. Under

these circumstances both planners and social workers seek
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other sources of legitimation and justification for their

activities. One of the most acceptable are the very resi-

dents of the community themselves: if the professional

can advance the c&4im that he speaks for the people of the

community and produce community leaders, to back up his

claim, he may be able to extend his licence into problem

areas which would be denied him on the basis of profession-

al competence alone. By making the proper motions of "lis-

tening" to the community planner and social worker can

create this additional kind of justification for his acti-

vities.

Neighborhood residents and clients then come to ;con-

stitute important resources for active professionals. It

is particularly important to control access to them, and

rivalry often arises over demands for this kind of access.

This rivalry is evident in the social workers" resistance

to planners* requests to ask their own questions in a survey.

it has also appeared in rivalry between different groups of

social workers. In Cambridge this spring, one worker claimed

she was specifically forbidden to contact adults in Neighbor-

hood Four whom she wished to organize around issues of school

improvement.

Controlling access to neighborhood residents to deter-

mine problems and set up programs, as we shall see, is one

of the main activities of the settlement houses.
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C. Pragmatism.

Although aware _that different programs can be devised

to work in the neighborhood, professionals see themselves

as working within the framework of the physical, social,

economic and political conditions of the locale. They try

to adjust not only to these conditions, but also to forces

and circumstances beyond their control -- the labels on

the current sources of funds, their terms of employment, the

expectations that have built up around the functi-ons of the

settlement houses. Under these circumstances pragmatism

entails flexibility, and comes to be considered a virtue

rather than a constraint.

It is in the values these professionals put on being

practical that they show most clearly their relationship

both to academics and politicians. "Practical" means that

they are willing to submerge the professionally or academi-

cally constructed order of problems, priorities, and cause

and effect in order to gain immediate ends.

They are quite willing to use the results of academic

study, but they disdain attempts to be too theoretical or

too general. They are almost anxibus to show familiarity

with theoretical work, but the social workers especially are

quick to insist that they do not follow any abstract or aca-

demic framework to determine which problems should be dealt

with first.

q: What are the priorities for activity now?
A: The C0BI plan is number one. They stressed it
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was open for suggestions, that it was just a sugges-
tion, but there is still going to bring flak. There
is a funding hangup (in the plan). Last year every-
one wanted to fund multi-service centers; now you
can't seit them. This year it is teen centers. You
can't have a day-care center eince no one wants to
fund them.

In general, priorities are very pragmatic -- it's
what you can get. Only people who are sitting around
not doing much make lists of priorities. ... There is
a committee on the Central Square area. Mostly people
like me. ... There is not much discussion of priorities
there. (Discussion) centers on areas three and four
and it is dohinnated by needs. These are housing, re-
creation and teenagers. *

The professionals allow their priorities to be set by the

moiey allocated by state and national political bodies.

They adopt an attitude toward politicians which they regard

as hard-headed, and which contains a great deal of admira-

tion, along with attempts at emulation:

"Not that I trust good government people... Frank
Duehay has got more for this Neighborhood than Gus
Solomons." (Local Irish and Cambridge Civic Associa-
tion men respectLvely.) **

KLH has a program for its non-English speaking em-
ployees with class and a nursery right on the pre-
mises, so the mothers can leave their riveting or
soldering or whatever they do and talk to the teacher.
It's a nonprofit thing. It was being held up down-
stairs (in the City offices). I have access to Joe
(DeGugliemo, the City Manager) and I went in and asked
him to let it go. That wasn't the whole reason they
let it go -- there was pressure from the State. I
don't know if I like my role, but of course it might
not be possible to keep it up. *

Mr. Cass regards his prime functiot as a strategic

function. This means guiding political action, assessing

the political situation, and predicting the practical out-

come of various activities. Inevitably this means setting

demands that the politiciams and others in power are ready
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for, and doing research on problems in order to receive

money that is already available. It does not mean setting

out to attack some problem, despite its magnitude, where

the settlement house would not be able to deliver. Thus

he explains that he did not get involved in the Inner Belt

controversy (the Inner Belt dislocates about 250 families

in Neighborhood Four) because it would be too discouraging

for the group to lose, although at a later interview, he

remarked that the existing Inner Belt group should fight

harder, because "really losing" would be therapeutic.

On the other hand, Dr. Porter at City hospital planned

in October to set up a maternal and child health outpatient

clinic in a neighborhood near the Hospital. Federal funds

had become available for such clinics. When I interviewd

Bruce Levison in Match, he gave me a long list on the

health problems of the neighborhood, which he had investi-

gated,acoltected and articulated i order to plea for the

clinic. The clinic plans seemed substantially the same

when Michael Seltz interviewed Dr. Porter in the fall, and

when 3ruce Levison gave me a list both of the plans the

community task-force were making and of the problems they

tore discovering in the process.

It is not surprising that professionals should adjust

to practical reality in setting up programs, or that they

should identify problems to suit the kinds of programs that

are available. Particularly since the process of identi-

fying problems involves discussions with the neighborhood
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(essentially organizing a group to articulate certain prob-

lems -- see above), it is not incomprehensible that profes-

sionals should avoid this effort and the moral commitment

to the group to deliver if there are not already the mechan-

isms to carry out the demands. Obviously, this practical

commitment does make it difficult and irrelevant to pro-

ceed to identify problems with an open mind as to result,

cause, or prescription of cure, and impossible to articu-

late "problems" from priorities of cause or alterability.

What is interesting, however, is that such positive

value should be placed on this adjustment, and that politi-

cians, who are seen with some cynicism, should nevertheless

be admired, studies and imitated. Much time is spent gos-

siping about the power, position and intentions of 4iffer-

ent men in City government. Half an hour of the interview

with Mr. Levison consisted of political gossip.

Interest in the politicians is perhaps a reflection

of the power that even the local city councillors have

compared to the social workers and planners, and the simi-

larity of their interests in the issues given most attention

(street cleaning, gas bill payment stations, recreation

facilities). Politicians play an active role in the setting

of the terms of work for the planners. The social workers

are in direct competition with the machine politicians in

the choice of issues and the articulation of local community

needs. *

Another crucial element of being pragmatic is keeping
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your job. It is the prerogative of the agency and the

alliance boards o set policy and to hire and fire social

workers. Planners also work for agencies that have commit-

ments to certain policies. For both groups, invokvement

with inappropriate issues -- looking at the wrong prob-

lems -- can lead to the loss of one's position. Moreover,

the job carries with it expectations of what the profes-

sional will spend his time doing, and this limits his free-

dom of choice over whene he can concentrate his efforts.

We will now turn to the agencies and the role of their in-

stitutional demands in determining which problems the pro-

fessionals discuss and develop programs to solve.
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V. The Agencies.

In analyzing the role of social workers and planners

in Neighborhood Four one must consider not only their gen-

eral licence and mandate as professtonals, but also how

these are shaped and modified by official duties and re-

quirements and by informal contacts.and functions associated

with their occupational and agency positions. In this sec-

tion I will discuss the activities and functions of agencies

active in Neighborhood Four, particularly as they shape the

formal and informal expectations of their professional staffs,

and in this way influence the process of identifying and de-

fining problems.

A. The Settlement Houses.

There are two settlement houses in Neighborhood Four,

the Cambridge Neighborhood House and the Margaret Fuller

House. During the past year these have merged their ad-

ministration and finances under the Cambridge Alliance of

Settlement Houses. The Alliance Executive for Neighborhood

Four, Ridhard Cass, has offices in the Margaret Fuller House,

supervising the work of Brace Levison there and of Richard

Franke in the Neighborhood House. The full complement of

staff and volunteers is some 150 people.

Until the last few years the settlement houses were

grou*k work facilities, supplying for the most part recrea-

tional programs for children and teenagers.* In addition

to these recreational programs, the houses distributed sur-

plus food and carried supplies of used clothing and house-
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hold goods. The Margaret Fuller House had an active Senior

Citizens program, and helped to organize the Cherry Street

Neighborhood Association, a neighborhood improvement associa-

tion active on Cherry and Pine Streets. ** Group work was

organized into cooking, sewing, and woodworking classes.

The Cambridge Neighborhood House had an active teenage

program, the result of earlier concentration on delinquency

prevention. Active adults were parents of children in the

group work programs, and worked to support these programs

and devise new ones, for example, a special tutoring pro-

gram using college students, and a mental health center,

which was passed by the Legislature but never founded. Group

work was organized on a "club" basis with much more open pro-

grams. Parents ran a series of evening activities for child-

ren called "lounges".

At the present time, group work continues, but at a

reduced volume, mainly with younger children; teenage work

has dropped off, and the tutoring program has been trans-

ferred to CEFUET.A Work with senior citizens and various

educational and recreation classes -- eg, the Newtowne Court

art etasses -- continue.

The main priority work has shifted, however, to adults:

the activities of COBI (Conference of Organizations, Blocks

and Individuals of Neighborhood Four) have assumed;leading

importance. Mr. Levison spends much of his time organizing

for this group, and Mr. Cass has described the main work of

the House as "performing a strategic function", controlling
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and directing this group's efforts for neighborhood improve-

ment. But these new programs are still based within the

framework of the community's old problems. Mr. Cass, for

example, describes the programs of the settlements in these

terms:

We should start with the hypothesis that three things
are imperative: (1) a proper definition of what the
house is and does, as a building with people in it
and as an institution. This is a notoriously insti-~
tutionless community. The settlement house has been
the firt basis of unity in the neighborhood and it
will continue until it is supplanted by something
better. Up to now the houses have run massive recrea-
tion services with some attack to the more therapeutic
needs. There has always been a child focus. It must
become family focused -- it is not appropriate to talk
about children in a vacuum. You need a complete look,
at the income of the man, the relationship between the
husband and wife, and between the parents and the child.
The housing situation of the family -- how much they
are paying and what the condition of the housing it,
the academic capability of the family -- the whole
tone of the family. What is neighborhood work and how
does it impinge on the family? There is a twist in
focus taking place within the houses themselves. *

While the focus of the house programs is being broadened to

include adults, this is being done within the context of the

old problems: "institutionless community", "the relationship

between the husband and wife, and between the parents and

the child", mental health; but with inclusion of the new

concerns with income, education, employment and housing as

they effect the "tone" of the family.

Mr. Cass continues:

Our programs aren't what they put down in reports --
so many children attended so many clubs, woodworking
programs, cooking classes. (They are) more the
structural relationships of kids to leaders and parents
to Dick Franke. Attitudes, not activity. What is im-
portant to look at is what do settlements do that is
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different. The common difference of settlements is
not providing recreation -- that is what people see
our function as, but the schools and the recreation
department supply that. Whatwis different is that
the settlements are prepared to be coopted by the
neighborhood; they can be governed by a bunch of people
running around the neighborhood.

To translate into say a youth group -- pick out
an activity -- there are twenty ways of running it.
Say a talent show that our youth group/at the Margaret
Fuller put on recently. They ran it, with/a/ot of
help from the staff because gar kids aren't very ma-
ture -- but they designed it, selected the groups
that were going to perform, made their own budget,
even developed things like procedures for door con-
trol. *

The special skills in manipulation that social workers

are supposed to have are seen giving a special character to

the programsthat in fact take very few special skills to

run, and which, we have seen, have been turned over to volun-

teers. These programs are seen to Breally" involve develop-

ing relationships of "kids to leaders" and parents to Dick

Franke", and helping to develop autonomy and responsibility.

To justify these programs, it may be inferred kitat they

help with special problems: "Our kids aren't very mature",

and set the basis for other important skilled worker s by

the relationships and trust that they develop.

This view of the recreation program is substantially

the same as that I met in the Neighborhood House in 1960.

The same set of psychological problems, the same need for

intervention, is inferred. However, there is considerably

less emphasis on these programs and these problems. A new

set of programs have been adopted by the social workers. A

new kind of problem has become relevant to their work:
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"The other priority is the availability of profes-
sional and semi-professionals to begin to talk across
the board of community action, politics. ..... You
need no building. .. You need to respond to community
desire by providing a strategic thought service. And
some leg work that community people can't be expected
to do. Bruce runs around doing idiot work. You can't
expect a group where no one got past seventh grade to
write the first draft of a letter . We supply the
strategy to make the thing work. The community comes
on raw. That's fine if you're in an environment where
you can go that way. A community of 4000 wouldn't
scare anyone.

The second major service is a strategic one. It
is conceivable to close down existing services en-
tirely and use the staff in strategic services, com--
munity organization.

The third thing accounts for the institutions given
in the second level. We respond to the community's
real need to pull themselves together and attack a
threat. ... The third part -- whatevern exksts today
is only a fraction of what might exist -- COBI, Senior
Citizens, small groups -- we service 1000 families in
the community in some way. It's a small number but
a large group, but it doesn't mean that our service
is the best. The third point of view sees the in=
stitution for what it really is: X number of talented
bodies available to focus on any given problem based
on what the need is. Essentially,) it is like guerilla
warfare. There are 150 people in three agencieswe
could respond to, say if MIT hand bought the housing
project -- really this time instead of rumors c- we
could mobilize them and really raise hell. Tactks
have to be variable. The community always feared a
meeting of the power elite to carve up Neighborhood
Four. That would call for a wild respond instead of
a subtle tacktc." *

These new programs reflect a decision that the proper

role of the professional social worker is not to work with

children in "fun projects" but to "deal with the generic

problems of a poor neighborhood -- in lhe family, in aca-

demic and environmental areas -- without limitation of

subject matter."

In rejecting work with children that used to be con-

sidered delinquency prevention work, and denigrating it
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to "fun projects", suitable for untrained volunteers and

community people the social workers have rejected the olde r

belief that "juvenile delinquency" was the most important

and most suitable problem area for them to work in.. In the

new image, the settlement houses are there to be "coopted

by the neighborhood", the $rofessionals provide the stra-

tegy and the leg work to help the community "pulltogether'

to atack a threat" and to "talk across the board on com-

munity action". In practice, this means to concentrate

on COBI. *

The problems touched on by the social workers in COBI

are in fact not "across the board". It is a small list,

principally of physical planning questions, housing, re-

creation and parking lots. Even housing, at this point, is

discussed principally in terms of preventing housing from

being converted to other uses, ie, parking lots. ** When

approached by Dr. Poeter COBI undertook health questions

as well, concentrating on studies of maternal and child

outpatient service problems. They offered some support to

the local PTA's interest in establishing a community schools

program in Cambridge also. Most of these problems have

the virtueoamong others, of being confined to the neighbor-

hood's physical limits.

Thus the new problems and programs share a feature

with the old delinquency-mobility bundle. They are dis-

covered to be within the neighborhood, their cause and cure

very much tied to its ipecific social, emotioral and economic
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conditions. They do not threaten good relations with

other agencies.

In order to adjust their function to correspond with

the new image of the problems that merit their professional

competence, that is, in order to extend their licence in

fac4 the professionals must adjusttheir work load. They

do this by trying to get rid of some of the traditional

work of the houses. Having run a recreational program for

years, they are nable to jettison it without loss of back-

ing in the neighborhood. Neither can they drop programs

that are part of a pattern of cooperation with other agencies:

"Our tradition -- the house has existing programs and
functions -- you don't lightly break them down. If
you stop something another group would be screaming.
... Service is valid especially when it has stood the
test of time. The Art Center, for example, has been
in existence for 35 (plus or minos) years. It ts the
oldest project in the country in continuous associa-
tion with the housing project. Also we have the most
strength when we cooperate with other organizations.
In mental health, the Family Society helps us with
general workers working out of the houses. We have
to start from where we are now. Some of the stuff
we do is valid, some is not." *

Insteadthey try to get other agencies ito take up these pro-

grams. Thus they attempted to get the City Recreation

Department to agree to accept a grant for detached workers

from the Youth Strvice Board, a grant that would free staff

from teenage work.** When the Recreation Department refused

to sponsor this program (it would involve recognizing that

"Cambridge had delinquency", and the Recreation Dept. Wnd

the City Manager's office was in tod doubtful a political

position, they explained, to do this in an election year)***
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the Margaret Fuller House began a "community delinauency

control program" that involved trying to get "local people"

who were good with teenagers to help other people control

the teenagers, encouraging adults to call the police if kids

were doi&g damage, and bringing police officers to neighbor-

hood meetings, to talk about the teenagers. *

The Alliance workers are quietly backing the commun-

ity school movement: they feel that the recreation depart-

ment and the schools should take over the recreation func-

tion of the houses.** They have attempted to get either

Family Service or a new mental health center to take over

family counselling, although they are not inclined to stop

identifying which families need counselling,%#

In transferring programs to other agencies, the settle-

ment houses are insuring that the older programs will con-

tinue. The process of transferring takes place in the con-

text of institutional bargaining, a process that is not

new, but tihat is viewed as an increasingly important part

of dealing with the needs of the neighborhood. The settle-

ment workers are extending the bargaining to include not

only other social agencies, Vo which they have long had

licenced access, but also city agencie (the Recreation

Dept. and Planning Board), major institutions and politi-

cians. This is in effect a claim to a different licence,

a licence to go into the political arena, and to control the

contact between city agencies and institutions, and groups

from and representing the neighborhood.
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Un the past, a good deal of time was put into the in-

formal services: referring people to other agencies, help-

ing them cope with the welfare office, the courts, evic-

tions and the like. While this was not part of the adver-

tized program, in the NeighbodhdodrHouse the staff regarded

this contact work as perhaps the most important function of

the House, the real purpose for which they were building a

clientele.

The new emphasis endaduitsAan#""strategy" is actually

an expansion of this previous function, but on an explicit,

organized, group basis, in which the emphasis n now not

so much to get such and such an agency to help Mrs. X, but

to get such and such an agency to increase the volume and

kind of services to the neighborhood. Again, this kidd of

activity is not new, and has been for a long time the work

of the agencies, but there is more expiicit concentration

on this work, and more willingness to use public, political

tactics to get it. Symbolic of this willingness has been

the organization of COBI.

For years, the settlements have approached other social

agencies and attempted to convince them that the problems

in Neighborhood Four were severe enough to merit special

services from them. For example, they convinced the Family

Service agencyies that the "sickest" families were unable

to appear for appointments and got them to have three wor-

kers work in the neighborhood. **

The settlements have expanded the group that ia approached
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for special assistance to include industries, the universi-

ties, the City Council and the School Committee. It is

with these institutions that they have employed the threat

of militancy. By using a political threat on Polaroid,

for example, they were able to slow that company's use of

the neighborhood for parking lots, and get land for a tot lot.

The political incident with Polaroid (when there was

the threat of a march on the company if Polaroid did not

withdraw an application for a variance) has become symbolic

of the social workers' and the heighborhood's new willing-

ness to use miliftant tactics. The details of it were told

to me syveral times. However, it is significant that the

march remained a threat; and that it was the social workers

who umggd and arranged a meeting * with Polaroid and helped

work out a compromise that resulted in 36 new parking spaces

for Polaroid ** and a house and two plots of land returned

to the "community" for other uses. For in general, the

style of the strategy encouraged in this work with adult

groups is not one of filitant confrontation; it is one of

bureaucratic bargaining, informal institutional exchange,

and "subtle tactics".

Even this incident of militancy resulted in a public

relations victory for Polaroid and an opportunity to in-

volve the Cambridge Corporation in the neighborhood. For

in general, the settlement's approach is not one of demand-

ing services without offering something in return. This can

be the withdrawal of threats of poor public relations, as
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we saw with Polaroid. However, the more usual approach is

to bargain with institutions who are already committed to

givincertain kinds of services or interventions in Neigh-

borhood Four by offering to smooth their way if these insti-

tutions will adjust the style, kind and amount of services..

As their part in the exchange, the settlements provide

an appropriate list of problems, local contacts, and a

receptive local organization that can be used as the bse

for social work internahips, student volunteer programs,

experiments in tutoring, workshops for student planners,

the expansion of City Hospital, and recruitment and space

for the Neighborhood Youth Corps and Headstart. They have

been successful in encouraging priorities: CEOC ibade

Neighborhood Four its top priority neighborhood,* which

pays off in the number of places available to local child-

ren in Headstart and NYC.** There are more outside agen-

cies and services in Neighborhood Four than in other poor

Cambridge neighborhoods; more tutoring programs, the only

projected outpatient clinic, the only neighborhood family

service workers, etc.***

The services of some outside institutions are more

valuable, or more needed, than others. The universities

provide personnel for staffing programs, and possibly

money. Health services have long been lacking in the

neighborhood. With the aid of City Hospital the social

agencies can deliver a maternal and child health center..

Their new interest in parking lots, housing and public
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facilities makes some kind of alliance and contact with the

Planning Board necessary -- the Planning Board will not an-

nounce the need for parking or recreational facilities on

its own. Finally, the Cambridge Corporation has money, as

well as staff to offer. The Polaroid victory would not have

been complete if CBBI had received one abandoned house and

one parking lot and no resources to do anything with them.

Their use had to be investigated, and having a planner

from the Cambridge Corporation made rehabilitation possible.

In order to carry out its part of the bargain, the

settlements must generate demand for the new services and

protect the intervening institutions from challenge or loss

of face. In expanding into Neighborhood Four, such insti-

tutions might face general suspicienn and noncooperation

without a local sponsor. This is true especially of the

more powerful and interventionist ones such as the Planning

Board and Cambridge Corporation and those that have any

tinge of the universities. The houses can control this

suspicion, and provide some kind of guarantee to the neigh-

borhood that they can handle such groups, understand what

they are gtp to, and prevent them from doing damage to local

interests. To the institutions, they can offer clients, in-

formation and cooperation, or at least an audience. This

is conditional, however, on recognition of certain powers

that the settlement-based social workers and their local

leaders keep for themselves: a control of access to the

local population, a veto on announcements and methods of
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operation, a monopoly on local organization, and a con-

sultant's role in formulating policies and carrying them out.

Cooperation with outside groups also rests on a second

condition: that the settlement houses are able to main-

tain their own definition of themselves and the coopera-

ting agenctes within the neighborhood. They must continue

to be regarded as the advocates of local interest against

any designs of the outside agencies; they must sustain an

impression of knowing what is up; and they must show the

benign intent of any agency they sponsor. Control of access

to interviews with people in the neighborhood, censorship

of speeches and announcements, and co&laboration in pre-

senting a unified public line to the residents about the

program and to the outside world about the neighborhood are

all techniques which are essential in maintaining this de-

finition. We will see below an incident that involved the

disruption of the trust and definition of the settlements'

position essential to their maintenance of this intermed-

iary role.

In order to hold to a bargain, it is necessary to have

predictability and trust. The social agencies cannot them-

selves attack an outside group once they have helped get

them to intervene, or even if they might potentially inter-

vene. The agencies need control of any forces that might

disrupt that trust or throw doubt on their control of any

of the actors -- clients or agency. Thus Mr. Cass com-

plained about the MIT planning class's criticism of the
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school system, not because of his pride in Cambridge public

education, but because such criticism disrupted the bargains

he had made:

"Incidentally, Supt. Tobin was very upset about some
of the things in the class report. The superintendant
sent a letter to us and to Dick Franke. He had re-
ceived a copy of the central interagency minutes.

We as an agency are in strong cooperation with
local groups. Strains between agencies are very real.

.one of these agencies is the school system. Part
of the problems of evolving in the public schools is
that it takes place quietly. Many forces are at work
in the school system. I had to respond in sympathy
with Tobin.

(Did it really hurt you to have him criticized?)
I am a worker working in the internal system. Playing
both ends. I am giving them clues on how to approach
the community -- not to coopt them but to work out
common problems -- get a sense of the community's
need. Progress occurs 1i an evolutionary fashion.
To do it you need 4lot of things. ..... If the tax-
payer hears that the schools are bad he is reluctant
to pay them more taxes. It is much easier (for us)
to say we will help you get more money, because we
know your problems. We attempt to help them solve
their problems. It is a political strategy.

For example, the schools are a problem in Loxbury
and one of the biggest problems is the turnover rate
of teachers. They always get the young, inexperienced
teachers and they don't last. Every time you blast
the schools you discourage some young idealistic teach-
er from coming to the city.

It is a honey-vinegar thing. I had to respond sym-
pathetically to Tobin. I can't influence the guy if
he won't talk to me. You can't influence at sword
points if you don't have a sword." *

In their efforts to change the division of institu-

tional labor (eg, get City departments to take over the

recreation and children's programs), in playing their in-

termediary role, the settlement houses' end is to attack

the "generic problems of a low-income neighborhood". But

in the course of bargaining, the settlement houses implicit-

ly agree not to attack other institutions, or to identify
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the kinds of services the neighborhood receives as problems.*

Instead, they identify the special needs of the neighborhood

as related to the characteristics of its residents, and

using this list of problems appropriate to the intervening

agency, they try to get more services. We saw this in re-

gards to Family Service above.** It is also apparent in

the efforts to improve education: special tutoring is

spoken of as necessary not because of the kind of instruc-

tion available in the public schools, but because of the

special difficulties neighborhood youngsters have in learn-

ing. Finally, even the approach to housing has been related

to the special problems of Neighborhood Four re~idents --

income and social characteristics (eg, "Mrs. M. couldn't

survive in Newton") --- not to its relative position as

a present supply of low income housing in Cambridge.

Indeed, in the housing question we see an instance of

the persistance of the old analysis. WVere we used to be-

lieve that people had not been able to move out of the

neighborhood (moving out being the acceptable goal) because

of their emotional problems (which were the best target of

intervention), now Mr. Cass announces that the neighbor-

hood must be preserved because, socially and emotionally,

the residents could not"survive" anywhere else. The prob-

lem has shifting to keeping families in the neighborhood,

but much of the general image of the neighborhood people,

and the need for intervention by trained counsellors, has

remained. The general needs and outlook of the social
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workers have persisted; they need a neighborhood base for

their work, and a set of problems that do justice to their

psychological training.

In summary, it is important to emphasize that there is

currently a convergence in the activities of the various

social work and planning agencies. This is reflected in

the recent efforts of Neighborhood Four social workers to

redefine their work roles. They have moved away from their

earlier preoccupation with the problem of delinquency and

from group work with children and teenager. They have in-

creasingly set themselves up as intermediaries between the

neighborhood and outside agencies, performing a "strategic

function" in shaping the priorities of outside intervention

and the cooperating strategy of local groups. This ten-

dency is important not only in understanding the social

workers own conception about what their job ought to be,

but also in analyzing the changing location of "urgent

problems" from delinquency to "poverty" and the "physical

planning crisis". In this new role, social workers have

begun to work with planners, and, to a certain extent, to

work as planners.

In is in this exercise of a new licence, also, as well

as in the mediating role of the agencies, that the relation-

ship to planners becomes apparent. For planners also believe

that they have licence to identify needs, and to devise,

arrange and expedite new programs. Moreover, in exercising

the strategic function, social workers come into contact with
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planners and their programs -- as competitors, coMtborators,

as welLas potential clients.

B. Planning Agencies,

There are three planning agencies in the city: the

Cambridge Planning Board, the Cambridge Renewal Authority,

and the Cambridge Corporation. In addition, with the hiring

of Justin Gray, the City Manager's office has taken over

some planning functions. None of these agencies has an

exclusive or even major interest in Neighborhood Four. With

the exception of the Renewal Authority, however, they all

are involved to some extent in the Neighborhood.

There are three clear tasks that these agencies carry

out. First they gather and assemble information. Second-

ly, they write applicatinns to federal and state agencies

to get funds for city projects, and interpret the prere-

quisites of those projects to local groups. Finally, in

conjunction with both of the preceeding, they are informal

liaison officers between the City and outside bureaucracies.

In planning ideology, these routine tasks only assbe

the true function of the planners, which is to identify

future trends, future needs, and future problems. It is

under this activity that we should expect to find an ex-

plicitly recognized process of analyzing problems. With

the exception of Mr. Gray, none of the planners interviewed

actually ci&imed to spend much time doing this. Even for

Gray, this activity was not part of the formal and public

exppctations of his work, and he did not expect that his
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publishing an. analysis would constitute communicating an

analysis of problems.

Nevertheless, planners work within the context of iden-

tifying and solving problems. They implicitly identify cer-

tain problems as important, appropriate concerns in their

choice of topics for study and in publication. They make

some choice of which programs are needed in the City, which

to apply for. And on their applkations, when it is called

for, they are quite willing to make assessments of Cambridge

problems.

This section will discuss, then, agency by agency, the

identification of problems in the course of carrying out

these tasks and functions. In conclusion I will discuss

gccupational limits on planners when they identify problems:

what does their licence allow them to do, and how does this

affect their relationships to other agencies and their role

in Neighborhood Four.

The PlanningBoard ,

The Planning Board is the city information center. It

has maps, gathers statistics, investigates programs that

will impinge on the City. For example it has the only map

in the City of the Brookline-Elm route of the Inner Belt;

it gathered statistics on the people to be displaced by

the construction; it interviewed the large businesses along

the route about what taking them would mean. This informa-

tion is readily available to institutions, groups, and agen-

cies who might use it in their programs.
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The Planning Board has drawn up a capital improvement

program that also falls under the tiformation rubric. It

is a list of everything other city agencies intend to build,

a suggested time scale, with work on costs and financing.

It makes it possible to see the requests together, and get

an idea of the total costs of requested construction.

A second task is application writing. The Planning

Board is the city agency that investigates outside sources

of finances for city improvements, sees that the city has

the prerequisites, advises which program is the best, and

writes the application. Miss. Williams was investigating

grants for playgrounds when I interviewed her. (Councillor

Velucci had just introduced an order to use $130,000 just

paid by Harvard to build a play field in Neighborhood Four.)

Tied in with their information gathering and their writing

of applications is one of their most important functions:

liaison with state and federal agencies. In order to carry

on an exchange of information and to get results from appli-

cations, it is necessary to keep friendly relations with

some representative of these agencies. The Planning Board

has been able to keep itself informed of the plans and

varients for construction proposed by state agencies. When

Governor Volpe announced a "complete restudy" of the Inner

belt route, it was the Planning Board that made inquiries

at the Department of P4blic Works about the timing and pro-

bable outcome of the study, and the Planning Board that
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announced that the City should still "hire a relocation

worker". *

The elanning Board has kept in close touch with the

DPW. They are kept informed of current versions of the

route along Brookline and Elm Streets. Thus Mr. Myer

briefed me on this route, explaining proposed changes,

and pointing to Brookline Street, continued"

"(The Inner Belt) can't go any farther east here be-
cause it would take part of Simplex, and Simplex7
says if one building goes they will move since they
have a continuous process." **

This liaison function may also be involved, along with

an attempt to assume a mandate to identify and pronounce

upon future trends, in the Planning Board"s pbblic stand

on the Inner Belt. The Planning Board is almost excep-

tional among Cambridge agencies in favoring the construc-

tion of this highway along the route selected by the DPW

along drookline and Elm Streets.

The Planning Board's stand on the Inner Belt arose in

part out of single-minded concern for traffic and the tax-

base: An Inner Belt with parallel access roads would reduce

the heavy trucking along River, Portland and Main Streets.

Furthermore the taking of small homes and low rent housing

would not seriously affect the tax base. The assumption of

a mandate to look at the "long term trends" made the reloca-

tion and housing questions irrelevant: low income people

were leaving Cambridge anyway.

The planning board's work in Neighborhood Four is
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most easily described as liaison. To date, it consists

of sending a representative to public meetings, main-

taining contacts, and keeping up a flow of information.

The work is not primarily the identification of prob-

lems, nor the development of programs. Miss Constance

Williams has been assigned to this work with COB.

She does not have a licence to identify problems

and discuss them herself. She is dependent on COBI.

In those instances where she wanted to change to approach,

bring different problems up for'discussion, she has ap-

proached the social workers or spoken up in meetings.

She does not have licence of direct access to active

people in the neighborhood. For example, she proposed

to conduct a survey* and when this was opposed by the

social workers, could do nothing more about it. She com-

plains that they "gripe about rents"**, but are not "real-

ly doing anything". In all, she is dependent on the speed

and emphases of the local group and of the social work-

ers for such things as the method of work, the kinds

of data gathered, and the public definition of problems.

She is dependent on COBI for access to the neighborhood,

and for data about the local situation, because she is

there not to offer any program or service, but to keep in

touch. Similarly, she is not able to present her own de-

finitions of needs and priorities, because she cannot lay

claim to special local knowledge that conducting surveys

of setting the questions at meetings would give here.
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Moreover, she cannot back up any analysis of the neighbor-

hood situation with a program. If she were to attempt to

present publically such an analysis, especially one that

differed radically from COBI's priorities, her access to

COBU would be cut off without much loss.

For example, she disagrees that Neighborhood Four

should reamin a low income neighborhood: "Cambridge has a

responsibility to (the residents), but not necessarily in

Neighborhood Four." * However, she cannot offer housing

and community facilities anywhere else. For despite a

Planning Board report ealled "A Housing Program for Cam-

bridge", neither the Planning Board nor anyone else das

done much to implement any housing program. For her to

present and then to accept a picture that showed that Neigh-

borhood Four would not be able to stay residential would

leave no action alternative open to COBI within the neigh-

borhood.

Identifying future trends and needs on the city level

most closely approaches the Adentification of problems. As

we have seen, the planners lack licence to identify future

needs publicly*iy The questionsthat arise, then, are what pro-

blems does the Planning Board measure, what kind of advice

may it give, and what concerns does it consider appropriate?

A good index to appropriate matters are the titles of the

published (and mimeographed) planning board reports. For

these reports provide information from which other groups

may draw conclusions about problems and needs. The most
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important are: Workable Program for Cambridge, 1952, and

Community Facilities for Cambridge: A Plan, A Project and

A Budget (1967), the capital improvement plan. Other titles

include: "The Rkelation of New Construction to Increaded

Tax:sevenue in Cambridge" (1966), "Estimates of Employftent

in Cambridge, 1950-to 1964" (1965), "A Suggested Housing

Program for Cambridge" (1966), "Suggested Programs to

Provide New Recreation Areas, Neighborhood Facilities, and

Greater Beauty As Part of A Broad Capital Improvement Prog-

ram for 1966-1971, for Cambridge" (1966), "Major Population

and Housing Characteristics in Six Areas of CAmbridge" (1965),

and "Excerpts From Report on Public Recreation in CAmbridge,

Massachusetts, by-nthe National Recreation Association--1962"

(1966). There were also two reports on the age, race and

income characteristics of the families in the route of the

Inner Belt, and a summary of the BRPP trip data on Cambridge.

In general, the topics they cover are appropriate to

the making of decisions in managing the City. Most are

related to expenditures and income; population trends and

age groups, capital improvements, the tax base, sources of

outside funds.

Concern for the tax base showed in the Planning Board's

stand on the Inner Belt, on urban renewal projects, including

the present NASA development, and informally, in conversa-

tion about appropriate location for low income housing.

These locations were all on underused, vacant or marshy

land on the perimeter of the city. It would be inappropriate,
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Nr. Myer, the assistant director, felt, to build housing for

the elderly on vacant sites on Massachusetts Avenue, near

Central Square, because the land was "too valuable". *

This approach reflects the class bias of the Cambridge

power structure, and the kinds of concerns traditional in

the euuation of city problems deriving from a "weakened

tax base". It also reflects an attempt by the planners to

deal with the limits of their licence as professionals by

confining themselves to the immediate interests of their

employers, the city government, and to hard, measurable

statistics like population, tax income, traffic levels,

rents and so on. Here "problems" are discussed only when

they are identified by the city government or other interests,

and collecting statistics on areas suggested by convention.

The planners in Cambridge have confined themselves to

technical roles and "technical" problems. They have re-

sponded to the limits of their professional licence. What,

however, does this licence positively require? What parti-

cular unique processes may they carry out?

Part of their special licence may be found in the

information they gather. Gathering data, of couse, is an

operation shared with other groups. Planners, however, have

among themselves a model of an orderly process of gathering

information, making projections, 4iguring the specific possi-

bilities of "getting something", and making a report. It

is this idea of an orderly process that sets them apart from

other city employees. Their licence comes not from the fact
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that they alone are allowed access to such information,

or know how to gather it, but from the fact that they alone

are willing to do these time-consuming jobs, that they alone

have a ready list of appropriate topics and data for collec-

tion. Collecting data for this conventional list is one of

the privileges of thetr occupation,,and knowledge of what

the appropriate topics are is one of their unique skills.

The data they collect differs from the sort collected

by a mere record keeper in its applied nature. They collect

because someone needs it, because it reflects on something

someone will carry out, because it centers.around a problem

such as traffic, housing or the tax base -- around a mani-

pulable topic about which something is likely to be done.

"Someone" in Cambridge is not anyone, but the city government.

However, collecting data that someone will apply, pre-

senting analyses of problems to get money that another

agency wants, does not necessarily include a decision on

what other agencies or politicians should want money or data

to do. It does not include a licence to identify needs or

problems in any general sense. Collecting applied data is

in fact a restriction on collecting data ofathe kind no one

is likely to want. Moreover, collecting conventional lists

and making the few technical projections they are encouraged

to do consumes the time, energy and resources that might be

put into identifying problems. Planning Boardimembers are

limited by licence and by practical considerations to col-

lecting and presenting a conventional list of data, and to
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identifying trends and problems in a limited way, in

only a few areas such as recreation and open space, com-

munity facilities, traffice and the physical condition of

housing. The conventional list and data is evident, for

example, in the "Housing Program" published in 1965. The

discussion of housing included census data on the physical

condition of housing, and the number of families with

incomes under $3000, who would require special subsidies..

The major recommendations included an "advisory service

code enforcement, new non-profit housing, new public housing,

especially for the tiderly, new social services for dis-

placed residents (relocation), and administrative reorgani-

zation of the housing, urban renewal, dode enforcement and

relocation agencies." Other suggestions were reldeation of

families out of industrial areas into residential areas,*

and reducing the size of the housing projects.** The only

mention of students and other middle class people moving

in -- a major issue in Cambridge -- was included in a sug-

gestion that high rise apartments be built for them.

Even about housing the major discussion was on physi-

cal uality and ways of subsidizing people so they could

afford it. There was no attempt to measure the turnover

rate, sales, or the rent rise on any other index of the

change in the distribution of housing resources. The Plan-

ning Board's work really did not attempt to analyze whether

there was a housing problem in Cambridge, and if so, what

it was. The questions they asked and the programs they
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designed would be equally appropriate to Somerville, Chelsea

or Jamaica Plain.

For an agency such as the Planning Board, there is little

concern with identifying the nature of problems. There are

a certain set that they must routinely examine (tax base,

housing standards), and another set which are expected as

the normal problems of a n&ighborhood or city and others,

which may be important local issues but which are irrelevant

to the series of reports they expect to draw up. There has

been some change: it is no longer regarded as a problem if

rents are low, but it is not yet regarded as a problem --

to be discussed by the agency -- that rents are rising. Only

Mis. Williams who is directly involved with such a neigh-

borhood will discuss such topics.

Earlier we have argued that planners as well as social

workers are getting into the game of identifying problems,

and examining what is the true nature of this situation or

problem. Yet here is an agency quite content not to point

out problems and perfectly willing, if it has to point out

problems, to use a conventional, traditional bag of tricks

without examination. It is not that these civil servants

reflect a backwater. Theit unwillingness rests on the

limits of their licence as professionalF,2and on the re-

striction of their agency. The social workers, of course,

face similar restrictions, but it is the planning agencies

that seem to operate within the tightest bounds. They are

too dependent on the political employers to movgfar from
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problems as they are defined in the census. And even if

they were less restricted, they have not the time or the

budget or the freedom to carry out their own survey.

In the same vein, their licence cannot be expanded to

deAlwith other subject matter except on request from the

City or COBI or sOtilar group. They cannot identify prob-

lems and it is the public acknowledgement of a Oroblem and

the definition of it by planners that gives them the right

to investigate its nature.

The limitations of the Planning Board serve as a good

introduction into the work of Justin Gray in the City Mana-

ger's office. A task that he has particularly set for

himself is the identification of problems. How he goes

about getting the right to do this will help explain the

kindsSodiprobtems planners discuss.

Justin Gray, §pecial Assistant to the City Manager

Justin Gray's official title is specikl assistant

to the City Manager. General expectations and under-

standing of his job are vague. He is supposed to help the

city take advantage of the mass of federal programs that

are available--the work of his office really depends on

his success in getting money from sources outside the

city. This spring he has filed, with council approval,

applications for CRP funds and for a Model cities Planning

Grant. The other program that Gray is carrying out is

to commission a series of reports about problems of the

city, and ways of dealing with themfrom academics.

Informally, Gray is attempting to make and keep

a network of contacts among pressure grups and city em-
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loyees. This is because he sees his real job as helping to

reform city administration, and to mobilize existing ta-

lents to solve the city's problems. His increased use of

experts is part of this program.

This job was created in dollars and I'm shifting
it.. .to look at total resources and to articulate
a point of view,...just to get them to decide whether
Cambridge will be a university city in a few years.
I'm going into the line departments.. .morale (there)
is low. Nlo one ...has considered coming into a
a department for their ideas.*

There are thhee aspects of Justin Gray's role that are

of interest for a thests on social problems and Neighbor-

hood Four. One, of course is his involvement in Neighborhood

Four. Second, is his general role in city government,

within the political and administrative system. Third, is

his own conception of his licence and mandate as a planner,

and his attempts to extend them.

Justin Gray's involvement in Neighborhood Four has

revolved around that Neighborhoood*s inclusion in the

Model Cities application. Original plans called for the in-

clusion of Neighborhoods Four, Three, and Five, but com-

munication was received that small cities could only ap-

ply for a grant for a certain fraction (5-10%) of their

area and populations. The reasons for picking Four and

Three are unclear, but an interesting light may be thrown

on it by a memp that came out of the Cambridge Corpora-

tion advising Gray to continue his work by confining his

application to the two neighborhoods where there were existing

local organizations**. If this memo hit on the most relevant
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** Memo in the files of Mrs. Lisa R Peattie. From Oliver
Brooks, President, Cambridge Corporation to Justin Gray.
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considerations, any discussion of Gray's role will inevi-

tably include- a discussion of his relationship to COBI

and to the social workers.

In an interview, Gray made two points about Neighborhood

Four. First he remarked that he had difficulty communi-

cating with the residents. Second, he discussed plans for

helping neighborhood groups hire professionals and carry

out the surveys, although he was difficult- to pin down

on whether these same groups would design and carry out

programs.

What is striking here is his reliance on groups

--which in Neighborhodd Four. means sotial workers and

their contacts--to give local authenticity, to bring in

local participation and to identify the problems on a

local level. When he relies on COBI for this, it is the

picture of the neighborhood brought out by the social

workers that :he has to use to define the particu&&r na-

ture of the neighbohoods's problems, and it is through the

social worker he must communicate with the neighborhood.

He talked about giving away some of his licence to do

the local planning and data gethering, work. To do this,

he needed a presently active neighborhood group that could

demand a structure from the City Council that would allow

him to give away these powers and funds.

While Gray'is giving away some duties and rights on

the neighborhood level, he is trying to extend his licence

to intervene within the city as a whole. Gray's position
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was created by the cityinanager, Joseph DeGugliemo, as

part of a general program of administrative reforms, that

have involved professionalizing various parts of city

government. This has also been seen in the hiring of an

outside, trained recreation director, and in reforms in

the City health and hospital system. Gray, a man with

experience in many other agencies, and contacts within

federal and state bureaucracies, is useful as an expedi-

ter. Heiremarked that he had "heard that if the city

did not apply for a model cities grant now, they might

not get it at all," in all probability there would not

be a second round. Access to this kind of gossip, on

what "they" want , what will be available, who is apply-

ing, which elements of the application are important,

how much money there will be, etc. , was one of the reasons

he was hired. (For Cambridge, this represents a shift

from the use of political contacts to administrative con-

tacts to get things. This kind of competition between

planners and politicians is obiously part of the larger

picture; Gray's extension ofhis madate is a challenge to

politicians in other ways.) Gray's function, then, is in

part to be a contact man for Cambridge.

Second, DeGugliemo seems to be making cauti6us reforms

in the city administrations. There is a need here for ideas,

suggestions, a general shakewp. However, DeGugliemo is

not in a very secure polition himself, having been appoint-

ed as the result of a five to four faction fight in the
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City Council, and still being bitterly opposed by the losing

faction which has been the most powerful. Gray can be-

come a personal gadfly, carrying out studies, presenting

the ideas, challenging old practices, while DeGugliemo

himself can keep publicly distant from the process, per-

haps eventually allowing Gray to become his scapegoat.

The role of the gadfly-scapegoat inv~&ves in it-

self some irresponsibility--freedom to do unauthorized tasks.

It is this freedom that Gray has used to extend his li-

cence. Through it he has licence to control his own

work, set his own goals. He has assumed a maddate to

analyze the city's problems.

In order to identify problems, Gray does not publish

mimeographed reports. He incorporates judgements about

them into a program, which the council must tiote on in

order to get money and which thpy have the power to change.

The model cities program is good for getting ar-
tivulation of what we're like and what we are doing,
e.g. (in the) relocation provision, (or in the)
low income housing provision. It may be rhetoric, but
it can force the power structure to articulate what
they are doing.

In theory the Model Cities program acts as
a good cathartic agent. It's good for the council
to know what they are doing. They never had a ful-
crum where you could articulate things. (Cambridge)
is a fragmented community, but once they are aware of
the consequences of policy--no one has had a point of
view up to now--for example on housing choice, (they
will be forced to take a stand). They have been con-
cerned with the elderly and young people like you
who might moeve out, but no view of what the needs
really are.*/

Gray, then, realizes that pronouncements do not make

something a "problem" to others. Instead, he intends to use
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his licence to devise programs and write applications

to direct the public debate into his terms. He intends

to use his right to submit applications and plans to

a vote to convert problems into issues, and to make the

issues that are debated be discussed aroung an accurate

presentation of "what the needs really are".

Gray investigates problems that are still within the

realm of physical planning and popular discussion--low

income housing, recreatinn, the encroachment of the uni-

versity, rodent control and the like--but he is open to

a broader definition of appropriate concerns related

to them ; more so than the more traditionally minded

planning board. His basic concern is no longer confined to

objective physical characteristics such as blight, mixed

land use, poor structures and the tax base. Instead, he

has adopted a more softological, political view of the

city as a collection of facilities that may be used in

different ways by differedt groups. Who uses the facili-

ties is a more relevant question to him than what it looks

like. This broadening of his view of what it is approp-

riate for him to look at also allows him to have other

ideas about what is "good planning", to consider a non-

conforming use a trivial question.

While he is assuming a broader licence, Gray is also

changing his view of the nature of a planner's licence and

planning problems. To him the licence is not a technical

right to look at measurable date in an objective way and come
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to a technical conclusion, which is generally the planning

view. Instead, he sees such problems in political terms,

involving a political choice. Upon assuming a licence to

set the terms of his work, he is setting the terms for a

debate, not for an administrative decision. Gray, with this

view, can feel free to give a vote to Neighborhood Four to

judge the Model City plans he and his agency plan to

draw up; such a vote challenges no aspect of his technical

ability to make the right decisions.

Richard Green, of the Cambridge Corporation, also sees

no conflict between his professional work and the COBI steer-

ing committee's judgement of it. His view, however doen not

rest on the assumption thathis own role is much broader

than the design of specific programs. Instead, he sees him-

self as a technical designer on hire, who can do the objec-

tive detail work, once given the definition of the prob-

lems and ggals.

The Cambridge Corporation

Richard Green is a city planner, employed as the vice

president and full time executive of the Cambridge Corpora-

tion. The Corporation was described in a Harvard public

relations journal:

Cambridge Corporation--Development of low-rental
housing as weil as other action for the public
benefit in Cambridge, will be assisted by the
recently formed Cambridge Corporation. The non-
profit cgroup intends to raise, from private con-
tributions, a revolving fund of up to $1 million
for projects to be undertaken in the role of ci-
vic catalyst. Funds contributed will be matched by
Harvard and MIT.
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The Cambridge Corporation was founded as a public rela-

tions effort by the universities, to engage in good works

and to help out in the housing crisis. It has some

degree of independence, can carry out projects and fund

community improvements. It also supplies an extra plan-

ner for cooperation in physical planning among larger

Cambridge institutions, princip&lly about housing.

At this time, Green has helped COBI draw up a plan,

consulted in the plans for Interfaith Housing's projected

300 units of 221d3 in North Cambridge, and done a pre-

liminary study for Harvard's second married student dor-

mitory along the river Charles.

The Cambridge Corporation is a major source of funds

for small private agencies in Cambridge, even though it

usually supplies them on a revolving basis. In Neighborhood

Four it paid for equipment in the new tot lot built on the

spoils from the Polaroid incident, as well as temporarily

purchasing the land for it and promising to arrange the

rehabilitation of the decrepit Reid house which was sold

back in the same negotiations.* They have been approached

to fund other programs and to act as the sponsoring agency

for groups seeking grants elsewhere.

Green has spent more time than other planners in Cam-

bridge at work in Neighborhood Four. In an interview, he

described the considerations involved in the building

of the tot lot, the rehabilitation of the old house and the

drawing up of a neighborhood plan. It was clear that Green

had done the detail work on these projects, and spent time
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on investigations of interest rates and price lists and

the plans of owners of small plots in the neighborhood.*

Basically, he has interpreted his licence in Neigh-

borhood Four as that of a hired technician. He has found

technical topics on which to spend his time: "they need

certain things and the problem is where to put them," and

he makes it quite explicit that he was asked into the

neighborhood by Mrs. Helen Meehan, chairman (acting) of

COB6I:

I got involved when they invited me in. I made a
a speech and Helen Meehan came up to me afterwards
and said, "Gee, I like the way you talk." (imitates
speech of Helen Meehan). I had said--It was a 3rat-
tle Street meeting--"Idon't see anyone in shirtsleeves
here." Helen invited me to come down,**

Green presents his work in technical terms. He uses

his acquired organizational skills and technical know-

ledge to do specifically assigned tasks for COBI. His

main work has been in drawing up a plan for their approval.

He sees this as giving COBI what it wants, while trying to

give them a technically based view of the matter:

I tried to throw things out as proposals. Some things
they tried to get me to take out. I fought back on
one issue and convinced them I wax right. On most is-
sues they managed to convincd me they were right.
(.. What was the issue you fought back on?) A. The lo-
cation of the teenageirrecreation center. I wanted it
separated from the campus service center. Originally
they wanted it all together, but I convinced them the
facilities should be separate.***

Green's picture of his own licence is to do detail

work on others' grand designs. However, he emphasized how

he did not jeopardize his "professional standards" about such

questions as the location of the recreation center. Never-

theless, Constance williams, another planner, sees his plan
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not as the manifestation of the desires and ideas of the

neighborhood group, but as a plan that denied choice to the

people in COBL. "At least they could choose between high

rise and low rise,"* she says.

In effect, the terms in which the issues are set

in the COBI plan have been determined even in very modestl y

assigning specific auestions, and dealing with them. This

determination of the issues has resulted in a particular set

of answers that have certain desired properties: not offend-

ing anyone, not disrupting the internal workings of any

agency. However it is not really Green who has not given

choice. It is the set of problems made explicit by the so-

cial workers that have determined the plan. (Using the

same set of problems and questions and constraints

the MIT advocacy planning siass came up with nearly the

same plan with a little more street closing.) It was the

decision to orga.nize the problems and programs in physical

planning terms in the first place that most closely con-

strained the neighborhood group.

The social workers have decided that the main problem

is to write a plan that will increase amenities and stabiltee

the population within the boundaries of their sefvice area:

The part of Neighborhood Four between Columbia Street (where

the Inner Belt is planned) and the industries and Tech Square.

This may be a wise strategy, and it is certainly more rele-

vant to the neighborhood than the old delin .uency approach.

However, we must not ignore the utility of this strategy
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to the survival of the agencies as instituations, the role

of the social workers in setting the strategy and problem

and the cooperation of the planner, who if he has not de-

signed the housing the neighborhoodeneeds to stabilize the

population, has at least designed the green space and tot

lots and pointed out where the housing might go.

It is difficult to evaluate how important the C03I

plan really is in the identification of problems. Of the

projects the Cambridge Corporation and COBI have collabor-

ated on, Green and Cass see one the rehabilitation of the

i.eid house and the building of the tot-lot as important

symbolic victories. With the outpatient clinic, they are the

only projects that will see physical results. The COBI plan

is still at a hypothetical stage. There are no dunds or

programs available at this time that till allow it to be

carried out.

Drawing up a plan, for COBI, is not making decisions

about priorites or the future of the neighborhood. What i t

has been, is an organizing tool and way of articulating a

general position about the neighborhood that a number of

gropps could agree on, one of them being that there is a

neighborhood:

COBI is an amalgam of a lot of interests--Cambridge
Economic Opportunity Committee planning task force,
the Margaret Fuller House, the Clmbridge Neighbor-
hood House, the churches, the PTA. They divided them-
selves up into committees. A steering committee,
a map committee, an industrial relations committee,

1all with a specific purpose. I saw it as a neigh-
borhood groping for something to do, knowing they
were hard pressed on the one hand by MIT, and the
other by NASA, and on a third hand by Polaroid and
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and other industrial concerns that are making
immediate physical encreechment on the lots for park-
ing lots and other uses. There was a sense of frus-
tration.

On My involvement I say that various groups had
been fighting among themselves--but they have come to
the conclusion that if they dont work together
they will hang separately. Despite the usual ftic-
tion, they are working toward something. In their
little manifesto they came out and said, "This is
our neighborhood and we want to stay here."*

The geral pestion restricted itself to the postulate

that physical planning was important, that there is a physi-

cal threat, and that the residents wished to stay in Neigh-

borhood Four. It identified a very vague housing prob-

lem, but did not go into details of cause or remedy. It

spent a good deal of time on recreation, which has paid off,

if you assume they need recreation.**

Now that the plan is written, it can be used as an or-

ganizing tool in the process of getting neighborhood ap-

proval, and it has been used to communicate the existence

of CO31, and their general nees, to the polititians.

ihey have embarked on a clever system of talking
9 to individu4l councillors and the City Manager. With-

out asking for anyphing specific, they have shown them
their plans, and said that they would be in, asking for
part of if. There has been a good response from every-
one thpy talked to. It scares the city councillors
to see a group this organized; they are not about to
say no. They should get a commitment from the city
manager as fast as possible. He assigned Connie Wil-
liams, a member of the Planning Board, to work with
this group. ***

While the commitment made by the City Manager did dot com-

mit the resources of the city, soon after this visiting,

the Council voted to ear mark 130,000 dollars to build the

recreation center. Although the vote was not legally binding
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on anyone, the Planning Board and the settlement houses

were trying to bring pressure to use these funds in this

way.*

Green did not identify problems by wtiting the plan,

because the plan was not a plan, but an organizing device,

and a means of communicating the existence of an interest

group, Many of the proposals dealt with recreation and

identified a need for open space:

Studies have indicated that our neighborhood is one
of the least served by playgrounds, tot-lots and
parkd. Is this anyway to run a neighborhood ? You
bet it isn"tt Just take a look at other neighborhoods
and see how lacking in open space we are.**

This was done in the guise of physical planning, but it is

significant that playgrounds is also the priority issue picked

by CEOC in Neighborhood Five, where the leadership is in-

tensely suspicious of any and all planners, plans, or any

other "tool of the colleges".

Despite discussion of stabilizing the population, and

rent and housing problems, there were no major proposals

on housing in the COBI plan. With the exception of the plan-

ned rehabilitition of one house, as a symbolic, though econom-

ically infeasible event, no effort has been made to increase

housing supply in Neighborhood Four or outside of it for

local residents. Part of the reason for this became clear

in the interview Vith Miss Williams:

There is no real concern about housing. There has
been some grumbling about rents going up. It has been
inarticulate. It's mostly been grumbling about rents
going up, which rents do. It's difficult to deliver
(housing). There are no nonprofit groups really
facing it and even then, which we havent faced, it"s
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* See page 83, above. Miss Williams remarked that it
was a legal order. Richard Cass described a letter that
was sent to Velucci, thanking him, and hoping that the
City Manager would agree to the plan. In the Cambridge
City Manager-Council form of government, the council
authorizes all taxes and expenditures, but may not re-
quire that the manager spend moeny.

* Conference of Organizations, Blocks and Individuals
of Neighborhood Four (COBI), Ideas for Part of Neigh-
borhood Four (mimeographed, Cambridge corporation, 1967)
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impractical to do rehabilitation for low rents.
We need more subsidies, and we havent faced it enough
to make a noise. Nonprofit housing is impractical
for the lowest income--its a good idea, BUT....*

Even within the housing question, making a problem

out of increasing the supply of housing would involve taking

on the subsidy system at a state and national level, or the

Cambridge Housing Authority. This would mean a long range

political commitment with little immediate payoff, and pos-

sibly no eventual payoff within the confines of the neigh-

borhood. Increasing housing becomes irrelevant not only

for COBI but also for any other group interested in

issues that will help them build themselves as an orgaft-

zation and deliver goods to their members. Talking about

housing, while delivering tot lots, on the other hand,

at least gives people a chaace to"grumble about rents"with

full assurance that they are discussing matters of imporgtance.**

Returning to the role of Richard Green, it is important

to note that his severe restriction of what he is willing to

discuss arises in part fcom his organizational affiliation,

As a representative of a private corporation, Green has no

right to intervene on his own terms. He has been able to

work in the neighborhood by providing them with the same in-

formation and expediting servicex (with regards to the tot

lot and the Reid house) that the Planning Board prov&dde

for the city and he provides for the Cambridge Corporation.

his involvement is probably attractive to the social workers

not only because he could work on a plan, but also because

he is attached to this source of money. His contact with
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* Williams Interview.

** A Radcliffe student who interviewed me about the
CEQC planning team in Neighborhood Five remarked that
at a CEOC Board meeting she had attended, the "housing
problem" had been raised. The group decided not to
work on it because they could not guarantee to de-
liver. Interview, June, 1967.
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the group can make it easier to get money, both because of

his interest in carrying out his plans, and because the Cam-

bridge Corporation demanded that the neighborhood plan in

order to be given the money for the tot lot in the first

place, and he was available to help them do it.

(When Polaroid had agreed to sell back certain plaes)
COBI and the recreation task force asked up to develo p
a tot lot on Polaroid property. We said we would, but
we would only do it if there was local involvement.
That's the way a local neighborhood gets to be res-
pnsible, making them do things, not just giving things
out. The Board voted $4,000 for the tot lot equipment
but said the local community should buy the land. Be-
cause they cant raise the money now, the Board will
purchase it for two years, after which time, if the
tot lot is successfully located, an I believe it is,
it will be purchased by the Alliance, and the Margaret
Fuller House will buy the land. Meanwhile Margaret
Fuller will provide supervision. 'We said, "you plan
it." The recreation task force, COBI, and certain
block groups got together and the result is this.
(Brings in a lovely map and shows each item of equip-
ment in 5 discrete areas including spray pool..no moving
equipment, we insisted, because of the liability. We
demanded supervision....80 children can play in it
at one time. A little noisy, but...) *

Green's role is, then also one of liaison--to help

the Cambridge Corporation see that specific grants are well

spent, to encourage groups to think on planning linesand

to help the neighborhood qualify for more money. It is only

in the second, in a very limited way, that he sets the terms

in which problems are seen. He exdeises a licence to design

programs within a very limited list of physical design and

philanthropic top±cs selected by the Cambridge Corporation--

housing and civic improvement--which inevitably set problems

in terms of "how to do ,,. or how to build..."something the

usefulness of which, 221d3 houaing or playgrounds he does

not question, for general ends which are irrelevant tahim.
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*Green Interview.
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To sum up this section, the institutional demands of

the agencies, the professional licence oftthe planners azd

of the social workers, the right to identify problems and

the kind of problems identified are interrelated. The agency

and the job are probably more important for these professionals

in this process because of the limits on their licence

without association with an agency, a constituency, or a

source of funds or services. It is in carrying out other

duties, tie We4ing of programs and propaganda about needsy

that a description of ptclems becomes relevant to planners

and social workers. To them, then, views of problems are

less intellectual contructs than conditions of work, adjus-

ted tp fit tP5e demands of the job.

In the final section I will first attempt to ex-

plain the view of Neighborhood Four I found so irrelkant

as a volunteer in terms.of sottal problems as conditions of

work. Finally, I will discuss what a social problem is

for a working planner or working sotdal worker.
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VI. Cohclusion.

A. Answers to Some Puzzles from the Neighborhood House.

Two questions initially posed about the way in which

the Cambridge Neighborhood House was operating may be

fairly easily answered on the basis of the preceeding ana-

lysis. These were: (1) why the social workers used a neigh-

borhood for analysis and action; (2) why they were preoccu-

pied with emotional pathology. A third question -- what

happens when professionals see things in terms of problems,

will be considered in the condlusion. However, a different

version of this question, why at the Neighborhood House such

emphasis was given to local problems and their accuteness

that we came to believe it a "sick" neighborhood, may be

answered here.

First, the tradtion of social disorganization and ex-

pectations built on studies of immigrant neighborhoods ledc

to preconceptions about what constituted a normal neighbor-

hood; it should be a community. Indeed, the continuing use

of both of these terms, almost interchangeably, illustrates

this expectation. The neighborhood9 especially the project,

failed to conform to this expectation. To the social workers,

the inevitable next question was "what is wrong or differ-

ent about this neighborhood that it is not a community?"

Secondly the kind of explanation that was hit

upon, the "sickness" and "alienation" of the population

seen as familial units, was chosen, in part, because at

that time, psychological counselling was the dominant ap-

proach of most social workers, particularly those with

the highest status and most training. As members of a
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professional group that had licence to examine psychologi-

cal dynamics but little else, they would be easily influ-

enced in that direction. Finally, the intellectual ap-

proaches to "delinguency", the prevention of which was, af-

ter all, the most apparent function of the settlement

house, stressed alienation, anomie and family structure as

the causes of delinquency and the appropriate area for

cure. The sickness approach allowed a clearcut kind of

intervention, since it located the pathology in the indivi-

dual and the family. Defining the neighborhood as special

and sick, could allow intervention while confining the

activities of the social workers to the neighborhood, free-

ing otheglagencies and institutions from challenge.

Emphasis on the acute and emergency nature of the

psychological problems of the 2*eighborhood was meest evi-

dent in the particular sickness approach that was communi-

cated to the volunteers. This stridency was the result of

the involvement of non-professionals who had to justify

their involvement (similarly to the professionals but more

than they) by the urgency of the situation, and construct

immediately, under pressure, a view of the neighborhood

and their relation to its people. Stridency was most common

among the volunteers, but it extended upwards to Miss

Baldwin, the director, who continually and publicly asked

what were the problems and emphasized the acutemess of the

ones she had identified. This questioning and emphasis

were used to encourage commitment among the volunteers--

who were necessary to the group work. They also reflected
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the relatively nonprofessional status of Miss Baldwin

herself, the low level of pay and training of the staff,

and the kinds of demands that the understaffing and un-

derpayment of the agency made upon the staff. They could

not operate too professionally or the work would not get

done; they needed an amateur commitment, not the with-

drawn, neutral, detachment of the profesiional.

The view of the neighborhood in an emergency, as

yet imperfectly understood, was not necessarily harmful.

It allowed, indeed, impelled change in the House poli-

cies and programs, in ways not then prescribed by offi-

cial views of problems and professional canons. A change was

taking place at the Neighborhood House in the eatly nine-

teen-sixties that did not become apparent to me until

later. The process of change could be seen at that time

in a change in the make up of the board of directors and

in increased involvment of local adults in house admini-

stration. The board had been composed of "old family phil-

anthropists" and other people who were no longer poweffal

or active. Miss Baldwin took the initiative in bringing

in representatives of Harvard, MIT, Cabot Cabot and Forbes,

and.&&laeid, the people who were later instrumental in

changing the nature of the agencies.*

These actions arose out of a crisis in the House and

a crisis in the neighborhood. Costs were rising and income

was not. It woelhoped that involving the industrialists would

lead them to help the House out of an impossible financial

situation, which they eventually did in arranging the merger

into the Alliance. Secondly, the encroachment of Polaroid
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* interview with Karyl Sweeney, June 5, 1967.
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and MIT and the threat to the physical existence of the

neighborhood was already apparent:

"Elsa saw that the Neighborhood House and the neigh-
borhood were both threatened. She saw this. That
was why she started the parentsl programs. She also
wanted to get the businessmen involved, so they
would see the needs of the neighborhood people, and
help. She is really an old Yankee Republican, expect-
ing them to take the people's interests to heart...." *

These changes in the structure of the administration,

and further changes brought by work by Miss Baldwin, and

others, to improve the financial structure of the settle-

ment houses through a merger, were accompanied by a change

in House policy toward local adults.

In the early nineteen-sixties the Neighborhood House

staff worked to bring local adults into the House programs,

not only in the traditional "sewing classes", but also in

planning programs for the children, fund raising, and settiing

policy. By 1965, a "masters committee'of parents, comprised

of many of the people who are now active in the COBI steer-

ing committee, was meeting regularly to discuss House policy.

This committee has physical control of the allocation of

meeting rooms.

The increased interest in involving the "parents" (as

this youth agency referred to them) stemmed from several

goals. One was to build their acquaintance with and trust

in the Neighborhood House. Secondly, it was hoped that a

groupnof parents could be brought together andund the needs

of the children and develop some group sentiment, thus

combatting the "alienated" nature of the neighborhood.

L,



* Sweeney Interveiw, June, 1967.

111F.
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Lastly Miss Baldwin saw in these groups' active involvement

*
in deeision-making preparation for "coping" if they were

forced to move.

These changes had their cost. The involvement of the

parents opened the staff up to charges of being "unprofes-

sional" in allowing "clients" to determine the course of

action. rhe merger of the houses and the involvement of

businessmen on their boards inevitably opened up the adminis-

tration of the houses to changes. For Miss Baldwin the cost

was high, for it was cleartkat she probably could never func-

tion smoothly in the centralized, professionalized environ-

ment that merger implied. With the merger a woman withbut

a social work degree who, moreover, had always violated

certain canons of detachment, would be in trouble. Thus her

demotion to teenage worker, unassociated with the settlement

house, and her abrupt dismissal in June, 1967 were for her

part of the costs of encouraging a change.

T'he change of structure and emphasis rested on other

grounds in addition to the local emergency. As I suggested

above, community organizers generally were improving their

status by acting as community representatives or intermedia

aries. In this they took over roles that the political

machine was no longer filling, and began to enter into com-

petition with civil rights workers for the right to speak

for the ppor. Secondly, the poverty program gave a mone-

tary reward for active involvement of adults as employers and

planning committees. Their active involvement would naturally
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* Interview with Miss Elsa Balswin, October, 1966. "1 am
now interested in teaching coping--with welfare or anything
else--in case they are forced out."
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tend to shift emphasis from their psychological problems to

their income and education, and the kind of program to in-

clude requests for more services from city agencies.

The request for involvement of "local" adults in the

poverty program, and the inception of the poverty program at

all, came from a confluence of national political factors:

the activity and threat of the national civil rights move-

ment, the desire of certain liberals like W&&ter Reuther

to build their own power by mobilizing and making a cohesive

force out of the "poor", and designs that slipped through

once the executive decided to start a program. This pro-

gram, which included a political impetus to involve community

people, has brought a change in social work ideology, and the

possibility of political action by community organizers

that the organizers themselves recognize:

"One thing about Elsa -- she did involve people in
making decisions eight years ago.1 This was before
the poverty program." *

The need to work in a neighborhood has not changed;

indeed it has been strengthened by recent legislation.

This has been explained in intellectual terms above, but

in addition, the model cities act gives ecomomic force to the

tendency. It is cheaper to have neighborhood programs that

city wide programs. The same drawbacks -- the difficulty

at attacking income and employment or even the school sys-

tem on a neighborhood basis still remains. The ultimate

political implications of doing counselling in a neighbor-

hoodor organizing for playgrounds in the neighborhood, will
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*Cass Interview.
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probably be identical.

For social workers and planners work within a pecu-

liar view of what social problems are and what problems are

appropriate objects of their activtty. A large determinant

of this view is their backgrounds and the conditions of their

work and what these imply: preservation of their agencies,

long term delivery of services, keeping their jobs, being

accepted as "professional" by their colleagues and by the

general public. Their choices, and the breadth of their

intellectual analyses when they work within these conditions,

are severely limited. In the final section we will review

these limits and conditions, and consider how they affect

the planners' and social workers' approach to social prob-

lems. The conclusion, however, must begin again with the

question: What is a social problem?

B, On the Identification of Problems.

Planners and social workers share an image of society

that finds "social problems" a reasonable and utilitarian

approach to their work. This approach has wide currency,

finding strong expression in various social science disci-

plines, and planners and social workers have adapted it to

their needs. But the notion of social problems that they

have adopted is by no means that current among large num-

bers of ordinary people.

A social problem approach rests on three assumptions

about man and society that differ from a common-sense view.

First, is the assumption that individual behavior and so-
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cial conditions are largely determined by external factors

and forces. Secondly, these factors and forces are per-

ceLved as identifiable, interrelated patterns of collec-

tive behavior. Finally, it is judged that behavior and con-

ditions can be changed by modifying these basic determinis-

tic factors or forces. In fact, belief in the possibili-

ty and efficacy of intervention underlies the whole concept

of "problemn'in planning and social work. T"o call some-

thing a social problem at bottom implies that it can in

some way be manipulated; that there exists a remedy for

it, that it is relevant for study in terms of intervention.

Seeley has said that to cail something a social pro-

blem may mean that:

(a) the genesis of the problem is social, (b) the
consequences are social, (c) the remedy is of a kind
that "only society" can give effect to,(d) the pro-
blem is nothing but (or is "fundamentally") a re-
lational malfunction, i.e. a social perturbation.*

For all of these definitions, it is necessary to have a

concept of "social", and to hold a belief that it is pos-

sible to trace cause and effect in society such that

"genesis", "consequence", "remedy", and "social pertur-

bation" may be identified in social reality. These con-

cepts must have meaning as part of a perceived pattern of

events, situations and forces. The common-sense view of

society does not include this identification process or

this perception of patterns. Instead, the common-sense

view rests on a series of unexamined types that ade uate-

ly describe society for its members to act in it. These

types are adequate for everyday purposes at hand.
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* Seeley, "the Problem, of Social Problems," D Cit.,,
p.4 .

**Schutz, Volume II., Og Cit. p 231.--235ff.

".what the sociologist calls "system," "role," "status,"
"role expectation," "situation," and "institutionalization,"
is experienced by the individual actor on the social scene
in entirely different terms To him all the factors de-
noted by these concepts are elements of a network of typt-
fications--typifications of human individuals, of the4.r
course of action patterns, of their motives and goals, of
the socioicultural products which origninated in their ac-
tions. The summntotal of these various typifications con-
stitues a frame of reference in terms of which not only the
socio4cultural, but also the physical world has to be in-
terpreted, a frame of reference that, in spite of its in-
consistenties is nontheless sufficiently integrated and
transparent for solving of most of the practical problems
at hand....Each problem reuires...another kind of typifi-
cation....
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The licence and purpose at hand of planners and so-

cial workers differ both fran that of the social scientists

and from that of private citizens. Social scientists are

concerned with analysis and description of patterns in so-

ciety. It is these men who have the licence, and the interest,

to perform the "legislative* act of defining a part of

social life as a problem. In contrast, the planners and

social workers have a licence to intervene to "solve" so-

cial problems. Intervention is their purpose-at-hand.

It is by the legislative act of declaring a prob-

lem that an area of life becomes a legitimate candidate

for intervention. These legislative acts are not the job

of a local planner or social worker. His legislative li-

cence is restricted to showing that this typical problem

exists here; discovering cases, not the diseases. This

restriction does not make the national identification of

a problem by sociologizers (as Seeley calls them) any less

necessary to planners and social workers, or the concept

of a social problem any less useful. This restriction does

mean, however, that planners and social workers,, modify thec

concept of social problemsand social theory, to the ends

of practical intervention.

In practice, this means the use of social science

descriptions of "problematic" situations as commomsense

typifications of problems, and the abandonment of the

general analytic descriptive approach in their day to day

thinking. Their intellectual work is diagnosis, according

to these academically originated and practically adapted

types, of cases of "typical social problems."1
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When they approach Neighborhood Four, planners and

social workers do not arrive without preconceptions. They

have a model of a "typical low income neighborhood" that

comprises a set of expected problems, probable difficulties

in carrying out programs, various attitudes and assorted

characteristics. The question, "what are the problems of

the neighborhood" means to a great extent,"how does this

neighborhood conform to the model of a typical low income

neighborhood?"

However, neither of these professions has complete

freedom to identify even "cases" of social problems, and

then to intervene. They are limited by their licence, which

does not include intervention in social problems in general,

and by their working contingencies. Thus, they may recog-

nize that their own area of action does not include the

"basic problem" and yet continue to discuss problems 1n terms

that imply that "their" problems are indeed the basic ones,

the ones that should be attacked first, and the ones that,

if solved, could lead the way to the remedy of other ills.

The diagnosis of a cases, then is a mere first stepp.

For a planner or social worker to intervene, it must also

be a case covered by their very limited licence to inter-

vene and to recruit clients. Thus a general problem must

be seen in terms of the planners' and social workers' li-

cifce to manipulate in terms of physical changes in the

environment or in terms of the social workers'list of

couselling, organizing meetings, and setting up neighbor-
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hood programs.

This licence is also limited by time, geography and agen-

cy affiliation. Planners and social workers do not have a

general licence to treat even "their" problems in general,

or a licence to move to change any other institution, pro-

fession or social situation than- those they find on the

neighborhood level or among the clients attached to their

agency. The professional's employment is specific to a

certain group: an organization, a geographical area, and/or

certain self-selected or legally determined clients. The

licence to intervene in existing powerful institutions

does not exist without atttachment to an even more power-

ful instituton.

In order to identify a case, planners and social

workers often rely on data and observation of the kinds

of things that are regarded as signifiers of typical problems.

Census data, for example, is collected with these typical

problems in mind, and is easily available. A second method,

particulatly when less familiar or measurable problems are

in mind, is the neighborhood interview.

Given their licence, and their specific non-common-

sense purpose-atehand, when these professionals go into a

neighborhood or city and ask what the problems are, many

of the answers are irrelevant to them. These answers must

be disregarded or translated into "technical" terms in order

to become relevant to the planners and social workers.

The interview that follows will, I hope, give speci-
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fic illustration of what such interviews involve, the use

of typical problems by planners and social workers and the

limitations imposed by their licence and conditions of

work on the possible results of the interview.

In February, I interviewed a resident of Neighborhood

Four, and asked her what the problems were. Her answers

included that people reported you to the project manage-

ment or even welfare for even a little babysitting, that

the school had no lunches so that the children had to

come home at noon, that the teachers did not discipline the

children properly, or report their misbehavior home early

enough, that young girls nowadays wore their skirts too

short to school, that the Headstart teacher insisted on

reviewing the equipment for the new tot lot, that other

people had problems with their children because they would

tell them to be in and they were still out at eleven, that

teenagers nowadays couldnt make their own fun and hung

around the Neighborhood House instead, where they distur-

bed the adults, that her welfare worker tried to cut her

back for her daughterks Neighborhood Youth Corps earnings,

that the teenaged boys broke things and hung around. How-

ever, she said, she was a bad person to interview because

she did not have any problems, iq/act, she scarcely saw

her social worker, and in this yard of the project everyone

got on and dIdn't usually repott one another's children.

She felt there should be some home economics school for

girls that didn't like school,; she had gone to one frmm

the Fourth Grade. However, her daughter wanted to go to
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college. By turning the conversation, she managed to point

out that her children gave her no problems because she

let them stay out until eleven, that her husband was a

veteran, that shO had not liked Madison Park because of

all those Southern Negroes moving in, that she did like

integrated neighborhoods, that she got on with white peopke

and she was not afraid of them like people from the South,

that Roxbury schools had declined from people not having

respect for authority and being unreasonably suspicious

of whites, and that whe wasn"t about to purchase a Negro

history encyclopedia.*

This kind of interview is probably not atypical of the

response that greets professionals coming into a neighborhood

and asking what the problems are. From these responses, it is

easy to see that her common-sense view of a problem is not

at all the same as the concept of a "social problem".

Moreover, she seems to be more concerned with avoiding any

stigmatized category and protecting her moral character

than she is in outlining problems. Indeed, hating problems

is in itself something to be denied.

Her view is based on a typification of "what happens

when I admit to problems." To her, two things happen.

First, her moral character will be assailed. She will be

assumed not to be able to do things herself. Second, she

will be assaulted with recommendations about her homelife:

her child-rearing practices and her marital status will

be brought into the discussion, and she will be Auestioned
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This lady was active in the settlement houses, but
not in the leadership groups. She had not been socialized
into seeing proolems in social work or planning terms. These
terms allow one to deny a moral judgement (whether or not
one is actually made) and to protect onetelf against the stig-
matizing aspect of problems and proceed to discuss programs
presmised on having them. When I stuarized this interview to
Mrs, F, a neighborhof Mrs. L's, who did not know her, her reac-
tion to Mrs. L.'s statement about her children was: "Don't
you think she was trying to convince herself?" Mrs. F. has
ac uired the Social work view, and their typification of the
neighborhood and its children.
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about the misery of living in the project. In order to

forestall advice and intervention, she specifically denies

any problem in these areas. Her children behave and she

is married, to a veteran, no less. Moreover, she has gener-

alized from this view of what happens to a definition of

a problem in general. A problem is an offense of morals or

consideration of others, of interest to social workers, It

is a disapproved public annoyance, relating to the personal

characteristics of individuals.

Before we dismiss Mrs. L., it is necessary to see that

Mills and Seeley may agree with her: in practice, "prob-

lems" can be simply conventional moral judgements, dressed

up in social science rhetoric, and playing the same role--

exhorting obedience to rules and upholding the current so-

cial order.

Moreover, when our reaction is "but of course she has

problems; she is on welfare; she is a Negro, a female-

head-of household, and she lives in Washington Elms, we

are applying to Mrs. L. the typifications current in the

common-sense worldof planners. Certain demographic char-

acteristics. signify problems, regardless of an explicit,

point by point, denial of them in an interview.

When planners or social workers approach Mrs. L to

find out about problems, then, they find that she sees prob-

lems differently than they, and may indeed deny having any

at all. However, planners and social workers need to dis-

cover problems in order to intervene. In order to use such
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an interview, they translate her remarks into terms rele-

vant to tem. The first process of translation went on whep,

in the course of remarks, we discovered problem-signifying

demographic characteristics. These characteristics signi-

fy "typical problems" that allow a quick definition of the

clientsG character and needs.

Once a neighborhodd is identified by this or that

typical problem, or once a class or ethnic group has been

similarly described, a set of typical expectations of the

typical problems of individuals from Neighborhood four,

or of w*Ifare mothers or of Negroes, or of poor people

obtains. The professional will "know what to expect" and

will feel free to offer generalized programs and a general

picture of the problems of the neighborhood*.

The second process of translation is referred to as

"listening". This involves selecting and extrapolAting

from Mrs. L.'s remarks in such a way as to identify prob-

lems, relevant to the listener. In order to be success-

fully translated, into relevant terms, Mrs. L.'s problems

must: 1)be perceived to signify the existence of a problem-

atic sttuation, a typical pattern of social forces and psy-

chological reactions that have been recognized as an( im-

portant problem situation; 2) be serious. The problems

selected by the listener must have current relevance in

terms of generally recognized emergencies--in the fifties,

delinquency and family disintegration; in the sixties,

race relations or poverty. A problem must be part of a

syndrome that is currently receiving attention from licenced
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* These typifications are oftbn implicitly stiggmatizing.
at best the people appear weak, incompetent, inept and moral-
ly passive. Thus Dick Cass said that Bruce Levison had to
do the dog work because there are things you cant expect
a group "where nobody got past seventh grade" co do. In fact
many of the active adults in Neighborhood Four have high-
school diplomas and many who do not have some high chool,
and a vocabular and knowledge of the worltd that shows it.
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problems identifiers and that is currently discussed

by adademics, politicians, and sources of money. 3)

be legitimate subject matter for intervention by the pro-

fessional. He must have licence to apply a remedy, which

should also be possible to apply within limited time,

geography and budget. The professional, however, may

judge the appropriateness of the remedy to the pro-

lem.

Thus "my neighbors have noisy parties' may be trans-

lated: "This woman is socially isolated and does not par-

ticipate in neighborhood festivities. She should be brought

into a possible group of friends, and helped to overcome

psychological resistance to enjoy herself with them." Or

a planner might say, "Clearly thae sound insulation in this

project was not well carried out. Asphalt yards should

be replaced by a more absorptive substance, the interior

walls should be re-covered, and a sodal worker should

be hired to help organize parties elsewhere, and/or in-

crease friendly relations. Or, both might say that this

complaint was totally t-rrelevant, that it was not rela-

ted to the significant problems of the neighborhood, and

that some people always gripe- anyway if you give them

the opportunity.

In the example above, a simple statement about noisy

neighbors was scanned with an image of a typical "neurotic

socially isolated" woman in mind, and the items irrele-

van to this picture (physical structure, noisy neighbors)

were discarded. Similarly, it was aain examined with a
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typical idea of housing projects--overcrowded, badly de-

signed physically, poor social contacts--in mind, disre-

garding any analysis of her motives for such a complaint.

Or the whole was disregarded, and the hypothetical com-

plainer was discredited: she eomplains because of her na-

ture and not because of any "realistic" problems.

This set of alternate explanations is familiar, ev-

en the subject of jokes. However, it is not unimportant.

In the first two, technically prescriptive, examples, a

simple statement was used to convey the image of a typic-

al familiar situation, a situation that existed in the

literature, which conveyed itself as a symptom of a fa-

miliar typification of a serious problems(social dis-

organization--neurotic anomie, the failure of public hous-

ing) previously identified in such terms, and finally,

a situation that permitted the social worker or planner to

intervene within the terms of his licence.

In summary, f6r planners and's6cial workers, pre-

existent need to intervene within a limited area of life,

and practical considerations, are major comp~nents'for de-

ciding whether problems care present, what they are and what

to do about them. Moreover, the problems that predominate

in the search for problems are typifications of patterns

that can be divorced from a structural, analytic view of

cause and interrelations. These typified patterns are

accepted, relatively unexamined, from current work and

current political discussion, and added to an eclectic,
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pre-existing potpourri of other recognized problems as

"new factors", modified to conform to an interventionist

purpose-at-hand.

These predeterminants of what a relevant social pro-

blem is are not mere "biases". They have implications in

the choice of who is examined for problems and what is

done to whom. Mrs. L. is asked about her marriage, but

Superintendant Tobin is not asked about his schools. Even

when planners and social workers have attempted to extend

their licence as a group by participating in the analysis

and identification of problems on a national level, with

broader definition of appropriate action, they have still

implicitly accepted thi.s kind of limitation. Their willing-

ness to criticize local administrators from a national van-

tage point does not modify their general acceptance of the

limits of a neighborhood approach.

Planners and social workers have accepted,for example,

a national report on family problemsor programs that

treat poverty with national funding of neighborhood based

programs and nursery schools, as central, important, and ex-

citing innovations that deal with real problems and are

relevant to the needs of neighborhoods where there are wor-

king agencies.

Real problems and needs developed by planners and

social workers from the "street corner," as we have seen

in Neighborhood Four, are not necessarily either those

felt by the people on the corner, or those that have great-

k
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est application toward "solving the problems." They are

instead, limited and determined by the pressures of agency,

licence, budget and training and most generally confined by

what is "possible" within these limits to "do with 4,000

people." Blowing these "needs" up to the national scale

is keeping as an ideological commitment, practical limits

that do not obtain on the national level. When these li-

mits are combined with the considerable limits of national

politics, the problems finally identified and programs

finally developed will amount to a few more dollars for the

same old programs, the same basic approach, recombined with

high hopes and little analysis. They will not result in

anything new, or necessarily better, because the same set

of problems and the same set of practical determinants un-

derlie the whole approach.

Concern with getting a place to intervene, and funds

to use in the intervention is found among both planners and

social workers along with a feeling that it does not matter

where one intervenes or what the "basic problem" is, or how

relevant the intervention is to change. "Societal strucA

turing" is used both to point out the impossibility of go-

ing after anything big or basic, and to argue the relevance

of intervention almost anywhere, since "everything is inter-

re&&ted"in "vicious circles".

This ebullient innocence, however, covers up the

facts that "intervention anywhere" has not always helped, and

that programs sold to help a group of clients have often
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had the opposite effect, while helping the rest of society

by controlling, sequestering and keeping a group in their

"proper," stigmatized andvpowerless role.*

As planners become more involved in identifying pro-

blems nationally this pragmatic, eclectic optimism is

coming into dangerous contradiction with their avowed pur-

pose of "hhlping people." In fact, the more that models and

approaches to problems, siaited to the limitations of the

local level, are carried over, even given special authen-

ticity, as reflecting "neighborhood needs", the more the

planners fall into a political trap.

Consciousness is not sufficient to avoid this trap,

for there will always be the seduction of the possible and

the practical, often in the face of the feeling that some-

thing is better than nothing. But particularly as planning

is increasingly granted licence to deal with local units

and neighborhoods, and to set up national programs for

these neighborhoods, while effectively denied licence to

function in nationwide terms, we should at least begin to

examine the implicit assumptions and practical consequences

of such a licence.
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See Scott, Op ge . on the blind.

Also Thomas S Szasz, The Myth of Mental lilness(New York:
Harper and Row, 1964). Goffman, Asylums, Q it.

Other categories include the poor laws and the welfare
system, the juvenile courts, certain parts of the school
system ('700 schools ' and their equivalent*, see Strodtbeck's
work in Chicago) public housing, various institutions for
Negroes, especially schools in the South, the work of many
early settlement houses (see Zorbaugh, OpCit.) the Job
Corps (interview with Julian Houston, former counsellor at
Kilmore) and the like.
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TFHL' ALLfANCE
ALLIANCE OF CAMBRIDGE SETTLEMENT HOUSES, INC.
99 AUSTIN STREET, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02139

Telephone 868-0420

Administrator' s Report for the Fourth Annual Meetng_ - Febr yL..1967

TRIBUTE: Through seemingly endless deliberations and negotiations under
the patient, persistent efforts and leadership of Stanley S. Ganz, three
Houses voted in November to merge in the Alliance and AN ACT AUTHORIZING
THE MERGER OF MARGARET FULLER HOUSE, INC., CAMBRIDGE NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE,
INC., EAST END HOUSE, INC., AND SUCH OTHER SETTLEaMT HOUSES IN THE CITY
OF CAMBRIDGE AS ACCEPT THIS ACT INTO THE ALLIANCE OF CAMBRIDGE SETTLEMENT
HOUSES, INC. was filed December 6, 1966 with the General Court of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

DEVELOPMENT: From initial consideration in December 1950, through years
of efforts and proposals of House executives and board members, encouraged
by Cambridge Community Services who made the initial request to Foundations
early in 1962 for funds "to provide central direction to an Alliance of
Cambridge Settlement Houses", the ALLIANCE was incorporated June 20, 1963
with the following purpose:

"To participate in studies for meeting social needs in Cambridge
particularly with reference to settlement houses; to determine
priorities of service; to establish new services; to recommend program
standards for settlement houses and to assist in improving their
effectiveness; to assist in establishing personnel policies, practices,
standards and job descriptions; to interpret the work of settlement
houses to the public; to solicit, receive and distribute to Cambridge
Settlement Houses charitable gifts and grants for carrying out settle-
ment work in Cambridge, and in general to further the charitable and
benevolent purposes of the settlement houses in Cambridge."

The original Board of Directors was composed of three representatives
chosen by each board of the four member Houses, Cambridge Community Center,
Cambridge Neighborhoo House, East End House, Margaret Fuller House
(Christ Child House having been precluded by its National Sponsoring
Agency in Washington D.C.). An administrator was employed October 15, 1963
with the understanding that three years had been designated with special
funding within which a merger of the four Houses should be accomplished,
and with first year grants of $9000 each from the Committee of the Perma-
nent Charities Fund and the Godfrey M. Hyams Trust, and office srace
donated by Cambridge Community Services in its building at 53 Churph
Street, the Alliance was under way.

For three years the process has continued of unifying and centralizing the
planning, programming, and participating in city and metropolitan-wide
activities. Combined bookkeeping, accounting, handling of payrolls,
reports and payment of all bills are done in the Alliance office. Uniform
personnel standards have been developed- Staff and volunteers have been

MEMBER OF CAMBRIDE COMMUNITY SERVICES, UNITED COMMUNITY SERVICES OF METRaPOLITAN B-IST0N,
AND HATIONAL FEDERATION OF SETTLEMENTS AA0 NEIGH30RMOOD CENTERS.

AREA I AREA IV AREA VII
SEast End House Cambridge Art Center Cambridge Neighborhood House Margaret uler HwAse Cambridge Community Center
, 105 Spring Street 31 Newtowne Court 79 Moore Street 71 Cherry Street 5 Callender Street

87-44864-3840 547-4630 876-8819 547-6811
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recruited and referred to the member Houses for selection. Many special
services have been developed and provided through the Alliance, in addition
to the important role of soliciting and distributing foundation and United
Fund support,

SPECIAL SERVICES: Included among these should be mentioned
1) AL-DA-CA, combined Summer Day-Camping for 8 weeks at Camp Ted, Waltham,

under leadership provided by East End House and Margaret Fuller House
2) Family Society/Alliance project under special funding which provides

qualified casework services at each House
3) Tutoring-Plus, under special funding, which provides leadership and

helps to recruit tutors to serve the particular needs of children in
each neighborhood

4) Cambridge Mental Health Center/Alliance negotiations through which a
proposal for neighborhood-based mental health services known as "GATEWAY"
had been submitted to the legislature, but in the meantime a Community
Services Unit has been established, headed by a staff psychiatrist who,
with other members of the Mental Health Center staff, offers a variety
of neighborhood-based mental health services

5) MIT Science Day Camp collaboration through which selected boys from
each settlement neighborhood are benefitted

6) Boston College/Alliance cooperation in the National Teacher Corps Project
which provided field placement for a team of 5 trainees in Area rI under
settlement staff supervision June 28 through August 5

7) Work Study Program in which the Alliance contracts with 10 colleges and
universities snables the Alliance to recruit and provide student workers
for each House, the Art Center, Al-Da-Ca and other joint projects

8) CEOC Child Development Program with the Cambridge School Department and
the Alliance as contractors for Head Start classes, based in some schools
and in all the Houses

9) Massachusetts Youth Service Board consultant for Cambridge, Rindge
Jefferson, who works under Alliance auspices, serving all the Houses in
matters relating to youth needs; supervising detached neighborhood youth
workers as occasions require; enabling all Cambridge youth workers to
meet together around their common concerns; serving as liaison between
Phillips Brooks House and the Houses and also between TEST and all youth
workers; consulting on youth problems in unserved areas of the city;
encouraging and instigating efforts to secure more effective services
for youth in Cambridge

10) A Simmons College class taught by Miss Pifer which has provided 11 field-
work students placed in all four Houses and the Art Center

AREA ASSIGNMENT: Earlier participation in recruiting neighborhood leaders
for CEOC projects intensified the realization that settlement staff needed
to maintain closer relationship with their neighborhood residents. Area
designations in Cambridge, determined some years ago, were being used in
setting up planning teams and proposals for OEO projects. It seemed
appropriate to use these designations in planning for more effective settle-
ment services begun last summer. AREA I is served by East End House where
Chester Zucker became Area I Executive responsible for all outreach into the
neighborhood, and Elizabeth Kearns as Program Director assumed full responsi-
bility for all House activities. AREA 1V (defined by CEOC as target #1 for
CEO services) has three units under supervision of Richard Cass, Area IV
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Executive. Also assigned on an area basis is Bruce Levison, formerly Margaret
Fuller House Neighborhood Worker. Cambridgie Neighborhood House has Richard
Franke, Program Director, responsible for all House activities assisted by
Joanne Angier; Margaret Fuller House Program Director is William Armstrong
with full-time assistant; the Art Center (located in Newtowne Court Housing
Project) is directed by Michele Des Verney assisted by Medora Bass. AREA VII
(target #2 for OEO services) has Cambridge Community Center with Mrs. Dorothy
Scott seen as Area VII Executive and Roosevelt Weaver as Program Director
assisted by Cheryl Hirst.

Obviously, there are other Areas needing and wanting services appropriately
provided by settlement houses, notably Areas III, V, IX, and XI. The Alliance
is involved with other private and with public agency representatives in
planning for and collaborating in the development of expanding services to
these Areas notably of CCS, Interfaith Housing, Cambridge Mental Health
Association, Friends School, CEOC, Uellington-Harrington Citizens' Committee,
Cambridge Corporation, Family Society, City Planning Board, Health Department
and Redevelopment Authority, Housing Authority and more recently with Justin
Gray, assistant to the City Manager for development programming.

CEFUET: (Contracts to Encourage the Full Utilization of Educational Talent,
under the Higher Education Act of 1965, Title IV; Section 408, United States
Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Washington,
D.C.) became a reality in June with a contract for $51,150 under Alliance
auspices. The hours and efforts of former Tutoring-Plus personnel, partici-
pants, parents and zonsultants that went into the writing and rewriting of
this proposal cannot be measured. Earlier efforts for funding through CEOC
had failed. It was John Herzog who discovered the possibility for funding
that finally was fulfilled. The original program and budget to run from
September to September were changed to June 15, 1966 to June 15, 1967, with
the contract received for signing on June 29, 1966! Harvard Law School
students carried the work through the summer following guide-lines prepared
by Elsa Baldwin who assumed responsibility on August 30 for implementing the
proposal, hiring staff and setting up procedures. CEFUET is limited to
Highschool/teenage youth in Area IV. Since Tutoring-Plus, separately funded
and primarily for elementary school children was continuing on the basis
established last year, the supervision of this program also is being carried
by Elsa Baldwin. Full reports of both CEFUET and Tutoring-Plus are available.

SERVICE INFORMATION FOR UNITED COMUNITY SERVICES is required in December of
each year. The following material was submitted by the Alliance for 1966 and
is included here for your information.

1. Physical Facilities:
Administrative Headquarters - 99 Austin Street 4 offices
Area I - Chester Zucker, Executive

East End House - 105 Spring Street - 9 clubrooms, kitchen, woodshop,
gym and showers, 2 offices, well-equipped small children's playground

Area IV - Richard Cass, Executive
Cambridge Neighborhood House - 79 Moore Street - 5 clubrooms, 2
lounges, kitchen, woodshop, 4 offices, Educational Annex, large
playground with 2 basketball courts
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argaret Fuller House - 71 Cherry Street - 4 clubrooms, kitchen, woodshop,
4 offices, large assembly room with stage and kitchenette, basketball
court and separate equipped playground for children
Art Center - 31 Newtowne Court Housing Project - 2 classrooms, office,
small library, large store-room

AREA VII - Mrs. Dorothy Scott, Executive
Cambridge Community Center - 5 Callender Street - lounge, 4 clubrooms,
library, kitchen, woodshop, crafts room, photography room, 4 offices,
large gym writh stage and showers

2. Function: To coordinate and provide opportunities for individual, group
and inter-group experiences aimed toward strengthening family life,
developing leadership, broadening cultural and educational horizons,
improving living conditions, helping individuals and groups to relate to
one another, and integrating the local neighborhoods with the larger
community; to counsel and refer individuals and families to appropriate
community resources; to strengthen citizen participation in planning and
developing needed services; to cooperate with other agencies in supporting
and sponsoring appropriate neighborhood and city-wide developments.

3. Intake Policy: Membership is open to all people living in the neighborhood
limited only by available facilities, services and leadership. East End
House is primarily Polish, Portuguese and Italian; Comunity Center serves
predominately negroes; the other 3. are inter-racial.

4. Fees: Annual membership fees from October to October are $1.00 up to 14
years of age, $2.00 over 14 ;,ears or family fee of $5.00. Fees for camping,
day-care, and other special programs are individually determined.

5. Area Served: The eastern third of Cambridge, exclusive of M.I.T., in which
the settlements are located but providing consultation and hopefully later
collaboration in services to North Cambridge.

6. Service Trends: Services vary with the neighborhoods, their social awareness
and indicated needs. In general, mass recreational programs have been
discontinued and small group activities developed with emphasis on helping
children and adults to understand and adjust to the requirements of society,
using neighborhood-based resources provided through Alliance collaboration
with the Cambridge Mental Health Center and Family Society as well as through
other city and Metropolitan services. Development of neighborhood leadership
and their participation with specialists in planning for both immediate and
future goals is a major emphasis in Area 4. Such emphasis is seen as basic
for all our neighborhoods as institutional, industrial, and metropolitan
pressures increase on lower-income residential areas in Cambridge. We are
moving toward providing/relating to specialized services sought by our
neighbors and helping them to participate effectively in citizen action
related to local as well as federally-funded projects.. Service Statistics
show reduction in total number of individuals served as there is concentration
on more effective individual and group services within the agency, but a
true picture of wider neighborhood involvement and use of facilities for
neighborhood meetings and projects is not reflected in these totals as of
December 1966.

CCC CNH MFH AC EEH Totals
Headstart (3-4) 20 60 20 100
5 - 7 60 - ( 101 (
7 - 13 (125 84 80 (175 328 (953

13 - 18 35 85 42 - 45 207
Adults 284 _ 188 16 _4'1

464 340 310 191 541 1846
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PEPSONNEL: In the course of the year, Mrs. Dorothy Weitzman, our outstanding
Tutoring-Plus Director, left to enter Boston College School of Social Work;
Elsa Baldwin left her position as Executive of Cambridge Neighborhood House
to complete work for her Master's degree and later assumed responsibility as the
Coordinator-Supervipor of the Alliance CEFUET project and Tutoring-Plus;
Richard Park left his position as Frecutive of Margaret Fuller House to join
the staff of United Coimunity Services; Judith Greene left as Art Center
Director to pursue development of her own talent; Mrs. Doris Dada, Program
Director of Margaret Fuller House left with her husband and small daughter
for Africa; Mrs. Carol Almasi, family worker at Cambridge Neighborhood House,
resigned for the arrival of her baby. Changes in part-time staff were inevitable.

In the Alliance 6ffice, Mrs. Ruth Lowry resigned to work nearer home and was
replaced by Muriel Wilmot on February 4 as Administrative Bookkeeper, with
Laurene Lawrence continuing her fine work as Secretary. At this time, in
-addition to administrative staff, the Alliance carried responsibility for
8 teachers, 8 teacher-aides, 1 records keeper in the Child Development Program;
2 case-aides for the Family Society/Alliance project; 7 full-time and 10 part-
time staff in CEFUET and Tutoring Plus; 45 Work/Study students. The total
twice monthly payroll handled by the Alliance covers 114 employees.

The Administrator completed three years with the Alliance on October 15, 1966.
Signed "Letters of Agreement" between the Alliance and the four Houses with
revision of the Alliance By-Laws had not. seemed to clarify the authority of
the Alliance Board and role of the Administrator, Authorization had been
granted for greatly needed staff assistance but no funds became available to
employ the proposed Projects Director. The October letter to the Board of
Directors closed as follows, "I will continue to do my very best on behalf of
the Alliance, within the limitations of my strength and ability, until my
successor has been secured or until June 30, 1967."

respectfully submitted,

Isabel Pifer'ACSW
Administrator

CEOC - Cambridge Economic Opportunity Committee
OEO - Office of Economic Opportunity
CCS - Cambridge Cormunity Services

2/6/67 - 100



NEIBRMOOD CcNFERE:cC - Dec. 27, 1966
hargeret Fuller House - 10:00 A.i. to 3:00 P.1,

Sponsored ty: Conerence of Or.anization Bicks, and
Indiv iual s In A rea IV

INTRODUCTION:

The Conference began w'th coffee. and donuts at 1.0:00 Ai, At 10:30
Mrs. Helen iveehan called the neeting t ordr, the explained that the
conference had been organized to try to establish a limited number of
priorities for the next six mcaths for ecb. community group,At present
there are a number of organizations working on many different projects-
members are torn between using That time they have on a whole range of
tasks. Hopefully the conference would establish a limited number of goals
for each area of community concern thet could be accomplished in the next
six months. Each group would be aware of what the other groups were in-
volved in, and lend each other support.

hrs. Meehan then explained the agenda forthe day' The next hour
would be spent with Dr. Benjamin S achs, Medical Director of the Camb-
ridge Public Health Department, and Dr. Phillip Porter, Cheif of Pedi-I
atrics, Cambridge City Hospital, The doctors would describe the poss-
ibilities for developing increased medical services in Area IV and ask
for reactions and suggeatiois from the conference menbers,. Following this
hour the members would split-up into discussion groups and establish a set
of goals and priotities in their area of responsibility. The groups would
return to the meeting hall for a Buffet Lunch from 12:30-1!00 P.M. Follow-
ing lunch each group would report its list of priorities, followed by a
general discussion involving everyone present. nrs. heehan then introduced
Dr. Sachs and Dr. Porter.

I.. Dr. Sachs stated he had come to the conference to get the ideas of
local residents as to what the problems are in present medical services
and to get suggestions for programs that would be effective. There are now
funds available througzh the hedicaid prog;ram to establish a comprehensive
maternal and child care out-patient clinic. Dr, Sachs will draw up a pro-
posal and submit it to washington--there is no guarantee the program will
be funded. He stressed the program would be a complete one; not only
medical, but dental services as well as social work and nursing services.
All children and nothers in Cambridg e would be eli:.ible. He then asked
the members to think about ether expanded services and facilities at
Cambridge City Hospital would meet the needs, or whether a local facility
would be necessary.

Dr. Porter said the facility would be limited to child and maternal
care because of restrictions in funding. At. present, well-baby clinics
see a child only until he is "- and one-half years old. School health
physicals start at six years, and children are seen only every two to
three years. A clinic is needed with full time staff and a director to
supervise physical and mental health on a daily basis. At present only
fifteen doctors whose average age is fifty-eight years, serve the area
east of Central Square.

A satellite clinic in Area IV would be open days nd. evenings.
Regular doctors would see the same children continuously and keep com-
plete medical records. This would avoid seeing many different doctors
who have no prior knowledge of the child. The clinic would relate to the
iiass. General Hospital, iount Auburn, and City Hospital. The clinic
physician would visit his patients should they need hospital care. Social
workers andFublic Health nurses would be housed in the clinic and would
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work with other social agencies in the neighborhood. Local residents could
be employed at the clinic, and help to organize the community in planning
for improving health services.

The age limit on services would be eighteen years or the completion
of high school, Income guid lines would be very flexible, with patients
paying in relation to what they can afford. Diagnostic services would be
provided to all residents, but treatment and hospitglizatioh would require
a fee. Income levels for treatment would follow medicaid guide lines-a
family of four can make 9 6,000 per year. People just over the income
restrictions are still a question. Generally the clinic would avoid the
" bits and pieces " approach such as a measles vaccine clinic being open
only during the dinner hour.

The city would pay 25% of the clinic- costs. However, this includes
" in-kind " contributions where present health costs and facility costs
could be included in the 25%. State money is also available and Dr. Porter
felt conficent that the necessary city and state funds could be raised.

A question and answer period followed with local residents asking
for futher information, describing current problems, and making suggestons.
People felt strongly that a local clinic wo; needed because getting trans-
portation to City Hospital and baby-sitters is a tremnendous problem,
Another suggestion was made to have someone available at the hospital to
guide people through the confusing maze of departments. This person could
be a 16cal resident who could see that transportation was provided to
hospitals when necessary and stay with the patient at the hospital. The
need for medical help for senior citizens was pointed out. However the
restrictions on federal funds limit service to eighteen years cid. Total
family attention could be a goal for the future. The need for a. supervised
playroom to avoid the usual waiting room problems was stressed. It should
be as homelike and comfortable as possible with a neighborhood resident
supervising, This would Pvoid the clinic atmosphere.

House calls are a major question. It will be difficult because gett-
ing full time staff to make either house calls or night calls will be a
problem. It will depend on how forcefully the residents can express this
need in helping the doctors apply for federal funds.

The question of using medical residents and interns was raised. i'ed-
ical schools are reconizing the need for good out-patient services and
might be willing to help staff a neighborhood clinic. Particularly medical
residents could be used for full family care and horme visiting. City Hosp-
ital's license does not allow interns to practice outside the hospital,
but this could be changed. However it would be hoped the clinic would be
staffed by a full time pediatrician.

Transpbrtation problems could be met by providing stc tion wagons
twenty-four hours a day transportation services. Possibly an apartment
in the clinic could provide twenty-four hour phone and transportation
service in return for free rent.

Administration raised a numnber of issues. City Hospital would ad-
minister tne program, with Harvard Ledical S chool involved. Federal train-
ina programs for non-medical personnel from the neighborhood are available,
out the city must guarntee them a job after training, and this is a
problem. Setting up a CEOC medical task force might not be possible. The
city must meet 20% of the cost of training and salaries. This would be in-
creased in later years to 50%, and eventually 100a. Therefore the city is
reluctent to commit itself and the CEGC Board of Directors might feel there
was no point in setting up a training program or task force.

Dr. Sachs raised his concer*n about the clinic competing with. private
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]L Following the discu'-on w"i Dr. Pc rad D1. S ch , th- meting sp itp nto
ciscussion groups. ohn Cairacht led ty h Educet.on section; Janet Fose, recreation;
ead Pauline Blackstad the :and U-e, Hotus'ng, -na Neighbohood Mintnace. At At
t.m. a Buffett Lunch wais served, and 'hr3n each grouip reported on their discussions
E.nd selection Ef priorities for the next a months:

EDUCATION: Rcporc by Johni G&iacIty.
1, Eniourage C.0.B.I. to cxpand its knowledge of neighborhood needs through

use of a survey of all th2 blocks in the neighborhood.

2. The city should acquire the land on the Boardman St. side of the Roberts
School.

3. A tax should nr~hase for future use of the schools.

Mr. Gairachty explained that in discussing edtcational goals, his group felt ther"
were more basic problems that needed to be settled before educational needs could be
met. The group felt they were unable to speak for the neighborhood-no small community
group could really know how the total neighborhood felt about any issue, Therefore
everyone in the neighborhood must be contacted through an in--depth study and. suvey.
Block clubs would be a means to reach ever.yone and give them - chance to express their
opinion. Also if P.T.A. had a question about policy or local opinion, it could be
fed into the biock clubs by staff uorkina with the clubs. In a month's time a neigh-
borhhod answer could be pcvided.

A hot lunc-i program for Roberts School was not a priority since it can t be
accomplished in six months. Long range .c:hool services depend more on an in-depth survey
of need. A survey should also find out what services are available now, and how good
they are.

A museum program for Roberts School -tans mentioned. Materials from museums would
be brought into the school to enrich present programs. Mr. Carnuy is aware of the
program and will bing I. r n Co discuss i th teachers. Howe-ver, the
school tend to be defensive about Qutside programs being brought in, and there may be
resistance to it,

RECREATION:Report by Janet Rose
I A nie'd forV more comr.unication among residents of the neighborhood particularly

wt of Colona St.
2. Open Newtosne Court Gymnasium for mothers groups.
3. Day Ca:e Center---No income guidelines.
4. Mo-2 pliy sp-ace---actually the top priority, but a question.
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whether this can be reached in six months, therefore the gym is top pri-
ority,

5. Clear uip g'lass in Sennot Perk.
6. Include people from Broadway to Hampshire Streets in planning

and use of recreation.

DISCUSSION: St,, M4Lary's ias a fine gym. We should talk to them about
getting togethor on -1t- use. The Day Care Association in Cambridge has
been unsuccesf'ul in looking for funding. However working mothers could
help to support it. People have pointed out the need and title V people
need it, Senior citizen shold. have use of the gym two mornings a week.

IV LND U62 .NEIG.BORHOOD LAINTNACJE: Bill. Dilworth.

1. Recommendation for use of The Broadway Baptist Church site within
four to six we-eks.

2. Completion of the three tot-lots being planned with .49,000.00
funding available for equipment,

3, Reid's house completed in six months.
4. A plan for the Clark St., Harvard St. property in spite of the

financial problems,
3, A multi-level parking garage for industy be planned and a site

selected.
6. Use of the Sullivan Post for Senior citizens. C.E.0,C. will work

with the Post executive comm7ritte. If there is no action in six months the
neighborhood will get involved

V Summery and Discussion of the Whole Conference though nct part of
the program concern with headstart children climbing on the Neighborhood
House roof was mentioned.

There seemed to be general agreement among the people present that
the greatest concern for the neighborhood now is to reach out to many more
people, Those involved in community work are a. tiny fraction, and can't
possibly speak for 9,000 people. There are now many more 0.0. ~orkers
available. The C.O.B.I. steering Comffittee should sit down with the settle-
ments and C.E,0.0. and tell them how to distribute their staff, Every
group has questions they need a neighborhood response to whether -"A depth-
survey is done or whether block clubs are organised. Block clubs and sur-
veys are not the only ways-we could seek out other organized groups such
as churches.

There was discussion of the merits of doing a broad survey or a
block club organization. A survey could be done quickly by bringing in
outside workers such as college students. Then you would know peoples
needs, the services they now geJt, and could plan to fill the gaps. How-
ever block clubs through taking longer, would develop political power and
continuing feed-back on issues, Knowledge of needs without the power to
demand city services to fill the needs is useless.

Also useful is a training program todevelop local leadership. This
would help the development of neighborhood strength by increasing leader-
ship for people to develop new blocks.

The conference reached agreement that they would form a committee to
decide what they need from the professional organizers in the settlements
and C.E.O.C.



CANBRIDGE NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE
79 Moore St. Cambridge

Bonrd of D ctors - 1967.1968

Officers
resident.ip H17. Fran2 iin King, Cabot, Cabot & Forbes

Vice-Pre3si ccans Dean Robert Holdca, MIT Rm 7133 Cambridge
rs. *Hel en C. Meehan, 51 Pine St. Cambridge

Secretary Mrs. Herietta Mclsaac, 75 Washington Elms Camb
T-2reasura M!i. William Payson Jr, Harvard Trust Co
Cleri of Corp: Hon. Haven Parker

Term Expiring 1970
Mrs. ranceiudry, 64 Washington Elms Cambridge
Mrs. Anthony Butler, 100 Memorial Drive Cambridge
Mrs. Henrietta McIsaac, 75 Washington Elms Cambridge
Mrs. Helen C. Meehan, 51 Pine St. Cambridge
Mr. Franklin Phillips, Electr.onics Research Center Cambridge
Mrs. Julie Pina, 93 Washington Elms Cambridge
Mrs. Ruth Ward, 83 Washington Elms Cambridge.
Mr. David Warsowe, College Seal & Crest Co Cambridge

Term Expiring 1969
Mrs. Oliver Ames, 279 Marlboro St Boston
Mrs. Doris Elderd, 95 Moore St Cambridge
Reverend Alvin Graham, 87 Washington Elms
Mr. Franklin King, Cabot, Cabot & Forbes Boston
Mr. Robert Palmer, Polaroid 750 Main St Cambridge
Mrs. Barbara Paris, 42 Washington Elms Cambridge
Dr. Benjamin Sachs, Health Dept. City Hall Cambridge
Mr. Jeremiah Spilewski, 214 Broadway Cambridge

Term Expiring 1968
Mr. Frank Barnes, 151 Ctark St Cambridge
Mrs. Charles F. Cox, 137 Cherry St Cambridge
Mr. Richard Evarts, 75 Federal St Boston
Mrs. Ruth Fahy, 525 Washington Elms, Cambridge
Mrs. Mary C-alvin, 402 Washington Elms Cambridge
Mrs. Elsie HaD:ing, 9 Ps z;rtowne Court Cambridge
Mrs. Lavola Hogan, 813 Washington Elms, Cambridge
Dean Robert Holden, MIT Cambridge
Mr. George Keefe, 120 Tremont St Boston
Mr. James Lakis, Polaroid Main St Cambridge
!on. Haven Parker, Third Distic.t Court Cambridge
Mr. William Payson Jr, Harvard Trust Co Cambridge
Mrs. James Plaut, 225 Brattle St Cambridge
Mrs. Corrine Ray, 149 Windsor St Cambridge
Mrs. Janet Rose, 36 Newtowne Court Cambridge
Miss Dorothy Rowell, Cambridge Court Clinic
Reverend Daniel Sheehan, St Mary's of Annrmciation Rectory Camb.

Committee Ap7ointments
FProgram:~Deaini obert Holden
Personnel: Miss Dorothy Rowell
Nominating:
Masters: Mrs. Ruth Fahy

*HU2-51h0
UN4-6900

868-1066
TR6-1700x7644

547-8758
EMh-0256
868-1066

191-1500x2251
491.-O360
TR6-3055
547.6210

CO6-5346
UNh-8599
868-5*197
HU2-54t0
UN14000x53h
491-3145
TR6-6800
547-6210

491-8519
TR6.-2011
HU2-6655
UNh-4255
491-4969
491-3367
876-2958
UNh-6900
963-8939
Nh4-600ox51o

TR6-9429 :
TR6-1700
ELt-3175
354-5579
491-7851
UNh-7520
547-6071

Alliance Board of Directors
Mr.~RoberE Falme
Mr. Franklin King
Dean Robert Holden
Mr. James Lakis
Mrs. Helen C. Meehan
Mrs. Henrietta McIsaac

KI7-4680



..W...0Board of' re%9.#tqs- 6-67 Revised_

/ President: Mrs.
Vic-Pres idents:.

Treasurer:
Secretary:

E. Kendau Bragg, 17 Channing St. Cambridge
Miss Rut.n S. Stne 7 A.lexander Ave. Belmont
Mr. Robert P. Bro, 16 Avon St. Cambridge
Mr. Herry M. vrin (Pro temq)
Mr. Heey M. Neia, 3 Concorl Ave. Cambridge

33
78
38

TR6-8819

K1?-1804
Tvh-0576
547-6637

38 TR6-8187-Co7-8855

Members: Term 1969
ry St. Boston

Mr. Charles Blevins, I W!te; ous S' Cambridge
Mr. Robert P. Brown, 16 von Slt. Cambrildgre
Mr. James H. Clark, JrV. 76 Pak St. Scmnerville
Mrs. Darnley Dottin, 296 Uijshington St. Cambridge
Mr. Moses Kennedy, 52 Holten St. W. Medford MIT (3566)
Mr. John Newcomb, 11 eardman St. Cambridge
Miss Carol N. Smith, 12 00 ass. Ave. Cambridge
Mrs. Henry Wise, 2 Riedescl Ave. Cambridge

Term Expiring 1968 CMrs. E. Kenda ll Bragg, 17 Channing St. Cambridge
Mrs. Norma Greenidge, 51 Washington Elms Cambridge
Miss Dorothea Jones, 7 Holly Avenue Cambridge
Mrs. Samuel Miller, h Fracie Avenue Cambridge
Mr. David H. Morse, 17 Buci-Ingham St. Cambridge
Mr. Harold Myer, 58 Bay State Road Belmont
Mrs. Dorothy Morton, 69 School St. Cambridge'
Mr. Paul Smith, 16 Roosevelt Towers Cambridge

Term Expiring 1967
Rerend-Thomas.Fuller, 272 Central St. Saugus
Mr. Robert Gargill, 130 Appleton St. Cambridge
Mrs. Frederick R. Grace, 113 Lake View Ave. Cambridge
Mr. John Hammond II, 17 Gray St. Camb'idge
Mrs. Herbert Levine, 16 Fountain St. W. Newton
Mr. Henry M. Nevin, 3 Concord Ave. Cambridge
Mr. Clifford Powell, Polaroid 730 Main St. Cambridge
Miss Ruth S. Stone, 7 Alexander kee. Samnt;
Miss Sally Stearns, 3 Chauncy St. Cambridge
Mrs. Barbara Washington, 36 Newtowne Court Cambridge

Honorary Members
Miss ATice Channing, RRI Box 37 North Chatham Mass.
Mrs. Henry A. Frost, 19 Garden St. Cambridge
Miss Dorothy R. Jones, Box 81 Rockport ass.
Mrs. William Koch, 855 St C71*." Avenue St. Paul Minn.
Mrs. Orrin Lilley, 11 Shanley St. Brighton
Mrs. Henry W. Patterson, 70 Conant Weston Mass.
Mrs. Robert Reid, 30 Bowdoin St. Cambridge

Committee Chairmen: Alliance-
Program: James H. Clark Jr. Mrs. E. K
Personnel: Miss Ruth S. Stone Mrs. Darn
Buildings/Grounds: Mr. Charles Blevins Mrs. Samu
Nominating: Mr. Robert Brown Mrs. Fred
Art Services: Mrs. Herbert Levine Miss Caro

Miss Ruth

18
3N
38
I43
39
55
39
38
38

38
39
38
38
38
78
39
41

01906
38
38

65
38
39
78'
38
39

02650
38

01966
55105
02135
02193

38

KE6-U447
E)L-551--876-2263
547- 6 637
623-06',6
Eth-5532
h86-3397
547-7883
KI7-7933
876-8303

K17-180h
876-6884
TR6-5979
TR6-8147
TR6-4595-TWh-5810
Ivh-6433
864-8845
864-1475

1-233-12
354-2575
864-8922
864-3912
332-9380
TR6-8187
UNh-6000x502
1vh-o576
547-8462
354-6333

Directors:
endali Bragg
ley Dottin
el Miller
erick R. Grace
1 M. Smith
S. Stone



ALLIANCE OF CAMBRIDGE SETTLEMNT HOUSES, INC.
99 Austin Street
Cambridge, Mass.

Report on Comunity Develoment in Area IV
March '

1) Structure of Organizations arnd Staff
COBI - (Conference of Organizations, Blocks, and Individuals) -
formed in Spring 1966 to bring together all interested neighborhood
organizations in an "umbrella" group for future planning in the
area. Participating members of COBI include CEOC Planning Team
and Recreation Task Force, Central 4 Neighborhood Association,
Block Clubs, PTA, various churches and sodial groups. Primary
staff are provided by the area settlements and CEOC with technical
assistance from Cambridge Corporation and the City Planning Board.

2) Projects
Each participating group in COBI carries on its own projects with
COBI serving as clearing house. Recreation Task Force is presently
working on developing two tot lots in NTC/%TE, and one on Pine
Street. Central 4 recently met with Traffic Comrisioner Rudolph
to work on street and traffic patterns in the area. The PTA
groups are active in cooperative work for Community Schools
concepts throughout Cambridge. The Pine/School Street Block Club
has been actiye in an advisory capacity with Cambridge Corporation
and Grass Roots Housing for rehabilitation of 16-l Pine Street.
COBI has developed a sub-group to work with Cambridge City Hospital,
the Public Health Service, and CEOC in plans for a Health Facility
in the neighborhood. The Industrial Relations sub-committee of
COBI has had extensive and productive discussions with Polaroid
Corporation concerning parking in the area; Central 4 Neighborhood
Association and the Pine Street Block Club have worked out night-
time use of lots.

3) Planni Proposals
COBI is nearing completion on a series of physical planning proposals
for distribution and corment within Area IV. Meetings have been
held between COBI Steering Committee, City officials, Justin Gray,
Mayor and City Manager, and these will be followed up with another
series about specific ideas. Mass area meetings for residents to
review these planning proposals are being set up now.

The proposals include sweeping changes for settlement services in
neighborhood IV, and presentation to House and Alliance Boards
should take place shortly.

3/9/67 - 50


